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A b s t r a c t
This research aims to serve two purposes in connection with repetition / 
redundancy. The first is to find out if repetition is functional or non­
functional. The second is to discover if repetition is still functional when it 
is transferred to another language.
The study starts by reviewing the related literature, i.e., discussing 
repetition in relation to various aspects of language such as the function of 
repetition in conversation in terms of production and comprehension, 
contextual motivations of repetition, the effect of repetition in persuasion, 
and the role which repetition plays in rhyme.
Part of the work is devoted to dealing with text and text-types, since text is 
the framework within which an analyst can observe whether repetition 
performs a duty or is used just as an ornamental device.
Another part of the research examines types of repetition and reasons for 
repetition. As repetition/redundancy has a significant role in Arabic 
rhetoric, particularly in c ilm  a l -m a ^ -a n i . part of this thesis is dedicated to 
the situation of repetition in Arabic. To verify the effects of repetition/ 
redundancy in text, the study examines the role of repetition in Arabic 
argumentative texts, English argumentative texts, Arabic expository texts 
and English expository texts. It also tests the translations of these texts into 
English and into Arabic.
The findings of the study indicate that repetition is functional in 
expository texts as well as in argumentative texts in both languages . In
V
other words, the device of repetition is employed in texts to serve a 
rhetorical purpose. This may be emphasising, supporting, informing, etc. 
It is also found that repetition, when occuring in texts, does not violate the 
norms of the text. On the contrary, it may be of great help to the plan of the 
text and the attitudes involved ( intentionality ). It can also help the
communicative settings ( situationality ) as well as assisting receivers ( 
acceptability ). In other words, it does not violate the considerations of
p ra g m a tic s .
The results of the study also indicate that the translation of repetition/
redundancy is functional, i.e. the translation of texts with repeated items
succeeds in m aintaining the rheto rical purpose of repetition , in
maintaining the propositions of the original text, or, in other words, in
preserving the pragmatic and the semiotic dimensions of text.
It is hoped that this work will assist trainees in translation as well as those
who are generally involved or interested in text linguistics and translation.
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CHAPTER ONE
Chapter One
The Scope of the Study
1.1. Synopsis
Suddenly, and almost as if it were somehow by surprise, 
there appears to be no adequate theory for translation.
At least George Steiner announces as much in his
survey of various claims already on file. Once
considered, the surprise is hardly surprising in itself, 
for many others, long before and soon after, reached 
the same conclusion, though with more caution and 
rather less commotion. Surely the best reason to
propose any theory, after all, is that we have none.
(Graham 1981)
Many topics concerning translation have been tackled: how to translate,
good translation, good translators, how to produce an objective translation,
the techniques and presenta tion  of translation, practical tools for
translation, how to assess translation, etc.
However, it seems that there is no certain system or theory that translators 
may follow in order to produce a version that might be an original native- 
language text. One should accept the fact that translation is often a
complicated process. Translation may prove a serious challenge for the 
translator who aims at conveying the exact sense of the source language.
Some of the reasons for this are considered in the discussion of this study.
This thesis is intended to investigate two topics : (1) whether repetition is
functional in Arabic and English argumentative and expository texts. By
1
functional is meant that it captures a rhetorical purpose hidden behind its 
use; (2) whether this function is preserved in translation from LI to L2 and 
/ or vice versa. In other words, whether the pragmatic dimension of 
context, the semiotic dimension of context and the intentionality are 
maintained in the translated text.
Research on repetition has been conducted by linguists and rhetoricians 
both in the Arab World and in the Western World, not however, within a 
text-type focus. This study will focus on repetition in Arabic and in English 
within argumentative and expository texts, since the style of argumentative 
texts is different from that found in expository texts in both languages.
As 'repetition ' and ' text-type ' are the main topics in this thesis, a word 
should be said about each of them.
Repetition was tackled in the West in the sixteenth century, by Fraunce 
(1588), and maybe before this date. Modern Western linguists and 
rhetoricians have also conducted research in this field and they have 
noticed that repetition is a prevalent feature in everyday life. However, 
repetition is treated in Western rhetoric as an optional ornamental 
stylistic device (Johnstone, 1987) and not as a functional device 
(Beaugrande 1979). The results of this study do not conform with such 
views.
On the other hand, in Arabic rhetoric a great deal of attention has been 
paid to repetition and redundancy. This theme occupies a solid position in 
£-11 m al-m a£-ani. Various purposes for redundancy have been discussed and 
illustrated with many examples, by Arab rhetoricians such as al-Qazwini 
(1975), al-Hashimi (1986) and cA bbas (1985). Some of these purposes are
2
d h i k r  a l - k h a ss b a £<1 a a l - ^ a m m  (general to particular), a l - i h  t i r a  s 
(qualification) and a l - ta tm im  (completing), etc. These purposes will be 
discussed in detail later in this research.
Text-type is treated as a conceptual framework which enables us to classify 
texts in terms of communicative intentions serving as an overall rhetorical 
purpose (Hatim and Mason 1990). Despite realising the significance of text- 
typology, not much attention has been paid to this theme in past research 
(Schmidt 1977). In this thesis, three particular approaches to text-type will 
be discussed. These are :
(1) Werlich's approach (1976). This is divided into: description, narration, 
exposition, argumentation and instruction.
(2) Newmark's approach (1988). This falls into six divisions: the expressive 
function, the informative function, the vocative function, the aesthetic 
function, the phatic function and the metalingual function.
(3) Hatim and Mason's approach (1990). This comprises: expository 
(description, narration and concept), argumentative (overt and covert), 
and instructional (with option and without option).
The target of this research is to serve a pedagogical purpose. It aims to 
convince transla tor trainees, language learners and those who are 
generally interested in translation of the importance of taking into 
account text-typology when translating. It also aims to show that repetition 
is not a decorative optional tool, but an emotive rhetorical stylistic device,
3
which may be transferred to the target language if the translated text is to 
achieve the standard, the consistency and the manner of the original text.
4
1.2. Motivations and Assumptions of the Study
It has not been decided to conduct this research in a vacuum, or for the 
sake of fiddling with repetition, text-types and translation. It is meant to be 
built on a solid basis. The initial motivations and assumptions of the 
research are :
- Repetition gives argumentative texts (Arabic / English) the power to 
influence receivers to believe what is communicated to them.
Repetition serves many purposes, such as supporting, rejecting, 
accusing , em phasis ing , c la r ify ing , denying, w arning, encou rag ing ,  
enthusing, reminding, calling attention, announcing a topic, requesting, 
justifying, advising, reinforcing, scaring and affirming.
- Repetition has a great effect on teaching, since some learners need 
lessons to be explained to them more than once in order to grasp them.
Repetition may have to be used with certain types of receivers more than 
with others, for example, the “non-receptive” = receiver and the
“uncertain”= receiver should have a message repeated to them more
than to the “open-minded” = jJ  I J  receiver. Then again a quick
receiver needs less repetition than a slow receiver, or even none at all.
- When a text with repeated items is translated from LI to L2 , the rhetorical 
devices should serve the same function in the translation as in the original.
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1.3. The Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is made up of eight chapters:
Chapter one introduces the aim and the scope of the study, the motivations
and the assumptions for conducting the research and the organization of 
the work.
Chapter two deals with repetition in general and with repetition in English
in particular. This is approached through such topics as repetition in 
Western rhetoric, repetition in conversation, paraphrase as an important 
element in repetition, lexical repetition and repetition and contextual 
motivation. It also examines views about repetition in connection with 
persuasion, etc.
Chapter three is devoted to introducing text, as a significant domain in
text linguistics. This chapter is divided into three main parts. The first part
is concerned with the definitions of text and with the three basic strands 
of textuality: text context, texture and structure of text.
The second part concentrates on Beaugrande and Dressler's seven standards 
of textuality.
The third part is dedicated to defining text-types and to discussing Werlich's 
approach, Newmark's approach and Hatim and Mason's approach to text- 
type .
Chapter four takes two directions. The first concentrates on types of 
repetition. Among these are parallelism, replication, recurrence, proforms
6
and ellipsis. It also considers other types of repetition such as emphatic 
repetition, the conjoined repetition, the mimetic repetition and the simple 
r e p e t i t io n .
The second direction considers rhetorical reasons for repetition like
emphasising and supporting, by supplying different texts in Arabic and 
English. It also considers the repetition which is utilized for other purposes 
(not rhetorical purposes) such as those to bridge over an interruption, or
to reiterate something that has been misheard or misunderstood.
Chapter five is devoted to dealing with repetition in Arabic. In this chapter, 
Arab rhetoricians' views on repetition and redundancy are demonstrated. 
Rhetorical purposes for a l - i tnab  (redundancy! in Arabic are exercised in 
this chapter, like: a l- Ig h a l  ( extra addition) and a l - t a d h v i l ^ e m p h a s iz in g  
addition) and al-i^-tirad (parenthesis).
As al-ijaz (conciseness! and a l -m u sawat (equality) go together with a l-  
itnab., this chapter also considers these two concepts.
Chapter six represents the main body of this research. It is devoted to
analysing the data of the study _ English argumentative texts, Arabic 
argumentative texts, English expository texts and Arabic expository texts.
This chapter aims to find out whether repetition has a similar rhetorical
purpose in Arabic and English argumentative texts and expository texts, or 
no t.
Chapter seven attempts to assess the translation of the texts which are 
analysed in chapter six. i.e., the ultimate target of this chapter is to examine
7
the translation of repetition in English argumentative texts, Arabic 
argumentative texts, English expository texts and Arabic expository texts. In 
other words it attempts to discover whether the rhetorical purpose in the 
original texts is preserved in the translated texts.
Chapter eight consists of conclusions of this study, and recommendations 
and suggestions for further research and developments.
CHAPTER TWO
Chapter Two
Review of the Related Literature
Issues and Debates in Repetition with
Relation to Linguistics and Rhetoric
2.1. Introduction
"Redundancy , repetition of the just-said , keeps both 
speaker and hearer surely on the track".
(Ong , W J. 1982)
Repetition plays a significant role in language. This role may not be
appreciated unless research in the area is conducted and one has a chance
to look closely at what this stylistic rhetorical device carries within it.
The importance of repetition can be realized when we are aware of the
reasons and the rhetorical purposes behind employing this emotional 
token, and when we are mindful of the role it has in different aspects of
la n g u a g e .
This chapter will attempt to display the function and the role of repetition
in various situations of language. It will deal with repetition from different
angles such as : repetition in conversation, paraphrase as an important
element in repetition, repetition and persuasion, lexical repetition, 
repetition and contextual motivation, repetition in rhyme, repetition and
ambiguity , repetition in translation, repetition in the language of children
9
, repetition in neurolinguistics, repetition in cultures, repetition and
politeness, repetition in Old English and Early Middle English .
2.2. The Phenomenon of Repetition
"Repetition", in general, is a regular feature of our lives. It may sometimes 
be a boring routine, it could be something that we cannot do without, or it 
could be something compulsory or something interesting. "Repetition, the 
re-experiencing of something identical, is clearly in itself a source of 
pleasure" (Sigmund Freud, 1924). Memories and thoughts are repeated quite 
often in our minds. Sometimes we enjoy those thoughts and memories, at 
other times we feel that they are boring and not significant due to their 
constant repetition. However we cannot avoid their recurrence. According 
to Modern philosophy, the whole of life is repetition (Kierkegaard, S. 1942).
Kawin (1972) views repetition as an aesthetic device in literature and film. 
He argues that most outright repetition simply aims to make us remember 
something, w ithout considering whether accurate human experience
is.being communicated. Advertising, for example, depends almost entirely 
on repetition. We accept and even enjoy many things in our lives which 
are repeated continuously. Every day, the sun comes up, stays up, goes 
down. We do not find the cycle boring. Many activities which we do in our 
daily life are repeated. Still we find them interesting. In other words, life 
takes its tone and character from repetition.
Kawin (1972) argues that repetition is fundamental to human experience; it 
can strengthen an impression, create a rhythm, flash us back, or start us 
over; it can take us out of time completely.
10
Human behaviour is continuously repeated. That reflects in what we do in 
our daily life. Therefore things in our cultures even if they are developed
are repeated and repeated and repeated since the human mind may only 
have a limited power for producing new things at any time. In other words,
people cannot invent the new just whenever they want.
These are only points of view about the phenomenon of repetition. The next
section will be devoted to tackle repetition in Western rhetoric.
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2.3. Repetition in Western Rhetoric
Before getting involved in the main theme of this section, let us begin with 
the definition of repetition. Persson (1974) supplies a definition for 
"repetition" and a further for "sequential repetition":
"Repetition" is a term used with wide and varying connotations in both 
linguistics and stylistics. "Sequential repetition" is immediate repetition of 
one or several identical lexical items produced by one speaker or writer in 
a continuous spoken or written sequence .
This section deals briefly with repetition in Western rhetoric from ancient 
times until the present day, demonstrating some of the points which have 
been discussed in this field.
In the past, it seems that the emotionality of repetition was taken for 
granted without much debating. Norrick (1987) argues that repetition 
attracted only sporadic attention, and there were no attempts to explain it 
in any systematic way. "Repetition has been viewed in a variety of ways in 
the past : as an attempt to approximate a model; as a means for the 
acquisition of vocabulary ; and as a cover-term for structurally similar 
speech productions that serve a range of com municative functions 
(requesting, agreeing, etc.)" (Keller-Cohen 1979 ). More recent research on 
repetition  has recognized cognitive and interactional motivations in 
conversation, the task of production, the attempt to render discourse more 
coherent and accessible, and strategies for influencing receivers. But, as I 
will demonstrate in the course of this study, this kind of work has lacked a 
text type focus. For example, factors of text in context such as
12
argum entative thrust, persuasive appeal, etc. have been consistently
glossed over in the study of the types and function of repetition.
Western rhetoricians of the sixteenth century employed different terms for
different kinds of repetition. Abraham Fraunce (1588) recognized eight
c a teg o r ie s :
epizeuxis or palilogia - the simple repetition of words or phrases in the
same form;
- the kind of repetition in which the last words of
one sentence or phrase are repeated at the 
beginning of the next;
- the repetition of words or phrases at the 
beginning of several sentences;
- repetition at the end of sentences or shorter 
g roups ;
- repetition at both the beginning and end of a 
sentence; epanalepsis - the same word or 
phrase repeated at the end and beginning of the
same sentence;
- the same word or phrase repeated at the 
beginning and middle or middle and end of a 
s e n te n c e ;
- the use of a word in several of its grammatical 
fo rm s.
(Persson , 1974).
"Of Earth Earthy" by Fijn Van Draat (1910) was one of the earliest
monographs to be written about repetition. Draat discusses a few examples
of repetition with so called intensive force. (See Draat 1910; 229-302 for
more details).
anadiplosis
anaphora
epistrophe
symploce
epanodos
polyoptoton
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Draat also produced a study in (1940) of Reduplicatory Emphasis. He 
concludes that the effect of the doublet is merely echoic, imitative of 
certain sounds, as in tick-tock, pit-pat. Others in sound and sense are 
expressive of human emotions, between which and certain sounds there 
has always been apprehended on intimate relation. Some impress us as 
echoes of joy, gladness, happiness. Others, particularly those containing 
vowels of deep resonance, great sonority, awaken a feeling of sorrow and 
sadness. And in many cases the attending consonants go to enhance the 
impression created by the vowels.
According to Persson (1974), Kirchner, who is among scholars who have 
dealt with repetition in passing in several modern works on syntax or 
stylistics seems to be of the opinion that any kind of lexical repetition or 
reduplication has an intensifying effect.
Kawin (1972) distinguishes between two terms which come under the 
umbrella of repetition. These are 'repetitious' and 'repetitive' :
Repetitious : when a word, precept, or experience is repeated with less 
impact at each recurrence, repeated to no particular end, out of a failure of 
invention or sloppiness of thought.
Repetitive : when a word, precept, or experience is repeated with equal or 
greater force at each time.
In his research in “English Reduplication” (1968) Watt uses reduplication 
to mean repetition of sentences, phrases, words or morphemes with “and” 
or without “and” .
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In Western rhetoric (Johnstone 1987), repetition is treated as an optional 
stylistic device, to be used sparingly for ornamenting an already - 
constructed speech or essay. That could be because rhetorical studies 
(Beaugrande 1979 ) tend to focus on the outer arrangements of texts as
artifacts rather than on the ways in which texts are perceived and 
processed. As a result, Beaugrande argues, rhetoric is all too often 
m isunderstood as gratuitous, superficial ornamentation rather than a 
means for more effective communication.
The Oxford Dictionary (1974), defines "rhetoric" as language with much 
display and ornamentation _ often with the implication of insincerity and 
e x a g g e ra t io n .
Despite the negative attitudes towards repetition in Western rhetoric 
(Johnstone, 1987), it is noticed (Norrick, 1987) that repetition is endemic in
everyday conversation; it is a pervasive type of spontaneous prepatterning
in conversation (Tannen, 1987); it functions in production, comprehension, 
connection and interaction (Tannen, 1973). The congruence of these levels 
provides a fourth, over-arching function in coherence, which builds on 
and creates interpersonal involvement; it is used constantly in every 
conversation, in every speech or essay, with children and with peers 
(Johnstone 1987).
One could speculate that there is a contradiction in Johnstone's opinion 
towards repetition in the West. On the one hand, she believes that repetition 
is a necessary and ubiquitous phenomenon which structures Western 
discourse. On the other hand, she tends to say indirectly that it is a
shameful thing . (See Johnstone 1987).
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Among Western candidates who participate in the area of repetition from 
rhetorical and linguistic perspectives are Nosek (1969) , Charleston.(1960), 
Johnstone (1983 , 1987 and 1991), Blankenship and Key (1964), Beaugrande 
and Dressier (1981), Kirchner (1955), Maclay and Osgood (1959), and Tannen 
(1984 and 1987) .
2.4. Repetition in Old English and Middle English
Having discussed repetition from Modern English aspects, one should also 
examine repetition in Old English and Middle English.
Repetition or repetitive word pairs were used in Old English and Middle 
English in both poetry and prose. Synonym was used in the writing of that 
period in order to serve a rhetorical purpose. According to Koskenniemi 
(1968), in 1886, Dietrich Behrens was perhaps the first to call attention to 
the habit Middle English writers had of attaching a native English 
synonym to a French loan word so as to make this more intelligible to 
readers. Jespersen (1948) has a different attitude towards this device. He 
believes that "the reader is evidently supposed to be equally familiar with 
both , and the writer uses them to heighten or strengthen the effect of the 
s ty le".
Repetitive word pairs were common in Old English and Early Middle English 
prose texts. There are several factors which may explain the use of this 
device. These can be summarised in the following :
1. Contact of English with other languages through literature or spoken 
la n g u a g e .
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English had been influenced by other foreign languages such as 
Scandinavian, German and Swedish and had a contact with different 
languages: Latin, Old French, Old Norse and classical Hebrew. Many of the 
repetitive pair words come from the bible. They are originally Latin words 
or of Hebrew origin. "Translator's dilemma" led to the use of repetitive pair 
words. Translators felt that two English words might convey the whole 
meaning of the Latin word.
2. The predilection for double terms in legal and administrative records.
This was seen clearly in many of the earlier writings: laws, wills, charters
and other official documents. The relationship between legal style and 
literary prose was reciprocal.
3. The influence of the Old English Poetical tradition.
Old English and Germanic poetry was grounded on an ancient oral tradition 
which has alliterative formulas. Many of these consist of two coordinate 
words joined by the conjunction “and” . In addition to alliteration, many 
word pairs contain assonance, rhyme or near-rhyme.
4. The effect of oral transmission and of recitation.
Like poetry, many of the double formulas of prose came from ancient oral 
traditions. At a period when written records did not exist, people depended 
on the oral language. Stereotyped formulas were a great help in 
memorizing and transmitting laws and other texts from one generation to 
another. Repetitive word pairs served as one mnemonic device. Even at a 
time of written records, and when literacy was not widely spread, texts were
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written to be read aloud. This circumstance encouraged writers to use such
devices in order to secure better understanding and to create rhythm more
apt for recitation.
5. The influence of rhetorical training.
In classical times, the theory of rhetoric stemmed from the idea of
instructing public speakers. Hence, from the beginning, there has been
emphasis on the use of different ways of repetition. Consequently word
pairs are discussed in handbooks of rhetoric and scholars have considered
the use of this device as part of rhetorical training.
6. The educational purpose of Old English and Early Middle English prose.
The general objective for educating readers at the Old times and Early
Middle times through the bible, hagiography and other ecclesiastic records
was determined by the style of writing. The use of repetitive pair words was
stressed in order to serve emphasising moral points.
For More details, see Koskenniemi (1968).
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2.5. Repetition in Conversation
Although linguistic creativity is highly regarded , repetition is inevitable 
in d iscourse. D iscourse contains repetition , synonyms, paraphrase , 
parallelism, etc. When participating in a conversation or when giving a 
speech, the conversationalist or the speaker repeat unconnected lexical 
items and phrases. When he / she is at a loss for a lexical item or a phrase 
he / she will borrow a tailor-made formation from another person.
It has been argued that repetition could be a regular and spontaneous 
phenom enon in everyday conversation. Participants, in conversation, 
repeat their own words and phrases as well as echoing the wording, 
rhythms, and turns of their interlocutors.
Johnstone (1987) claims that repetition is the means by which interlocutors 
make it clear what the underlying paradigmatic structure of their 
language is as they speak. She points out that repetition is seen to be most 
noticeable in situations in which speakers are least likely to share a 
linguistic variety.
Norrick (1987) classifies repetition into same-speaker and second-speaker 
repetitions, so as to account for them functionally. Same speaker repeats to 
ensure uptake and to hold the floor. Same speaker repetitions, Norrick 
(1987) argues, "are semantically based. They may be idiomatic, and hence 
describable in the lexicon, for instance on the 1 up and up 1 ; or they may 
reflect the iterative nature of the object they describe in their binomial 
form like ' Over and over ', in which case they enjoy iconic motivations".
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Second speaker borrows words, structures, phrases, etc. to simplify
production. He / she contributes by repeating or slightly altering what the
foregoing speaker has just said.
Whether it is realized or not, repetition structures our discourse, i.e. it is a
device that we cannot do without. Tannen states:
Repetition is a resource by which speakers create a
discourse, a relationship, and a world.
(Tannen, 1973).
One may agree with Tannen (1973) when she points out that repetition 
enables a speaker to produce language in a more efficient, less energy - 
draining way. Furthermore, it is an easy and automatic strategy for
extend ing  conversation , for making it coherent and for creating
involvement by sweeping the participants along on a familiar flow. (See 
Tannen, 1973). Tannen makes an interesting point in asserting that it is
efficient to build conversation by repeating parts of what other people
have said.
R epe t i t ion  in conversation  can serve d ifferen t purposes. Besides
establishing coherence, and making production possible, it may help 
receivers, since it may give the discourse a familiar sound and may make it 
comprehensible by placing meaning where receivers expect to find it.
Tannen supports this notion by stating:
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Audiences are moved by being swept along by patterns
of sound and rhythm as well as by such patterns as
repetition and parallelism.
(Tannen, 1990).
Repetition exists in written discourse - in formal language as in
newspapers and in informal language as in letters to friends. However,
repetition is more common in oral discourse (Chafe 1982, Ochs 1979 and 
Tannen 1987). Tannen (1987) provides a spoken and a written excerpt of
one text - a lecture given by John Fanselow, a gifted public speaker - at the 
1983 Georgetown University Round Table on languages and Linguistics. 
According to Tannen, Fanselow was explaining what he calls ' the tape
recording syndrome 1 : the pattern of behaviour by which teachers who are
ostensibly attempting to record their classes for analysis and evaluation 
keep turning up without having made the recording, blaming their failure
on one or another tape recorder malfunction.
The Spoken excerpt of Fanselow's lecture :
The point is I think ,
(I've done this in many countries incidentally, even Japan, where you 
know, electronics is no problem.)
Same syndrome .
Same syndrome .
Both with American teachers 
and teachers from other lands.
I think we're fearful of looking.
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I think we're fearful of looking 
I think teachers are fearful of looking, 
and we're fearful of looking.
The written excerpt of Fanselow's lecture
One reason I think many teachers fail to tape for a long time is that they
are fearful of listening to themselves. And, I think that a central reason
why we who prepare teachers avoid evaluations is that we, like those we
prepare, are fearful of listening and looking as well. The tape recording
syndrome is widespread.
As is shown in the above excerpts, repetition appears in both the spoken
form and the written form. However, it occurs more heavily and more
flexibly in the spoken version than in the written one. It is less rigid in the
written version. Nevertheless, it is accepted in both written language and
spoken language.
Repetition in conversation occurs spontaneously. The human brain does
not stop and think what is next. It functions automatically. Language has
more to do with repetition than with creation. One agrees with Tannen
(1987) when she states :
Generative grammar sees language as novel production, 
as if  individuals reinvent sentences each time they
speak. The reality of language is less in our control, more 
imitative and repetitious, more automatic.
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This section has clarified how repetition plays a significant role in
conversation; it has not however, considered paraphrase which is an 
important element in repetition. This will be discussed in the next section.
2.6. Paraphrase as an Important Element in Repetition
"Paraphrase" _ repeating content but conveying it with d ifferen t
constituent expressions, or simply, as the Oxford Dictionary (1974) defines 
it: "a restatement of the meaning in other words", is a sort of repetition 
which is used enormously in our daily life consciously , and/or 
unconsciously. It occurs in different situations and occasions, for example, 
when talking with someone and he / she does not hear you or hears you but 
does not get what you mean , he / she may say things like : "I'm sorry but I 
don't hear you", or "I'm not clear about what you mean by When
answering , you either repeat exactly the words which you have just said or 
most probably you may put them in other words, i.e. paraphrase them.
Paraphrase is used a lot in classroom situations. For example, students
usually say to their instructor words like : "I'm sorry, but I didn't get your
last point ," or "What do you mean by ----- ----- , Mrs X ?" or simply "Could
you repeat / paraphrase the previous point, Dr X, please ? " or "Do I
understand that you mean -----------  by this ?", etc. And the instructor may
tend to paraphrase his words in order to clarify points to his learners.
Paraphrase is sometimes needed when speaking with children. Parents use 
it a lot to make sure that their children get the message. For example, you 
may hear a mother say to her child:
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If you study your lessons, I'll take you 
to the Birthday Party, next weekend.
If you do your homework, I'll take you 
to Hanna's Birthday on Sunday.
The second sentence above has exactly the same meaning as the first
sentence. However, it has been paraphrased to be made clear to the child.
Lecturers use paraphrase quite often to allow more time for learners to take
notes or to help non-native speakers who have not mastered the language
of instruction as a native language.
Paraphrasing or repeating exactly the same words is a feature which 
occurs quite often in educational institu tions, particu larly  between 
teachers and students to insure comprehension by the whole group, as in :
Student (in classroom) : Will the final examination 
be held in the big hall, sir?
Teacher : The final examination will be held in the
big hall.
Repetition in the classroom situation serves a mnemonic purpose. The 
teacher repeats an item in order to allow it to sink in properly.
In his article, "Situated Instructions : Language Socialization of School Age
Children "Cook-Gumpers (1977) includes repetition as a form of instruction 
- given in classroom talk.
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Paraphrase may be used more in unplanned discourse than it is in a
planned one. By unplanned discourse is meant a discourse which has not
been thought of beforehand. It is the opposite of planned discourse which
has been arranged and organised before taking place.
Ochs (1979) defines planned and unplanned discourse as :
1. Unplanned Discourse is discourse that lacks forethought and 
organizational preparation.
2. Planned Discourse is discourse that has been thought out and 
organized (designed) prior to its expression.
Al-Jubouri (1984) deals with 'paraphrase' in an interesting way. He states :
Paraphrase refers to a repetition of substance. It
involves a restatement of a certain point or argument a 
number of times. This type of repetition, though 
available in the discourse of other languages, is a 
reflection of a tendency that Arab writers have towards 
forceful assertion. Combined with other types of 
repetition, paraphrase creates the desired impact on the
recipient. The tendency towards forceful assertion also 
explains what, in the eye of a Western recipient, 
appears to be a florid  and verbose style of 
argumentative discourse. Brevity will simply fail to
convey the required effect.
One may agree with al-Jubouri in the sense that we as producers (writers 
/speakers) could make the assertion strong enough to the extent that may 
influence receivers (readers / hearers). This point may take us to 
persuasion by using repetition as well as other techniques in the next
sec tion .
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2.7. Repetition and Persuasion
Repetition appears to be a powerful persuasive strategy and an essential
cohesive strategy (Johnstone 1987). It is cohesive in the sense that when 
talking, interlocutors in any situation may, by using repetition, create a 
shared language by evoking shared memory and may fit what they don't 
know into what they do.
Persuasion is the principal object of rhetoric . Beyond its traditional role of 
framing and presenting messages (Ehninger, 1972), rhetoric aims at 
persuading. Ehninger points out that throughout its history, rhetoric has 
been regarded, almost without exception, as first having thoughts or 
framing arguments and then dressing them in language or casting them in
forms that will prove persuasive to others.
Looking at rhetorical theories from the early Greeks to our contemporaries, 
one may speculate that these theories are predicated on the belief that we
should choose the best means available most effectively to persuade an 
audience or to elicit its agreement in any given case. (Guinn, 1979).
Ancient rhetoricians such as Aristotle pay great attention to persuasion, 
particularly in 'oratory1. Aristotle uses the terms 'orator' and 'hearer'. This 
use (Harre 1985) suggests that the theory of persuasion is something to do 
with discourse and hence that its understanding is, in effect, a branch of 
discourse analysis.
One may agree with Harre (1985) when he points out that in the case of 
persuasion it seems to be implied that the "orator" is engaging the "hearer"
in some kind of dialogue , at least potentially, and is drawing upon the
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"hearer's" powers of rational thought. Harre argues that in persuasion the 
moral quality of the activity is set by the respect which the "orator" shows 
to the "hearer" by treating him as a person. Aristotle suggests that to appeal 
to someone's reason is to draw upon that part of him that is peculiarly 
human. (See Corbett ,1966 and Harre, 1985).
Old and modern rhetoricians and linguists such as Koch (1984), Holloway
(1965), Augustine (Burke 1969) and Aristotle (Corbett, 1966 ) tackle
persuasion in different ways.
Koch (1984) claims that in everyday interaction in English, and in some
other languages, even in highly formal written genres, people persuade 
each other of things by repeating them. That is Koch's treatment of 
persuasion which is different in a way from Holloway's.
Concard claims (Holloway 1965) that "he who wants to persuade, should put 
his trust not in the right argument, but in the right word; and controlling 
and modifying the senses of one's words is in part like inventing examples
when no convenient ones exist". Holloway's treatment of persuasion is 
more or less similar to that of Augustine's though both have been stated in 
different words.
Augustine (Burke 1969) points out that a man is persuaded if: "he likes what 
you promise, fears what you say is imminent, hates what you censure,
embraces what you commend, regrets whatever you build up as regrettable, 
rejoices at what you say is cause for rejoicing, sympathizes with those 
whose wretchedness your words bring before his very eyes, shuns these 
whom you admonish him to shun — and in whatever other ways your high
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eloquence can affect the minds of your hearers, bringing them not merely 
to know what should be done, but do what they know should be done".
Aristotle, on the other hand, ( Corbett 1966) argues that there are two kinds 
of arguments or means of persuasion available to the speaker. First of all 
there are the non-artistic or non-technical means of persuasion. These 
means of persuasion are really not part of the art of rhetoric ; they come 
from outside the art. The orator does not have to invent these; he has 
merely to use them. To Aristotle a second mode of persuasion is the 
emotional appeal. Since man is by nature a rational animal, he should be 
able to make decisions about his private and his public life solely by the 
light of reason. But man is also endowed with the faculty of free will , and 
often enough his will is swayed more by his passions and emotions than by 
his reason.
One may conclude that Holloway's, Augustine's and Aristotle's views of
persuasion are more reasonable than that of Koch. I do not agree with Koch
(1983) when she says "people persuade each other of things by repeating
them". Although repetition will probably have some effect on the receiver,
it will not, necessarily have the effect of persuading him / her of
anything, unless convincing proof is produced. However, there may be
other factors that may help to persuade him / her through repetition -
factors such as facial expression, body language, word stress, mime and
gesture. Although "may help to persuade" is not the same as "will persuade", 
we may consider the Bahraini proverb : 'yU JJ J aJI "by
constant hammering, welding is opened" (or the English: "constant
dripping wears away the stone") .
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What makes Koch think that people persuade each other by repeating 
themselves may be the fact that repetition is an important element in 
rhetoric , and that rhetoric is associated prim arily  with persuasive 
discourse. From its beginnings and throughout its history, classical 
rhetoric was thought of as the art of persuasive speech. Its end was to 
convince or persuade an audience to think in a certain way. (Burke, 1969).
Having discussed repetition as an important element in rhetoric, one 
should tackle another significant point in repetition. This is lexical 
r e p e t i t io n .
2.8. Lexical Repetition
Repeating the same words has been the most noticeable sort of repetition. 
We repeat many words (verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc.) in our daily life in 
writing and speaking for the sake of emphasis. Draat (1940) calls this 
'emotional emphasis'. Here are few of Draat's examples :
so , so Contempt of mediocrity.
p r e t t y - p r e t t y  Contempt of superficial, affected prettiness,
g i r l y - g i r l y  Contempt of affectedly girlish manner,
p o o h -p o o h  Contempt of argument dismissed as of no importance,
a lie, a lie ! Deep indignation.
no, no! Emphatic disagreement with the speaker's words,
boy, boy ! The desperate father exclaims, whose son's behaviour
is
sorely trying his patience, 
mother, mother! Here it is impatient daughter whose modern coceptions
clash with mother's more conservative ideas.
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lord, lord ! Uttered in despair.
welcome,welcome! H eart iness .
bye-bye ! A very friendly adieu.
Draat also (1940) gives examples of "ablaut" - systematic vowel changes in 
the verb forms of Indo-European languages and "alliteration" - repetition 
of the first sound or letter of a succession of words, in types of emphatic 
repetition. Here are some of these examples with brief illustrations :
chip chop Reduplication of chop, to cut off.
c r i s s -c ro s s  Originally christ-cross, which lost its t on the three-
consonant principle, 
knick knack The dominating component is knack, meaning and
adroit, ingenious method of doing a thing, knick being 
just the meaning but emphasizing repetitive element, 
m is h -m a s h  Mash, a confused mixture. The unmeaning mish is
simply the repetitive, strengthening element. The 
phrase also occurs figuratively: A confused mish mash 
of superannuated customs and false ambition, 
pit pat Pat, means a light tap; also used as a verb : he patted
the child on the head. The, in itself, unmeaning pit is 
merely its reduplication with a lighter vowel.
Similar repetition may also take place, without ablaut or alliteration. The 
following examples are extracted from Draat (1940) :
c l a p t r a p  Both elements contribute towards the meaning of the
meaning of the whole. Clap denotes the noise made by 
the clapping of hands to demonstrate applause. A trap is
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a snare. Claptrap, then is figuratively language 
designed to catch applause, empty and plausible, 
h o b n o b  A later development of hab (to have) and nab (to have
not). Habnab , now rarely used, occurs in the sense
of: hit or miss, succeed or fail,
h u g g e r - m u g g e r  Exceptionally the first component, meaning"to
conceal", is the dominating partner - but who is still
aware of this ? - Mugger, meaningless itself, merely
repeats emphatically the idea of hugger.
Halliday and Hasan are among the rhetoricians and linguists who have 
dealt with lexical repetition. To Halliday and Hasan (1976) 'reiteration' is the 
repetition of a lexical item or the occurrence of a synonym of some kind, in 
the context of reference; that is, where the two occurrences have the same
r e f e r e n t .
Halliday and Hasan argue that the repetition of a lexical item is cohesive in
its own right, whether or not there is identity of reference, or any
referential relation at all between the two. The cohesion derives from the
lexical organization of language. A word that is in some way associated with 
another word in the preceding text, because it is a direct repetition of it, or 
is in some sense synonymous with it, or tends to occur in the same lexical 
environment, coheres with that word and so contributes to the texture.
Halliday and Hasan support their argument by providing the following 
passage:
Soon her eye fell on a little glass box that was lying under the table : she 
opened it, and found in it a very small cake, on which the words ' EAT ME '
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were beautifully marked in currants. 'Well, I'll eat it,' said Alice, 'and if it
makes me larger, I can reach the key; and if it makes me smaller, I can 
creep under the door; so either way I'll get into the garden, and I don't care 
which happens !'
She ate a little bit, and said anxiously to herself, ' Which way ? which way ?' 
holding her hand on the top of her head to feel which way it was growing, 
and she was quite surprised to find that she remained the same size; to be 
sure, this generally happens when one eats cake, but Alice had got so much 
into the way of expecting nothing but out-of-the-way things to happen, 
that it seemed quite dull and stupid for life to go on in the common way.
So she set to work and very soon finished off the cake.
Let us illustrate one of the examples which Halliday and Hasan have 
tackled. The second occurrence of "cake", in "when one eats cake" (second 
paragraph) is without reference item ; there is no referential link with the 
first occurrence, but the repetition itself constitutes a tie. The third
occurrence, in "very soon finished off the cake" is with a reference item; 
here, therefore, there are two ties, one of reference, the referential
identity being shown by "the" and one of reiteration.
Kuiper (1982) argues that some lexical repetition results from performance 
factors such as constituent repair, hesitation and attempting to get the 
hearer's  attention.
Repetition of one or more complete lexical items one or more times is 
viewed by Blankenship and Kay (1964) as a "hesitation phenomenon".
Halliday and Hasan (1985) argue that repetition of individual lexical items
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create cohesion in texts. Their reason for this is simply that a largely 
similar experiential meaning is encoded in each repeated occurrence of the
lexical unit. By experiential meaning is meant the features that can be 
thought of as representing the real world as it is apprehended in our
experience. Halliday and Hassan illustrate their argument by providing the 
two examples below :
example (1) : There were children everywhere. There were children
on the swings, children on the slides, and children on the 
m e r ry -g o - ro u n d .
example (2) : The committee suggested that all sexist language be
removed from the regulations. If this suggestion is 
adopted, we shall have to avoid "he", "his", etc.
In example (1), repetition occurs in exactly the same lexical item as in 
"children", "there" and "were", while in example (2) the items "suggested" 
and "suggestion" are two distinct morphological forms of the same lexical 
unit and may be treated as a case of repetition.
Tannen (1987) stresses the importance of lexical repetition in creating
coherence and signalling rapport in conversation.
From the above discussion , one may deduce that lexical repetition has been 
tackled widely in Western rhetoric. It is also considered in Arabic rhetoric.
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Lexical repetition occurs extensively in the Koran, in order to enhance the 
greatness of God and His wisdoms to people. Here are two examples :
^  j J  I ^  L i j>J  I ^  I Cj~* ^  h J  I d  J L J  I >_LL« l _ J  I l j j j  1 ®
. ( ' A    \ I   ^ j L J I  b ^ I ^ U l  j  j
I ^ J _ j  * ** - 1 c  j l  a  « 11 I ^ J _ j  <~ >^ ) 1 *** 11 I ^ J _ j  * ** *_j ■  ^ ^   ^ y j -  • * ^  I >^J ®
« . o  ****  ^* ** I J^_j >**. ci»^  •><« j LthJI l-^ J^  **•■•*_? <<«
d * _ * J  j l  4 _ JL > J I  ****.J *  I* ‘ ** ' f* -'" ^  h l l j _ w j  ‘ « II 1 ** - L  *
. (  ^T    ^ 4_> T   I A _£***  ^  ^* ••••♦♦♦
R epetit ion  also occurs quite often in the correction  of speech 
errors."Repeats" in this field are defined by Clark and Clark (1977) as
repetition of one or more words in a row.
Lexical repetition also occurs heavily in instructional texts. The following
is taken from 77 Lauriston Place - Cleaning Task :
The following tasks to be undertaken on Tuesdays and Fridays :
1. Hoover lounge, phone area, piano room.
2. Clean drawers in kitchen, dinning room, laundry room.
3. Clean toilet next to kitchen.
4. Clean all surfaces in kitchen and dining room.
5. Dust common room.
6. Clean all showers in the hostel.
7. Clean the small kitchen on the first floor.
8. Clean all toilets in the hostel.
9. Sweep and mop the entrance halls.
(77 Lauriston Place Cleaning Tasks leaflet - Scottish Council YWCA
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Housing Society Limited, 1991).
As has been shown above, the word "clean" is repeated six times in the 
instructions on cleaning tasks. The motivation of this repetition is 
clarification. And from here we move to the contextual motivation of
r e p e t i t io n .
2.9. Repetition and Contextual Motivation
It has been argued that repetition is a direct influence exercised on the
mind of a receiver in order to persuade him / her of an idea. Repetition is 
sometimes employed to simplify the task of production and to render
discourse more coherent , just as it is to realize particular conversational
s tra teg ie s .
Repetition may be more effective if contextually motivated, i.e. if there is a 
rhetorical purpose behind using it, such as supporting, rejecting, accusing, 
em phasis ing , c lar ify ing , denying, w arning, encourag ing , en thusing , 
reminding, calling attention, announcing a topic, requesting, justifying, 
advising, reinforcing, scaring, affirming. This may be illustrated here by 
considering Beaugrande's (1979) examples which are quoted from Graves et 
al. (1976), starting with the Biblical proverb :
(1) As in water face reflects face,
so the heart of man reflects man.
(Graves et al. 1976 : 33)
Beaugrande argues that the repetition of words on either side of "reflects" 
enacts the same pattern as the corresponding segment in the text's world :
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the return of an image in a mirror medium. Steinbeck's example with 
repetition which is contextually motivated is worth mentioning :
(2) They work at it and work at it, and
at last one day they get out and away 
they go.
(Graves et al. 1976 : 32)
This time, repetition enacts the ceaseless working in order to overcome
obstacles and escape. Another conventional use of repetition can be found 
in the passage of Jeannie Morris :
(3) There are no distractions - and I mean
no distractions.
(Graves et al. 1976 : 19)
This repetition enacts the insistence of the speaker upon a stated opinion,
and discourages disagreement or question. The speaker's attitude is as fixed 
as the linguistic material itself.
In contrast to these cases, there are trivial repetitions that result simply 
from language patterns. For example, the anaphora in a Dreiser passage :
(4) She would not know how, she would
not be quick enough.
(Graves et al. 1976 : 6)
is due to grammatical conventions which would prohibit a deletion of the 
repeated material , as in:
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(4a) She would not know how, be quick enough
Even where it is not obligatory, such repetition may serve as a vehicle of
grammatical cohesion, as in Giran's :
(5 )  I am indeed a fanatic and I am inclined
The audience does not pay special attention to these cases and it would not 
gain special insights if it did.
(Beaugrande 1979 : 11 and 12).
These are only a few examples of contextual motivation of repetition. Many
other instances will be discussed later in the analysis - the main part of the
study.
The next section will be devoted to repetition in Arabic and English from 
another angle. This is repetition of rhyme.
2.10. Repetition of Rhyme
Repetition of rhyme is not only interesting and beautiful when it occurs in 
any piece of writing and/or speaking; be it poetry or ornamental prose or a 
classical introduction, it has the function of affecting receivers in other 
ways as well. This will be tackled at the end of this section. Kawin (1972) 
argues that :
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rhyme, alliteration and rhythm tend to unify, even when 
used uninventively, for the repetition of sound, no 
matter what its 'meaning', is the glue of poetry.
Different examples of repetition in rhyme in Arabic and English will be 
provided :
Example (1) : two suras of the Holy Koran
7* *** ^  .J •> « 11^  ^^—9^ 11 < 8 9 ... J1^
<( <—> I ^1
^ t o T _  j jU l
O - * J  ^  <T*-) 1 »****“ i l  a .V »C i-lJ—j j
0~* <^1? v j  (|^ -u  i* k *JI
V J  4- W b  J  Or-* ' - ‘J - d J  t-dJ-iJ o-* J  *-r-fc9 lj-3Le ^ I j - J  e iJ l£ j
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Example (2) : A poem of Iliya Abu MadI
LUc JUU! J13
LUUI
f i
i« l~i "* 7 j ^1 _jJ I j  L-LtJL.
i L . I  LLI)
Example (3) : A poem of Tennyson (Spark 1961)
1 She left the web, she left the loom, 
she made three paces thro' the room, 
she saw the water-lily bloom, 
she saw the helmet and the plume, 
she looked down to Camelot. '
' In the stormy east wind straining,
the pale yellow woods were waning,
the broad stream in his banks complaining,
heavily the low sky raining
over tower'd Camelot. '
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Example (4) : A text taken from a greeting card by Gibson Greetings 
Inc., 1991 :
If things go wrong 
And skies are gray 
Remember - there's 
Another day !
If paths are steep 
And hard to climb,
Remember - sometimes 
Things take time !
Example (5) : A nursery rhyme (Beaugrande and Dressier 1981)
The King was in his counting house, 
counting out his money;
The Queen was in the parlour, eating bread and honey;
The Maid was in the garden, hanging out the clothes;
Along came a blackbird and pecked off her nose.
Example (6) : An argumentative text about the vocabulary of the Arabic 
Language taken from a book called al-Sharq al-Awsat
jl ^  j  ■ i ^  t ^  j  k* I I I j  <*11 ^  -J ^   ^  ^ ^
( ^ A o J* k S u P
Example (7) : An old popular Yorkshire song, to which the singer marks 
time by executing a stepdance
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She flirts with another, and it is too bad, 
to play with the heart of a Yorkshire lad.
She is not what she used to be,
Else, she'd never never make such a fool of me.
(Fijn Van Draat, 1940).
As you have seen in the above examples, repetition of rhyme occurs in 
Koranic versions, English and Arabic poetry, greeting cards, nursery
rhymes, etc. Repetition of rhyme has a great influence on receivers
(listeners and readers). Listeners may be enthralled while hearing a 
repeated rhyme as it echoes in their ears. Repeated rhyme for readers is a 
rhyme for the eye. It may take readers on and on and they may get 
involved in information. In other words, repeated rhyme serves to attract
the attention of receivers and to create a sort of momentum in the text.
2.11. Repetition and Ambiguity
Besides being one of the characteristics of highly emotional language 
(Corbett, 1966), I assume that repetition helps in resolving the ambiguity of 
a text, i.e. there may be interaction between repeated items and standards of 
textuality in terms of comprehension. This makes communication efficient. 
According to Clark and Clark (1977), ambiguity ought to be the bane of 
comprehension because many - probably most - sentences have more than 
one interpretation or reading. Clark and Clark argue that although people 
ought to have great trouble selecting the intended reading, in practice they
are rarely aware of more than one reading, which they select immediately.
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2.12. Repetition in the Language of Children
Besides being a characteristic of highly emotional language, repetition is 
also a characteristic of children's everyday talk as well as adults' talk to 
children. Repetition in children is considered widely in the literature of 
psycholinguistics as well as in that of psychology and behaviourism.
There is no doubt that repetition plays a significant role in language 
developm ent. Children practise  repetition  in the process  of the 
development of communicative competence. This applies also to second 
language learners as well as non-native children.
When dealing with repetition in conversation between adults and children, 
Keller-Cohen (1979) defined repetition as the reproduction of all or part of 
a preceding adult utterance. Repetition is a method of learning language by 
children . The learners (children) acquire the code of the masters (adults) 
by repeating it. Unfortunately not much attention has been paid to this 
until quite recently. According to Keenan (1977) psycholinguists have 
been insensitive to the status of utterances as social acts. With some 
exception (Bloom 1970, Weir 1970, Scollon 1973, Slobin 1968), they have 
focused on the form of repeated utterances to the exclusion of their 
function in real communicative situations.
One wonders if repetition has any connection with children's intelligence, 
and why children repeat what they hear from adults and from other 
children. I have noticed that some children, when adults are talking to 
them, will stop them from time to time to ask the meaning of something, 
while others will simply repeat what has been said to them.
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One may relate children's repetition to different factors. Among them is 
that their command of language is small. Obviously, they have been exposed 
to the language for a shorter duration than adults have.Therefore, we 
should not expect them to express themselves with words which they have 
never heard. Thus, their vehicle is repetition of what they have been 
exposed to .
Research on repetition in children has been conducted by psycholinguists, 
anthropologists, psychologists and behaviourists. Among these are Ervin- 
Tripp (1977), Mitchell-Kernan (1977), Keenan(1977), Cook-Gumpers (1977), 
Keller-Cohen (1979), Ochs (1979), Schieffelin (1979), Camaioni (1979), 
Ervin-Tripp (1979) and many others who are interested in children's 
discourse. However, repetition is misunderstood in psycholinguistics. It is 
associated only with children's utterance. Keenan (1977) supports this 
notion by stating :
repetition is probably one of the most misunderstood 
phenomena in psycholinguistics. It is associated with 
the language of children, who, in turn, are underrated 
as communicators.
Psycholinguistics is also concerned with the reasons behind children's 
repetition. By repeating, children elicit the attention of their mothers or
caretakers or teachers. According to Merritt (1982), school children use
repetition to get their teacher's attention during individualized instruction 
p e r iods .
Children also use repetition in order to provide talk. i.e. they utilize
repetition as a means to participate in conversation. Children repeat
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verbatim the input message from the adults and repeating the input gives 
the child an entry into the communicative aspect of language learning.
When repeating the child is learning to query, to comment and also to 
achieve definiteness as in Ochs, Schieffelin and Platt's examples (1979).
Not only children use repetition when communicating; adults also repeat 
when communicating with children. They repeat what they have said, in 
order to ensure that the children have understood it; they also repeat, or 
paraphrase, what children say to them, in order to ensure that they have 
understood what has been said.
One important question should be asked here. Is children's repetition 
imitation of adults ?. Not necessary. Some children are imitators, others are 
non-imitators. In repeating what adults say, the child's intention is to 
imitate and then to perform a communicative task and from there his / her 
novelty arises. When they become competent to communicate, repetition 
becomes a less satisfying device.
The child's age plays a significant role in language repetition. For details 
about this , see Ervin-Tripp (1979) and Keenan (1977).
This is only a brief account of repetition in children's language. What goes 
in children's mind when repeating is worth researching particularly from 
a neurology and neurolinguistics point of view.
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2.13. Repetition in Neurolinguistics
Repetition forms a significant element in neurolinguistics, particularly in 
automatic language production. Whitaker 1982 (Quoted from Tannen, D. 
(1987)) describes aphasic patients who have suffered complete destruction 
of the language-producing areas of the brain, and have consequently lost 
their spontaneous language capacity. Nevertheless, they retain the ability 
to repeat exactly , to shadow (i.e. repeat with split-second delay) , and to 
repeat with simple transformations, such as changes in tense, person, and 
sentence type. See Schritzer M.L. (1976), Schritzer and Martin (1974) and 
Green, E. and Howes, D.H. (1977) for repetition in aphasic patients.
Normal people as well have a drive to imitate and repeat, because language 
is automatically imitative and repetitious. It is believed (Mayes 1988) that in 
normal people, the number of items that can be correctly repeated 
correlates with intelligence and depends on the kind of items that are 
being repeated.
Repetition also has an important role in Subcortical language mechanisms. 
This has been noticed in neurological surgery (see Ojemann, G.A. 1976)
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2.14. Repetition and Cultures
Repetition varies in terms of type and degree from one culture to another. 
Tannen's research (1987) documents the pervasiveness of repetition in 
conversation in Modern Greek and several varieties of American English.
In his study of Javanese texts, Becker (1984) argues that the difference 
between Javanese and English in the management of a non-animate topic 
chain involves both exuberance of English, while the lack of rich 
possibilities of reduplication and repetition is a deficiency. Repetition is 
noticed in black English conversation (Erickson 1984) and in black 
w o rsh ip .
In Kaluli culture, after a child is born and when he / she babbles the 
mother begins extensive sound and word-repetition games, and with the 
mother the child gets involved in on-going interactions. (Schieffelin 1979).
Repetition is approved of in oral cultures, i.e. in cultures where inscribed 
words do not exist. Hearers need repetition more than readers. The reader 
can see the item in front of him / her and can pause over a point whenever 
he / she wants, whereas the hearer depends entirely on his memory. The 
spoken words fly away. Memory cannot take in new information for hours 
on end. Repetition therefore is inevitable, for example in an orator who 
faces a varied audience _ different types of listeners with different levels 
of education, with different abilities to absorb what they receive, with 
different backgrounds and origins. By utilizing paraphrase, parallelism, 
synonyms, redundancy and repetition, the orator gives the audience a 
second chance to hear what it may not have heard properly the first time.
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The orator himself is not expected to deliver new information in every
utterance . By utilizing repetition the orator is serving two purposes at 
once. On the one hand, he is giving his audience time to allow the previous 
idea to sink in. On the other hand, he is giving himself time to think of the 
next utterance (what to say and how to construct it and link it with the 
previous idea).
Knowledge might vanish if not repeated, particularly in languages such as 
the Drum language which is used in some parts of Africa, "stereotyped
expressions enable primary oral cultures to preserve their knowledge and
to recall it when needed. Formulas are necessary for history : the
formulary genealogy, set up for the repetition on demand, preserves
knowledge of ancestors which would otherwise vanish." (Ong 1977).
According to anthropologists repetition is particularly prevalent in some
cultures. For instance, repeating a wish four times in the Navajo's culture 
brings about the realization of the wish (Witherspoon, 1977).
Repetition is important in oral cultures. Ong argues that "in a noetic
economy dependent on large-scale repetition for its life, efforts to avoid 
repetition are not only difficult but also often inadvisable. Better too much 
repetition than too little. Too little repetition is fatal : Knowledge not 
repeated enough vanishes." (Ong 1977).
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2.15. Repetition and Politeness
Before embarking upon repetition in politeness, one should mention a word 
about the position of politeness in linguistics. Politeness theory has been 
given a place in linguistics recently by linguists such as Lakoff (1973),
Brown and Levinson (1978) and Leech (1983). Brown and Levinson's 
politeness theory, which was first published in 1978, led to research, 
undertaken in the theoretical and methodological traditions of a number of 
social sciences, such as anthropology, developmental psychology and 
p sy c h o lin g u is t ic s ,  l in g u is t ic s ,  so c io l in g u is t ic s ,  p ragm a tic s ,  app lied  
linguistics and communication (Kasper 1990).
Among other elements, repetition has a great function in politeness."One 
diagnostic of ritual is often held to be repetitive or pre-patterned 
behaviour" (Brown and Levinson 1978). Repetition plays a significant role
in conversation. In other words, when conversing, the hearer (receiver) 
repeats what the sender (speaker) says or part of what he / she says in 
order to indicate agreement, as a sign of politeness. For example :
Allison : I got an A grade in Arabic !
Nadia : An A grade in Arabic !
Nadia's repetition of what Allison has said stresses interest and surprise.
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2.16. Repetition / Redundancy in Translation
This section will be devoted to a short review of the function of repetition / 
redundancy in translation.
Redundancy, which comes under the umbrella of repetition, frequently 
occurs in translations. Many translations tend to be longer than the 
original text. This does not necessary mean that a long translation is a good 
one. However, redundancy in translation is sometimes essential. Through it 
, the translator aims at making implicit information explicit. Redundancy 
may be inevitable in translation, particularly when the source language 
and the target language belong to very different cultures, as is the case in 
this study . Nida and Taber (1969) support this notion :
If , however, one translates a message literally from the 
source to the receptor language, and in doing so 
employs a message with the same dimensions of length, 
almost inevitably the dimension of difficulty will be 
appreciably greater. But the problem becomes really 
acute because the average channel capacity of the 
receptors in the second language is much less than that 
of the original receptors. This is certainly true if  the 
languages belong to quite different linguistic families 
and particularly true if the cultures are quite different.
Redundancy in original and translated texts will be tackled later, in chapter 
seven, explaining why redundancy occurs in a text and whether it is 
needed or not.
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2.17. Repetition in other Languages
It seems that "repetition", or to be more precise the occurrence of word 
pairs is world-wide. Work on this phenomenon has been done by 
grammarians, rhetoricians and linguisticians.
Semitic Languages
Word pairs, repetition and redundancy play a significant role in Semitic
languages, particularly in the fields of literature and rhetoric. A chapter in 
this study will be devoted to discussing this theme.
In his work on Semitic literatures, Avishur (1984) deals with word pairs. He 
states :
A double repetition of a pair in a single literary unit, 
whether in sequence or at spread intervals, is found 
generally in Semitic literature, specifically in the 
Bible. A pair may recur in one grammatical syntactical 
form or in a differing variegated form.
There are nominal and verbal pairs that appear both times in their original
form, while there are root pairs that occur alternately as a nominal and
verbal pair. The purpose of the repetition is either to complete or stress the
idea, and at times to function duly.
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Indo-European Languages
Repetitive word pairs take place in the Indo-European languages such as 
Latin, Greek, Gothic, etc. This aspect is seen clearly in verbs, substantives,
adjectives, adverbs and preposition.
Repetitive word pairs was a manifest feature in classical Latin in common
phraseology, and in the style of certain authors. Koskenniemi (1968)
maintains :
The double expressions are particularly frequent in 
religious and ritual contexts : oro absecro, dare dicare, 
fors fortuna, felix faustus, ius ac fus. As in many 
languages they abound in the terminology of law and
administration : uis ac potestas, dicta et promissa, certa 
et rata.
N on-Indo-European Languages
Repetitive word pairs are not limited to Semitic languages or Indo-European 
languages, they also appear in non-Indo European languages like Finnish. 
They exist in the Finnish bible and in other religious documents. However, 
the use of words in pairs is no doubt, not restricted to the biblical Finnish 
and religious writings, it is a special feature of the style of some authors.
Another non-Indo-European language, in which repetitive word pairs take 
place in its structure is Chinese."Synonymic word pairs occur for instance
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in Chinese, but owing to the isolating structure of the language they serve 
some special functions of their own" (Koskenniemi 1968).
2.18. Conclusion
This chapter is an attempt to point out a few issues in connection with 
repetition. More precisely, it deals with the role of repetition in different 
aspects of language. This includes the following themes :
The phenomenon of repetition, repetition in Western rhetoric, repetition
in conversation, paraphrase as an im portant element in repetition, 
repetition and persuasion, lexical repetition, repetition and contextual 
motivation, repetition in rhythm, repetition and ambiguity, repetition in 
cu l tu res ,  repe tit ion  in neu ro lingu is tics ,  repe tit ion  in trans la t ion ,  
repetition in children’s language, repetition and politeness.
In this chapter, I have not tackled other important aspects of repetition, 
such as types of repetition, reasons for repetition, and repetition in Semitic 
languages (mainly Arabic). These will form chapters on their own.
To understand the function of repetition as a rhetorical device, one should 
look at repetition within a frame. This is text or text-type. The next chapter
will be devoted to discussing text and text-types.
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CHAPTER THREE
Chapter Three 
Text and Text-type
3.1. Introduction
Text is one of the main elements which play a significant role in language. 
We speak text, we read text, we listen to text and we write text. Text is the 
base for any discipline such as law, religion, medicine, science, politics,
economics. Each of these is manifested in its own language, i.e it has its 
special terminologies.
We generally express our needs, feelings, etc. by using text whether 
verbally or in writing. Cultures are transferred to other people via texts. 
One may agree with Neubert (1985) :
Texts are used as tools and, at the same time, they reveal 
the tool-user. They communicate something and about 
som eone.
This chapter will be devoted to the discussion of text as an important
element in this thesis. It will also tackle issues relevant to text, such as the
three basic strands of textuality : context, texture and structure, as well as
Beaugrande and Dressier’s (1981) seven standards of textuality.
One important aspect of text is text-type. Awareness of text-type assists in 
interpreting, translating and second language learning /teaching.
The last part of this chapter will deal with text-types as they are handled by 
Werlich (1976), Newmark (1988) and Hatim and Mason (1990).
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3.2. Text
Text is defined by linguists and rhetoricians as follows :
Werlich (1976) defines a text as "an extended structure of syntactic units 
such as words, groups, and clauses and textual units that is marked by both
coherence among the elements and completion, whereas a non-text consists
of random sequences of linguistic units such as sentences, paragraphs, or 
sections in any temporal and / or spatial extension".
Kress (1985) defines texts "manifestations of discourses and the meanings of
discourses, and the sites of attempts to resolve particular problems".
Fowler (1986) defines a text as "a different kind of unit from a sentence. A
text is made up of sentences , but there exist separate principles of text-
construction , beyond the rules for making sentences".
Hatim (1984) defines a text as "a stretch of linguistic material which maps
on to the surface a set of mutually relevant communicative intentions.
Hatim and Mason (1990) define a text as "a set of mutually relevant
communicative functions,structured in such a way as to achieve an overall
rhetorical purpose".
Briton and Black (1985) define a text as " an ancient technology of
inform ation  transfer".
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) define a text as a com municative 
occurrence which meets seven standards of textuality. These are cohesion,
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coherence, intentionality, acceptability, inform ativity, situationality and 
in t e r t e x t u a l i t y .
Having dealt with the definition of text by linguists and rhetoricians, one 
should mention a few points which go together with it.
Particular attention has been paid to the study of text in this century. 
Before that, discussion of language concentrated on it at sentence level. 
Silverstein (1984) says:
For linguistics in recent years, the sentence has been 
the hero for the orthodox, whose functional and formal 
autonomy are to be celebrated.
My intention here is to set out various ideas that have been propounded 
about text. Text is viewed as the medium of discourse. "Discourse is the whole 
complicated process of linguistic interaction between people uttering and 
comprehending texts" (Fowler 1986). Neubert (1981) maintains:
Texts are seen as explicit models of the world and our 
ways of coping with it. Whereas sentences may be 
in teres ting  objects in them selves, texts transcend 
sentences as forms of thinking and therefore limited 
objects of inquiry. They obviously represent both 
formal and content structures functioning as diagnostic 
corollaries as well as indispensable components of our 
social existence.
Language is regarded as a social phenomenon. In other words, it may be 
said that the linguistic system is a part of the social system. They cannot be
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separated from each other. Since text is part of language, therefore what is
applied to language may be applied to text. Kress (1985) argues that:
Texts arise in specific social situations and they are 
constructed with specific purposes by one or more 
speakers or writers. Meanings find their expression in 
text - though the origins of meanings are outside the 
text - and are negotiated (about) in texts, in concrete 
situations of social exchange. Texts are the material 
form of language; in particular, texts give material 
realisation to discourses. Hence the meanings of texts 
are in part the meanings of the discourses which are 
present in and have given rise to a specific text.
Looking at text from the point of view of the language development of a
child, we can say that, from birth onwards, a child is surrounded by texts in 
different aspects of language. He learns one semiotic system, that is culture, 
and he learns a second semiotic system, that is the means of learning it _ 
language. Halliday (1975) argues that:
The term “ text ” covers both speech and writing, and is 
quite neutral as regards style and content: it may be 
language in action, conversation , te lephone talk, 
debate, dramatic dialogue, narrative fiction, poetry, 
prayer, inscriptions, public notices, legal proceedings, 
com muning with animals, in tim ate monologue or 
anything else.
Fowler (1977) deals with texts from another perspective: that is text in 
connection with reader. He maintains:
Texts are to be described and interpreted in terms of the 
systems of knowledge which the adequate reader brings 
to them, and in terms of the process of decoding by
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which he ‘realises’ the structure and meaning of texts.
This process of realization must be strictly controlled by 
the linguistic structure of texts.
Co-text is one of the factors which influences the interpretation of text. The 
more co-text there is, in general, the more secure the interpretation is. 
Even in the absence of information about the producer of an utterance and 
his / her intended recipient, it is often possible to reconstruct at least some 
part of the physical context and to use this in arriving at an interpretation 
of the text. Text, however, also creates its own contexts. As quoted by Brown 
and Yule (1983), Isard (1975) remarks :
Communications do not merely depend on the context 
for their interpretation, they change that context .
When reading or translating / interpreting a text one should be prepared 
to react to and handle text context, texture and structure. It is claimed that 
trainee students have made mistakes in an on-sight translation of a text 
because they were not aware of this, despite their competence in handling 
the grammar, vocabulary, etc. of both English and Arabic, and despite their 
knowledge of current affairs and awareness of the socio-culture of the 
source and target languages. (For more details , see Hatim 1984).
One has to be aware of "all aspects of the situation in which a language 
event takes place which are relevant to the interpretation of that event". 
(Hatim and Mason, 1990).
The next section will concentrate on these three basic strands of textuality : 
context, texture and structure.
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3.2.1. Text context
In real life, contexts precede texts. The situation is prior 
to the discourse that relates to it.
(Halliday and Hasan 1985)
The term “ context ” in its simple form refers to what comes before and 
after a word, phrase, statement, etc., helping to fix the meaning; or 
circumstances in which an event occurs (Oxford Advanced L earner’s 
Dictionary of Current English _ fourth edition).
Hatim and Mason (1990) refer to "context" as the extra-textual environment 
which exerts a determining influence on the language used.
Context, to Riffaterre (1960), by definition inseparable from stylistic 
devices:
(1) is automatically relevant (which is not necessarily 
true of the norm);
(2) is immediately accessible because it is encoded, so 
that we need to rely on an elusive and subjective 
S p ra c h g e f i ih l ;
(3) is variable and constitutes a series of contrasts to the 
successive stylistic devices.
Fowler (1986) distinguishes three meanings of context:
1. context of utterance
2. context of culture
3. and context of reference
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We may sometimes be able to make inferences about the context of situation 
from certain words in texts. These texts, short or long, spoken or written, 
will carry with them indications of their contexts. We need to hear or read
only a section of them to know where they come from. Given the text, we
should be able to place it into the context that is appropriate to it. In other
words we construct the situation.
When discussing text, one should initially bear in mind two important 
points :
(1) the context of the situation of text, and
(2) the context of the culture of text.
3.2.1.1. Context of Situation of Text
By the context of situation is meant the immediate environment in which a 
text is actually functioning. This in turn consists of three elements :
(1) field of discourse
(2) tenor of discourse
(3) mode of discourse
Anthropologists and linguists deal with context of situation in more or less 
similar ways. Malinowski (1923) looks at context of situation as the 
environment of the text.
To Firth (1950) context of situation consists of :
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A. The relevant features of participants: persons, 
p e rso n a l i t ie s .
1. The verbal action of the participants.
2. The non-verbal action of the participants.
B. The relevant object.
C. The effect of the verbal action.
Hymes, another anthropologist who participates in the ethnography of 
communication discusses the following concepts concerning context of 
situation (1967):
- the community;
- the setting, or scence;
- the participants;
- the events;
- the key;
- the genre;
- and the norms of interaction of interpretation.
Melrose and Melrose (1988) deal with context of situation from the point of
view of "drama" as a subject matter with the local (character) and global
(writer) levels. They maintain:
1. Field (fictional utterer): constituted through patterns 
o f  t r a n s i t iv i ty  and le x ic a l  se ts ,  p e rm i t t in g  
in te rp re ta t ion  of ongoing social s i tu a tio n /su b jec t  
matter (i.e. activity sequence or frame) on a short-term
basis.
Field (writer): constituted through the interpretation of 
patterns of activity sequences on a long-term (global 
basis, plus ongoing or recurring lexical chains.
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2. Tenor (writer-receiver): constituted on the basis of 
options in mood modality, attitude, etc. permitting the 
position of social and personal relationships between 
participants in the fiction.
Tenor (writer-receiver): constituted on the basis of
patterns of activity-sequence, patterns of social and 
persona l re la tionsh ips  and recurring  or ongoing
lexical chains (including additional ones).
3. M ode (fic tional speaker): w ritten-to-be-spoken,
m im etic  (or not) of human speech action and
interaction, stylized and conventionalized.
Mode (writer): global rhetoric conflating to a lesser or 
greater extent didascalia speaker modes for theatre 
interactions. Internal opposition in field-tenor-m ode 
options at fictional speaker level as basis for dramatic 
and problematic dialogue.
3.2.1.1.1. Field of Discourse
Field of discourse plays a vital role in the context of text. It is one of the
three basic elements in the textual internal world and external world.
By field of discourse, is linguistically meant “ variation in language
according to the use to which it is put in various professional and social
settings, e.g. scientific discourse, legal discourse ” (Hatim and Mason 1990).
There has been growing debate as to whether field of discourse is
necessarily equated with topic or subject matter. Field of discourse or "the
social activity of language" reflects Crystal and Davy’s (1969) "province" or
what Gregory and Carroll (1978) call "the user’s purposive role".
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Fields of discourse can be non-technical, as is the case with the general 
topics that we deal with in the course of our daily life. Or they can be 
technical, that is specialist, as in linguistics, law, engineering, physics, 
computer science and many other fields.
In the specialist fields lexical mutuality of text, specific structures and 
certain grammatical patterns belonging to the field of discourse are 
employed in an appropriate way, for example, terms like plasmodium, 
anthelmintics, antimalarials and prohylactics in medicine; terms like 
hydrogen, neutron and m olecule in physics; terms like generic , 
diachronic, phylogenetic and archiphoneme in English linguistics.
This point brings us to what is referred to as social institutions. These may 
be understood as follows:
Every individual who belongs to a given society will fit 
in some of the categories, and his status within the 
community will depend upon the groups that he can 
claim membership in. The person who has legal 
training, practices law, belongs to a society of 
barristers and solicitors, is a lawyer just as that person 
may be at the same time a man or woman, a father or a 
mother, a tennis player or a golfer, an apartment 
dweller or a homeowner, an habitue of the theatre or a 
stay-at-home. The person will be defined in terms of 
categories like these and there will be an appropriate 
code of behaviour both linguistic and non-linguistic 
for each of these identities.
(Gregory and Caroll 1978)
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3.2.1.1.2. Tenor of Discourse
Tenor of Discourse, which represents an important aspect in register, 
refers to the relationship between addresser and addressee in the sense of 
language use.
Participants' relationship varies from one group to another. It may be that
of a patient and a doctor, a mother and her child, a husband and wife, a
teacher and a student or a class, a manager and an employee, etc.
As far as addresser and addressee are different in terms of categories, one 
would expect the language used between them to vary from one set of group 
to another. Language which is used between husband and wife is expected 
to be informal whatever the subject matter is. A mother will talk intimately 
when dealing with her child. The language which is employed between a
teacher instructing her students or an orator addressing his audience may
be formal. People of the same geographical region may use a colloquial 
dialect when they speak with each other. Participants role(s) is determined 
by social structure. Gregory and Carroll (1978) state:
It is social structure which determines the number and 
types of roles we can play, either in relation to
sociological attributes (class features) or personal 
attributes (aspects of personal relationships).
To elaborate on the interpretation of the above statement, I must mention 
the factors which may have an effect on the tenor.
Education plays an important role in our behaviour, linguistically and
otherwise. Profession and previous experiences may shape our speech
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patterns. Sex also has a main role in the speech pattern, for example, the 
way in which a man speaks with a woman is different from that in which a 
man speaks with a man. One should not ignore the fact that the type of
relationship between the two participants (man and woman) may decide
the pattern of language used between them, i.e. a daughter and a father, a
husband and wife, etc.
Other points to do with tenor include economic status, social status and 
r e l ig io n .
3.2.1.1.3. Mode of Discourse
Mode of discourse is the third basic strand of register. It is the form in
which language is used, or to put it in Halliday and Hasan’s (1985) terms, it
refers to what part the language is playing.
Mode can take spoken form as well as written form, each of which divides 
into different divisions. Speaking can be non-spontaneous, as in acting, or 
reciting. Or spontaneous, as in conversing.
As far as writing is concerned, there are various categories:
- Material written to be read aloud as in political
speeches. Notice the following extract from a speech 
addressed by king Hussein of Jordan to the Nation in 
February 1986:
< I ^ 1 1  & l g _ j  l
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- Material written to be spoken, as in acting. The following extract is 
from a play titled Doctors of Philosophy by Spark (1963):
Leonora : When you come up to visit me in college you have a hankering 
look. I fee sorry for you at those times. I think perhaps it stabs you - the 
knowledge that you had it in you to become a distinguished scholar - and 
have become merely the mother of an average student and the wife of a 
second-class scholar.
Catherine : You needn’t feel sorry for me. Charlie’s one of the
best economists in the country.
Leonora : That doesn’t prove him to be a first-class one.
Catherine : Your standards were always too high, Leonora.
Reality forces one to lower one’s standards. In your 
remote life you know nothing of reality.
- Material written to be read. This aspect covers a wide range of 
writings includes newspapers, books of various sorts (textbooks, 
leisure books, travel documents, studying books, etc.), journals, 
magazines, etc.
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Gregory and Caroll’s (1978) diagram illustrates variations of mode as 
reproduced here in figure (1) :
speaking
sp ontaneously  non-spontnnenusly  writing
c o n v ers in g  nionologuing ‘reciting’ the speaking o f
what is written
to be sp o ken  to be sp o k en  not necessarily
as i f  not written to b e sp o k e n
to be rend as i f  to be read
(a) heard (to be read as speech)
(b) overheard (to be read as if  thought)
Figure (1)
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3.2.1.2. Context of Culture of Text
Like context of situation, context of culture is an important element
through which we get an access to the understanding and for obtaining
comprehensive of text. Halliday and Hasan (1985) state:
The context of situation, however, is only the immediate 
environment. There is also a broader background
against which the text has to be interpreted: its context
of culture. Any actual context of situation, the 
particular configuration of field, tenor, and mode that 
has brought a text into being, is not just a random
jumble of features but a totality _ a package, so to speak, 
of things that typically go together in the culture.
People do these things on these occasions and attach 
these meanings and values to them; this is what culture 
is.
My knowledge of the significance of context of culture and that of situation
conforms with what Halliday and Hasan state (as shown above), and I
believe that the importance of the knowledge of cultural context of text 
exceed the importance of the knowledge of the context of situation. We do 
not translate languages only. We translate both cultures and languages.
Although it is almost impossible to have translational equivalence for 
every word, phrase, grammatical structure, proverb, cliche, idiom, etc. in
full formal and functional senses, the translator ought to be aware of the
culture of both the source language and the target language in order to be 
able to translate efficiently: precisely to replace an item by another one 
into the translated language.
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Fowler (1986) handles the definition of context of culture as follows:
Context of culture: the whole network of social and 
economic conventions and institutions constituting the 
culture at large, especially in so far as these bear on 
p a r t icu la r  u tte rance  contexts  and in f luence  the
structure of discourse occurring within them.
Attempting to achieve a definition for the word “ culture ”, I may say that 
this concept in its general sense is enormously wide. It has countless facets. 
It is a way of life including places, beliefs, emotions, customs, foods and 
drinks, weather, clothes, education, ways of expressing emotions, religion, 
how things are handled on happy occasions and sad occasions, languages, 
animals, illnesses and ways of curing them, buildings, ways of thinking 
and perceiving things and many other concrete and abstract elements .
As has already been asserted, the culture of one nation varies from that of 
another nation; for example, there are many differences between Eastern 
and Western cultures to an extent which may lead to conflict if one is not 
aware of them. I strongly believe that cultural disparities can be greater 
barriers in communication than the linguistic ones.
3.2.2. Texture
Texture is one of the important issues which should be tackled when 
dealing with text. Hatim and Mason (1990) refer to texture as aspects of text 
organization, including cohesion, theme and rheme, which reflect the 
compositional plan of a text and its context.
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Texture is one of the sources of textual unity. It helps in upgrading the 
micro-context of discourse / text to cater for the higher levels of the 
unfolding hierarchy. Texture devices function to make the various 
elements of text hang together and establish textual connectivity. (Hatim 
1984).
A text, even if incomplete, must possess texture. Texture is a matter of the 
relation of meanings (Halliday and Hasan 1985). This is created through 
different devices such as theme and rheme, repetition in its various types 
(parallelism, paraphrase, etc.), and also through cohesion. This device may
be developed via the use of co-referentiality , co-classification, co­
extension, etc.
In his article, "Text Linguistics in the Didactics of Translation _ The Case of 
the Verbal and Nominal Clause Types in Arabic", Hatim (1989) concludes 
that texture provides the means for the realization of discourse intentions 
(context) and the implementation of text compositional plan (structure). 
Hatim argues that thematic organization appears to be an aspect of texture
which language users exploit in establishing a coherent point of view.
3.2.3. Structure of Text
Structure is one of the main strands of textuality. Before tackling this topic
within text, let me begin by citing the definition of structure in its rather
general sense - the sense given in the Oxford Advanced Learner's 
Dictionary of Current English (1974 edition) :
way in which something is put together, organized, etc.
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This definition carries more or less the same notion as that in the definition 
of linguists such as Hatim and Mason (1990) and Halliday and Hasan (1985). 
Hatim and Mason refer to structure as the compositional plan of a text, 
relating context to texture. To Halliday and Hasan, text structure refers to 
the overall structure, the global structure of the message form.
Ruqaiya Hasan's example in Halliday and Hasan (1985) is worth mentioning 
here to illustrate the concept of text structure. Before going deeply into the 
topic, let us establish the background:
According to Halliday and Hasan (1985), Ruqaiya Hasan was a visitor in 
Japan. She was taken to see a Kabuki Play. In Kabuki there is a genre 
known as Sewamono within which there is a particular sub-genre known 
as Enkirimono. The basic pattern in Enkirimono is that there is a breaking 
off of relations, either between a married couple, or between lovers. For 
example, a husband may divorce a wife in order to prevent her from
suffering the consequences of some crimes that he has committed. On the
basis of this information, Ruqaiya postulates that in every instance of 
Enkirimono, there will be at least three elements of structure. She gives 
these elements particular names:
1. the Precipitative Event : an event that propels the action from one stage 
to another. It would thus lead to the second element. An example of 
Precipitative Event, perhaps, might be the geisha rejecting her lover, or 
the husband informing his wife that he is divorcing her;
2. the Consequential Event : an event brought about as a consequence of the
Precipitative Event;
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3. the Revelation : the Consequential Event leads to some revelation of facts 
hitherto concealed. The Revelation leads to a reinterpretation of the 
Precipitative Event; the nobility of the act becomes obvious. What had 
appeared as heartless forsaking now assumes heroic proportions, being 
seen in its true colours as an act of devotion and self-sacrifice.
One might speculate that text structure is made up of events, and that those 
events which form the context of text determine the structure of text. For 
more details about context, see Fowler (1986, chapter 7) .
When discussing text structure, one cannot ignore the issue of 1 theme and 
rheme ' . This plays a leading part in the structure of text, particularly as
regards theme. It may play the most significant role in building the 
structure of text. I agree with Werlich (1976) when he states :
The encoder's selection of dominant and subsidiary sets
of text structural sequence forms in text structuring is 
determined by the thematic text base (in a concrete 
text:the introduction) from which the encoder has 
s ta r ted .
For more details about theme and rheme, see Hatim (1987) and (1989).
3.3. Beaugrande and Dressler’s Seven standards of 
T e x t u a l i t y
Text is one of the most important factors to be taken into account when
communicating. Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) argue that “ a text must be 
relevant to other texts in the same discourse not just to participants'
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intentions and to the situational setting. Topics must be selected, developed 
and shifted. Texts may be used to monitor other texts or the roles and beliefs 
implied by those texts ” .
As mentioned earlier, text to Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) is a 
communicative occurrence which meets seven standards of textuality. 
Beaugrande and Dressier argue that the text will not be communicative if 
any of the seven standards is not considered to have been satisfied.
Each of these standards will be examined briefly on its own in order to 
ascertain its function in text.
3.3.1. Cohesion
The term "cohesion" refers to the surface link in text. Cohesion has a vital 
role in creating the unity of text. Non-cohesive text may lead the reader or
listener to lack of concentration. The recipient will not be able to obtain
the message intended if information conveyed to him / her is not linked 
together. This in turn will lead to a lack of communication. Cohesion carries 
the receiver forward.
A text may attain cohesiveness by means of the combination of different 
syntactical elements, phrases, clauses and sentences. It may also do so by 
mesns of various devices, such as lexical recurrence, parallelism, lexical or
s truc tu ra l  repe tit ion , paraphrase , p ro-form s, e l l ip s is ,  con junc tions ,  
contrajunctions, reference (for example, anaphora, endophora, exophora
and cataphora), substitution, ellipsis.
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If one analysis texts 1 - 8  data of this study (Appendices 1 _ 4), one can see
that cohesion has a different effect in different text typologies, in both
languages .
3.3.2. Coherence
Coherence refers to links beyond the text. If a text is not coherent, it does
not yield any sense. Hence, it is a “non-sense” text. Continuity, which gives
sense to text, is the foundation for text coherence.
In contrast with cohesion, coherence is concerned with what is beyond the
surface text. In other words, it looks at the internal textual world.
In so far as coherence has to do with what is beyond the text, the cognitive 
processes will have a vital role in taking in the information given.
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) handle the discussion of this concept from
an appropriate psychological and philosophical view point.
We should not ignore the role of the language receiver here in building up
the internal textual world. Various factors participate in this process,
among which I cite:
- Text interaction, i.e. interaction of more than one piece of information in
one text.
- Text and text interaction, i.e. one text may depend totally or partially on
the previous text.
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- Text and receiver interaction; that is how he / she interprets text 
according to his / her background, previous knowledge of the theme of 
discussion, psychological status at the time of dealing with the text, target 
in tackling the text, hypothesis about what the text topic is, etc.
To conclude, I must say that in discussing this aspect, we are interested at 
the end of the day in obtaining “ knowledge ”, and this comes via text.
3.3.3.  Intentionality
There is no doubt that cohesion and coherence play an important role in 
external and internal textual worlds. However, these on their own are not 
enough. We need to consider another element when dealing with text. This 
is intentionality.
Intentionality refers to the text producer’s attitude. Therefore, it has to do 
with production more than anything else. Production here functions as a
discourse action.
Tolerance may be applied here. In other words, the text producer may 
tolerate lack of cohesion, for instance, as is the case in conversation, in 
order to convey his intended message. If the intended massage is not clear
enough, ambiguity will appear. Enkvist (1973) argues that textual tolerance 
can exist at two levels:
First, a sentence acceptable in one place - for instance 
in the middle - of a text may not be tolerated in another
place, for instance as a text-initial sentence: the place
of a sentence in a string of sentences may require that 
sen tence to satisfy certain  textual requirem ents.
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Secondly, a string of sentences may satisfy the demands 
of textual acceptability in one context but not in 
a n o th e r .
3.3.4. Acceptability
As in ten tionality  is concerned with the text p ro d u ce r’s a ttitude,
acceptability is concerned with the text receiver’s attitude. Therefore, the 
main element here is reception. In fact reception here functions as a 
discourse action, as is the case with intentionality.
When reading a text or listening to a text produced by someone, the
receiver's role is to infer the message intended. He is expected to find out
what is in the sender’s mind, in other words, to identify information
encoded by the text producer.
Subjectivity may play a role in interpreting text produced. Emotional state 
may have an effect on how the receiver interprets text.
Text must be accepted as a text. The Text decoder at the end is a participant. 
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) state:
In a wider sense of the terms, “ acceptability ” would 
subsume acceptance as the active willingness to 
participate in a discourse and share a goal.
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3.3.5.  Informativity
The term informativity, in text linguistics, refers to presentation which is
new or unexpected to the text receiver. This may be illustrated in the
following conversation between two friends:
-Anna : Will you be in the flat tomorrow?
-Mona : Yes, you are very welcome to come in if you
want. Just let me know that you will be coming.
-Anna : Definitely I will give you a ring.
-Mona : Make it diamond, please.
M ona’s response (last sentence) is not expected. What is expected is 
something like "That will be fine, thanks" or "No problem" or "Right, we 
might see you tomorrow".
Informativity can be divided into three main degrees which are:
1. upper degree
2. lower degree
3. outside the set altogether
For more details, see Beaugrande and Dressier (1981).
3.3.6. Situationality
Situationality which forms one of the standards of textualiy refers to 
factors which render text relevance to a current situation.
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It goes without saying that both "situation monitoring" and "situation
managing" have an essential role in text production. By situation 
monitoring is meant that the text producer steers the situation in order to
provide mediation, while in situation managing he steers the situation 
towards the participant's goal.
There must be a balance between situation managing and situation
monitoring. In this, there are three main factors:
e f f ic ie n c y ;
e f fec t iv en e ss ;
and appropriateness.
3.3.7.  Intertextuality
By in tertextuality  is meant that in text production and reception, 
participants depend on knowledge of other texts or previous texts. Without 
this process, intertextuality will not exist. One should not forget that
mediation has a role here. Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) refer to 
mediation as “ the extent to which one feeds one’s current beliefs and goals
into the model of the communicative situation ”.
These are only a few points about text. The next sections will concentrate on
a significant element in relation to text: ' text-type '.
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3.4. Text-Type
Before tackling the definition of and the approaches to text-types, a few 
points should be mentioned.
In the past, there was not much research devoted to the study of text or to 
set up a text-typology although the need for text-typology to solve many
problems was realised by linguists. Schmidt (1978) points out that 
theoretical research into text has shown that several important problems of 
communicative text theories, like the coherence of texts, the analysis of 
macro- structures in narratives and the acceptability of text cannot be
solved without a solution to the problem of text-typology.
According to Beaugrande and Dressier (1981), text has been a long-standing 
object of literary studies, though emphasis was limited to certain text types. 
Scholars have at various times embarked on tasks such as :
(a) describing the text production processes and results 
of an author, or a group of authors in some time period 
or setting;
(b) discovering some problematic or contestable senses 
for text;
(c) assigning values to texts.
The attention paid by most linguists and rhetoricians to the study of text,
has not had a text-type focus. Attempts have been made to set up a typology 
of texts, but all are beset by problems (Reiss 1976). Beaugrande (1978)
provides us with reasons for rejecting the classification of text-types. These 
a re :
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(1) text types of clearly different status have similar 
patterns, and (2) a text can even be shifted from one 
type to another (as when advertisements are published 
as poems, or poems used as advertising slogans).
However, studies have been recently devoted to text-types by linguists such 
as Werlich (1976), Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) , Newmark (1988) and 
Hatim and Mason (1990). Definitions of text-types will be given below, 
followed by text-type approaches in the next section.
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3.4.1. Definition of Text-type
Text-type is defined by Werlich as :
an idealized norm of distinctive text structuring which 
serves as a deep structural matrix of rules and elements 
for the encoder when responding linguistically  to 
specific aspects of his experience .
(Werlich 1976)
Beaugrande and Dressier define text-type in an interesting way, different 
from Werlich's. They state :
A 'text type' is a set of heuristics for producing, 
predicting, and processing textual occurrences, and 
hence acts as a prominent determiner of efficiency,
effectiveness, and appropriateness.
(Beaugrande and Dressier 1981)
The notion of text-type has been developed by Hatim and Mason in 1990. 
Hatim and Mason, who think of intentionality as a rhetorical purpose in 
communicative text (textuality) define text - type as :
" a conceptual framework which enables us to classify
texts in terms of communicative intentions serving an
overall rhetorical purpose ."
(Hatim and Mason 1990)
These are the three prominent definitions of text-types. The next section 
will be devoted to a summary of three approaches to text-types, Werlich's, 
Newmark's and Hatim and Mason's :
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3.4.2. Werlich's Approach to Text-type
In his book , A Text Grammar of English (1976), Werlich divides text-types 
into five categories. He emphasises that the encoder can choose between :
- d e s c r ip t io n
- n a r r a t i o n
- expos it ion
- a r g u m e n ta t io n
- in s t ru c t io n .
Each of these will be tackled in brief below.
D e s c r ip t io n
Werlich points out that description is the type of textual communication in 
which the encoder more or less selectively deals with factual phenomena 
in space. This can be illustrated in the following sentence :
Hundreds of students are in the theatre lecture room.
N a r r a t i o n
Narration is defined by the author as the type of textual communication in 
which the encoder more or less selectively deals with factual and / or 
conceptual phenomena in time. e.g. :
The Kurds of Sulaymaniyyah left their houses for the 
mountains in the middle of the night.
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E x p o s i t io n
Exposition is a text-type which is considered by Werlich as the type of 
textual communication which the encoder chooses for presenting either :
(1) constituent elements which can be synthesized into 
a composite concept (manifested in a 'term') or (2) a 
mental construct (manifested in a 'text'), or those 
constituent elements into which concepts or mental 
constructs of phenomena can be analysed.
Examples illustrating (1) and (2) above are :
(1) A principal ingredient for making cake is flour
(2 )  Cake can be made by using flour, sugar, 
eggs , butter and milk.
A r g u m e n t a t i o n
Argumentation is referred to as the type of textual communication in 
which the encoder proposes relations between concepts of phenomena. The 
encoder makes his propositions in explicit or implicit opposition to deviant 
or alternative
propositions. For example, (the chairperson of the meeting of a company, 
a r g u in g ) :
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" Ladies and gentlemen , the case should be studied 
carefully before taking any decision. We must learn 
from the mistakes which we have made in the past. "
I n s t r u c t i o n
Werlich argues that instruction is the type of textual communication in 
which the encoder tells himself (in sender - directed instruction) or others 
(in receiver - directed instruction) what to do . He / she uses linguistic 
communication in order to plan the future behaviour of himself or others, 
e.g.:
Keep quiet !
Return after use !
Do not touch !
3.4.3. Newmark's Approach to Text-type
Newmark (1988) classifies text-types into six kinds , referring to them as 
language-functions, text-categories and text-types .These are :
- The Expressive Function
- The Informative Function
- The Vocative Function
- The Aesthetic Function
- The Phatic Function
- The Metalingual Function.
Each of these types will be discussed briefly below .
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The Expressive Function
Newmark points out that the core of the expressive function is the mind of
the speaker, the writer, the originator of the utterance. He uses the
utterance to express his feelings irrespective of any response. Newmark
thinks that the characteristic ' expressive ' text-types are :
1. serious imaginative literature
2. authoritative statements
3. autobiography, essays, personal correspondence.
The Informative Function
According to the author, the core informative function of language is
external situation, the facts of a topic, reality outside language, including 
reported ideas or theories. The format of an informative text is often
standard : a textbook, a technical report, an article in a newspaper or a
periodical, a scientific paper, a thesis, minutes or agenda of a meeting.
The Vocative Function
The core of the vocative function of language, as Newmark argues, is the
readership, ie. the addressee. The first factor in all vocative texts is the
relationship between the writer and the readership, which is realised in
various types of socially or personally determined grammatical relations or
forms of address. The second factor is that these texts must be written in a
language that is immediately comprehensible to the readership.
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The Aesthetic Function
Newmark indicates that this is language designed to please the senses, 
firstly through its actual or imagined sound. This can be noticed in rhythm, 
balance and contrasts of sentences. Secondly it pleases the senses through 
its metaphors. Newmark believes that metaphor is the link between the 
expressive and the aesthetic function. It also connects the extra - linguistic 
reality with the world of the mind through language.
The Phatic Function
The author argues that the phatic function of language is used for 
maintaining friendly contact with the addressee rather than for imparting 
foreign information. Examples of this type are: "you know", "lovely to see 
you", "are you well ?", etc. In written language, phaticisms attempt to win 
the confidence and the credulity of the reader: "of course", "it is important 
to note that", etc.
The Metalingual Function
Newmark mentions that the metalingual function of language indicates a 
language's ability to explain, name, and criticise its own features. These are 
more or less universal (e.g. "sentence", "grammar", "verb", etc.). 
Expressions signalling metalingual words are, for example, "strictly 
speaking", "so to speak", "by definition" , etc.
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3.4.4. Hatim and Mason’s Approach to Text-type
Hatim and Mason (1990) amalgamate text-types into three : 
exposition, argumentation and instruction.
Expository text-type includes:
a. description
b. narration
c. concept
Argumentative text-type is :
a. overt
b. covert
Instructional text-type is :
a. with option
b. no option
Hatim and Mason's (1990) discussions of these types will be summarized 
below .
The Expository Text-type
The authors point out that this can be descriptive, focusing on objects and 
in time ; conceptual, focusing on concepts and relations in terms of either 
analysis or synthesis.
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The Argumentative Text-type
This text-type can be overt (e.g. the counter-argumentative letter to the
editor) or covert (e.g. propaganda tract).
In Discourse and the Translator , Hatim and Mason (1990) provide us with 
clear examples explaining expository and argumentative text-types. They 
also supply a helpful check-list of features which distinguish between the
expository text-type and the argumentative text-type. This will be displayed
in table (1) :
Table (1) : Features of Argumentative and Expository Text-types.
Argumentative text-type Expository text-type
- The dominant function of 
text is to manage or steer 
situation in a manner 
favourable to text produc­
er's goals.
- Topic sentence 'sets the 
tone' and must be substan­
tiated.
- Evaluativeness predominates 
texts, realised by cohesive 
devices of emphasis.
- The focus is on providing 
a reasonably detached 
account, i.e. monitoring the 
situation.
- Topic sentence 'sets the 
scene' and must be 
expounded.
- More basic and less
marked syntactic and semantic 
structures characterise text.
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The Instructional Text-type
This aims at the formation of future behaviour, either with option as in
advertising, or with no option as in treaties, contracts and other binding
legal documents. For more details, see Hatim and Mason (1990).
3.5. Conclusion
It is to be hoped that I have been able in the discussion of this chapter to
shed light on text and text-types as basic elements in the field of text
l in g u is t ic s .
One important point should be emphasised here. It is that whatever the
topic matter is, it should be tackled within a text-type focus. The interest in 
this thesis is not in lists of words or separate sentences. I am ultimately 
interested in unity, i.e. in communicative text (communicative language).
Considering text-type is not the only a convenient way of looking at a text 
for translation, as Newmark (1988) mentions. But it is of great help to the 
translator / interpreter and to the language learner or/and teacher. The
overall goal of all of these is a communicative language. People do not 
communicate by expressing isolated notions or fulfilling isolated functions 
(Widdowson, 1978). Language function occurs by utilizing text-type.
Repetition, the main topic of this thesis will be handled in the data analysis
(chapter six), with a text-type focus in mind. Hatim and Mason's approach 
to text-type is selected employment in the data analysis of this study since it 
covers all aspects of text-types. In this study the analysis will take place 
within the expository and argumentative text-types.
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In conclusion, the understanding of text-type helps in appreciating the 
function of repetition, since text-type is the skeleton within which one 
may find out whether repetition is functional or not. By functional is 
meant it serves a rhetorical purpose. In other words, there is a reason for 
using repetition in a certain text. This will be illustrated in the next 
chapter - Types of Repetition and Reasons for Repetition.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Chapter Four 
Types of Repetition and Reasons for Repetition
4.1. Introduction
Repetition is a salient feature in some discourses. This appears manifestly 
in argumentative discourses / texts like the editorial. This notion will be 
examined in the analysis of this study (chapter six).
Repetition is also used heavily in political speech. This has been noticed in 
the speeches of politicians such as King Hussein of Jordan and the present 
British Prime Minister, Mr John Major.
Repetition may have a significant role in the paradigmatic of text/ 
discourse. By using repetition, when speaking, interlocutors may reveal 
what the underlying paradigmatic structure is.
One should not judge that repetition is functional or non-functional 
without paying attention to the frame in which repetition appears . The 
same repeated item may be functional in one context but not in another. 
The function of repetition may be seen clearly in committed discourses 
such as letters to the editor, the Friday sermon of Muslims and the Sunday 
sermon of Christians, etc.
In "Repetition in Conversation" (1973), Tannen discusses functions of 
repetition in terms of production, comprehension and interaction.
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In terms of production, Tannen argues that repetition enables a speaker to
produce language in a more efficient, less energy-draining way. Repetition 
allows the text producer to set up a paradigm and insert new information.
The example below may illustrate this. A dress-making instructor explains 
to a class-inspector what she has taught the class :
a. And I have taught them how to design a skirt;
b. And I have taught them how to design a blouse;
c. And I have taught them how to design trousers;
d. And I have taught them how to design a dress .
Regarding comprehension, the benefit of repetition on comprehension 
reflects that of production. Repetition may facilitate comprehension by 
providing semantically less dense discourse. Comparatively less new
information is communicated if some of the words uttered are repetitious 
than if all of them carry new information. This redundancy (Tannen, 1973) 
facilitates the reception of new information for the hearer / receiver. That
is, just as the speaker benefits from some relatively dead space while
thinking of the next thing to say, the hearer benefits from the same dead 
space and from redundancy while absorbing what has just been said.
Repetition has also a significant role in interaction. One may agree with 
Tannen (1973) when she suggests that repetition functions on an 
interactional level, accomplishing social goals, or simply managing the 
business of conversation. This may be seen in providing a back-channel
responses, keeping the floor, etc.
In the past, repetition, including types of repetition, was tackled in general 
terms. However, not much attention has been paid to the rhetorical
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purpose(s) of repetition. In this chapter, it is intended to display types of 
repetition such as parallelism, partial recurrence, paraphrase, etc. These 
types will be illustrated by authentic examples.
Types of repetition will occupy the first part of this chapter. The second
part will focus on reasons for repetition. This will fall into two sections. 
Repetition for rhetorical reasons such as emphasising, convincing and 
defending, will constitute the first section of this part. Texts used in this 
section will be translated from Arabic into English and vice versa to find 
out if repetition can be transferred to the target language with meaning 
and form preserved. The second section of this part will concentrate on
other purposes of repetition such as bridging over an interruption of 
extraneous noise, correcting an ear-cupping mistake , etc.
Instances of repetition which come under the headings of types of 
repetition or reasons for repetition will be handled within texts, rather
than lists of repeated items. These texts are either my own examples or
taken from different sources, like newspapers _ al-Sharq a l - A w sat. T h e  
G uard ian  and The Herald Tribune, or Arabic and English books such as T h e  
C ity  by R. Speigelberg (1973) and G h abat al-Khana z ir al-Barrivah by R. 
cUsmat (1977).
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4.2. Types of Repetition
Repetition is divided into various types, regarding its function, fulfilment, 
performance, accomplishment, and operation Different types of repetition 
will be tackled and will be illustrated by examples.
4.2.1. The Paraphrase Type
Paraphrase is a type of repetition which occurs frequently in both spoken 
and written discourse. It may appear spontaneously and / or consciously in 
language (see chapter two above). The main goal for utilizing this type of 
re p e t i t io n  are c la r i fy in g ,  e x p la in in g ,  in te rp re t in g ,  s im p l ify in g ,  
illustrating, stressing , etc. a previous idea, phrase or word.
Paraphrase is the "recurrence of content with a change of expression" 
(Beerbohm 1958 ). It may occur in units of any size _ lexical couplets, 
phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs, etc. Paraphrase may be illustrated 
in this passage :
The war between the Allies and Iraq may not bring any 
good to the people of the Arabian Gulf. It may destroy 
more natural resources than it protects.
The rhetorical purpose of repetition which appears here in paraphrase 
form (It may destroy natural resources than it protects), obviously supports 
the previous sentence.
Paraphrase is used intensively in the Koran, as in surat Taha :
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. 'J sliL j  jJ sJ I  i^ JU 1^ C_J^ ® 1-» - A ll  4_JJ ^3
Fa-waswasa ilayhi al-shaytanu qala ya Adamu hal adulluka cala shajarati al- 
khuldi wa mulkin la yabla.
(But satan whispered to him, he said : " O Adam! shall I lead you to the tree of 
eternity and to a kingdom that never decays ? ").
The second part of the a'ya (. J.*-j 'J d ll* j  jJLkJI J.s <JJ.il J.a ^ J L  JLS
) =
(He said : " O Adam ! shall I lead you to the tree of eternity and to a kingdom
that never decays ? ") is a paraphrase of the first part of the a'ya
( <-.Jj j** j*  ) = (But satan whispered to him). The rhetorical
purpose of using paraphrase is probably clarity.
4.2.2. The Parallelism Type
This type of repetition has been tackled by different linguists such as Hiatt 
(1973), Kuiper (1982), Koch (1983) and (1990), al-Jubouri (1984),
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) and others.
To Hiatt (1973), parallelism is essentially a matter of repetition - repetition 
of sounds, words, word-classes, phrases, clauses, patterns, or ideas. Hiatt 
points out that parallelism is not easy to define meaningfully, since it is a
very broad term and includes many of the classical figures of rhetoric. 
Hiatt supplies some examples of parallelism. She believes that alliteration is
one kind of parallelism, involving only the initial sounds of words; 
anaphora (beginning phrases and clauses with the same word ) is another.
A simple doublet - "boys and girls" - is a parallelism involving the
repetition of words of the same form - class. "Tomorrow and tomorrow and
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tomorrow" repeats identical words and is therefore also a parallelism
involving words of the same form - class, rhetorically reinforced by 
polysyndeton (the repetition of connectives).
Cum ulative parallelism  (Koch 1983) comes under the um brella of
parallelism. In cumulative parallelism, each sentence (repetition) builds on
the previous one. This creates a sort of momentum in the text which
reflects its content.
Parallelism consists of repeating a structure but filling it with new
constituent elements, for example stating a series of similar action
expressed in parallel clauses. In the Declaration of Independence, the
British King is described as follows :
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, 
burnt our towns.
(Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981)
The repetition which comes here under "parallelism" makes the context 
(brutality of the British King) very strong.
4.2.3. The Replication Type
"Replication" as referred to by Watt (1968) in his research "English
Reduplication", a simple sequence of repeated elements. The following 
example is quoted from Watt :
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among nouns : What gangsters want is money money
m o n e y
among verbs : What gangsters do is steal steal steal,
among adverbs : It is imperative, as conditions worsen,
to keep looking upward, upward, upward.
4.2.4. The Recurrence Type
Recurrence is direct repetition. According to Beaugrande and Dressier 
(1981), it is the straightforward repetition of elements or patterns.
Recurrence may be used to break a silence or to gain the attention of an 
inattentive participant. The example below illustrates this :
Mary : Children's rights will be discussed in
the next meeting. Are you listening, Huda?
Huda : Yes, I am.
Mary : What was I saying ?
Huda : Children's rights will be discussed in the
next meeting.
Here, the second conversationalist, Huda, is obliged to provide a recurrence 
of the first conversationalist's text (Mary's) to prove attention.
Text producers may use recurrence to reinforce their message, as in the 
following text :
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The significance of Mr. de Klerk's boldness lies in his 
tacit recognition that negotiation can create new facts 
and fresh openings for com prom ise , and that
negotiation is the only road to legitimacy.
(International Herald Tribune, Jan. 15, 1990).
4.2.5. The Partial Recurrence Type
"Partial recurrence" is another type of repetition. It is the shifting of 
already used elements to different classes (such as from verb to noun). For 
example :
The secretary of state for Defence, Tom King, has been 
accused of attempting to widen the allies' war aims 
following comments he made on The World This 
Weekend. The accusation is misplaced.
(The Independent newspaper, Jan. 29, 1991).
The rhetorical purpose of the recurrence of "accusation" in this example is
to rebut the idea of accusing Tom King of attempting to widen the allies' 
war aims.
4.2.6. The Proforms Type
Another element which may fall under "types of repetition" is "proforms". 
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) refer to this as "replacing content _
carrying elements with short place - holders, " as in :
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More than eighty Iraqi military planes have been sent 
to Iran. They will not take off before the war is stopped.
The proform 'they' is a replacement for " More than eighty Iraqi military 
planes ". If the passage were to appear as :
More than eighty Iraqi military planes have been sent 
to Iran. More than eighty Iraqi military planes will not 
take off before the war is stopped.
repetition of the subject might lower the informativity of text.
4.2.7. The Ellipsis Type
" Ellipsis " may be considered a kind of repetition, if we follow Beaugrande 
and Dressler's (1981) definition, but not Halliday and Hasan's (1976), which 
states " ellipsis is simply substitution by zero To Beaugrande and Dressier,
ellipsis means "repeating a structure and its content but omitting some of
the surface constituent expressions". This is illustrated in the following 
Passage :
Here, in this Shangrila, lies secret knowledge which 
has been hidden away for thousands of years _ and will
remain hidden until the children of the earth develop a 
spiritual perfection which will allow them to use it once
a g a in .
(Philip, B. 1961 Secret of The Andes ).
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4.2.8. Other Types of Repetition
The types of repetition which will appear in this section may be
represented in the summary of a study conducted by Persson in (1972).
The primary aim of Persson’s study is to analyse the occurrence of 
sequential repetition in a corpus of spoken and written contemporary
British English. The spoken material is taken from recordings of 
spontaneous speech inform al d iscussions and in terv iew s, b roadcast 
conversations on various topics, sports commentaries, descriptions of 
pictures, etc. This forms a corpus of approximately 94000 words.
The written material is taken from sources published in the fifties and
sixties _ novels, plays, non-fictional works, and newspapers. The masses of
text as Persson puts it, have been balanced so as to make up three
statistically comparable stylistic strata: conversational, fictional and non
f ic t io n a l .
Concerning the methods of the analysis, Persson uses three questions :
(1) Are there any semantic or structural criteria 
that can serve as the basis of a broad primary
classification of the material?
(2) If so, are there any morphological, syntactic or 
semantic criteria that can help to develop a further
subclassification within these primary classes?
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3) Can it be shown that individual lexical items 
behave differently with regard to the phenomenon to 
be investigated?
4.2.8.1. The Intensifying Repetition
The intensifying repetition, called by others 'replication' is used in 
Persson’s study for immediate sequences of repeated items such as:
1) Writing a book of that type may take a long, 
long time.
2) They live in a very very far area.
3) Never trust the weather, the weather of this 
c o u n t ry .
4) Everyone witnesses that she has been giving, 
giving, giving.
The term intensifying is chosen because the repetition as in the examples 
above seems to function as an alternative means of intensifying to the use 
of such words as 'very' and 'much'. It conveys both emotive emphasis and 
cognitive intensification.
According to Persson, this phenomenon may occur with any of the four 
major parts of speech: adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs. Persson
supplies many examples of repetition of adjectives expressing positive or 
negative ideas, adjectives expressing age, length, number, size, colour, 
adverbs of manner, adverbs of direction, etc.
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4.2.8.2. The Emphatic Repetition
To Persson the emphatic repetition is used for any kind of repetition that
reinforces or draws extra attention to a concept, be it a single item, a
phrase, or some larger unit of speech, for purposes of focus or contrast, or 
in order to impart some emotive connotation to what is repeated.
D espite  the d ifferences between the em phatic repetition  and the
in tensify ing  repetition  in terms of function, Persson submits that
intensifying repetition is likely to be a special case of emphatic repetition.
Both types strongly assert the truth of the concept repeated. Examples of
emphatic repetition are:
1) Oh jealous, jealous, jealous.
2) Last night we had a big argument. A big 
a rg u m e n t .
3) Please listen, listen, listen to me.
It seems enough to say for the moment that emphatic repetition and
intensifying repetition are similar in terms of their external appearance.
4.2.8.3. The Conjoined Repetition
It is clear from the title that this type of repetition is marked syntactically 
by the use of a n d  between the two occurrences of the repeated item as in 
the example below. This denotes continuous action:
1) We have been there for days and days.
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Persson tackles two conflicting theories concerning the transformational 
processes underlying conjoined repetition. These are Lakoff and Peters 
theory and W att’s theory. In brief and according to Persson, Lakoff and 
Peters take the view that symmetrical items conjoined by and do not appear 
in the deep structure and hence are transformationally introduced. As 
evidence they use, among other things, the fact that we find sentences like:
2) David got fatter and fatter and fatter.
3) David got more and more and more fat.
but not
4) David got more and more fat and fatter and fatter.
They argue that the conjunction is introduced by a rule that operates after 
the rule that converts m o r e  to -er (optional in the case of fat). They also 
demonstrate that the a n d -  construction may be paraphrased with a verb 
like keep  :
5) I kept th in k in g .
6) She kept  watching them.
According to Persson, Watt advocates a quite different solution. He sees the 
conjunction of identical elements as a direct manifestation of conjoined 
deep structure sentences containing an adverbial phrase then that is 
normally deleted. He demonstrates the semantic identity of sentences like:
7) She walked and walked and walked.
8) She walked and then walked and then walked.
9) She walked and then she walked and then she
walked.
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4.2 .8 .4 .The Mimetic Repetition
Persson believes that the mimetic repetition is in some ways the most 
primitive and original of all. He argues that “ the term mimetic repetition is 
supposed to designate repetitions functioning as linguistic representations
of repetitive phenomena, such as sound, motion, etc ”
Persson distinguishes and discusses four sub-groups within the mimetic 
repetition. These are:
1. Repetition indicating sound.
Sounds of this group can be various _ nagging, wheezing, dripping, 
coughing, sounds of machines, sounds of clock, explosive sounds, footsteps, 
animal sounds, etc. An example:
I told him about the jokes which we cracked in the
party last night and he went ha ha ha ha.
2. Repetition of movement, action or process.
The following may be considered as examples of these:
A mother speaking to her daughter: Up and down, up 
and down, up and down. You may end up with sore legs.
A secretary to her boss: I couldn’t do the work. People
passing: "hello, hello, hello".
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A student to her colleague: I could not concentrate in
my studying. I was going round and round, (meaning I
was thinking in a circle).
3. Repetition indicating unspecified continuation of a spoken or 
written sequence.
The following is an instance of this type:
A teacher to her class: When writing, put your ideas in 
a clear way, organise the paragraphs well, et cetera, et
c e te ra .
4. Miscellaneous instances.
This may be exemplified by:
This world would be much better if we could stop 
"myself, myself, myself, myself".
This may be paraphrased: This world would be better if we were not 
se lf ish .
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4.2.8.5. The Simple Repetition
The simple repetition may occur in spoken discourse. An instance of this 
type of repetition is what some linguists such as Blankenship and Kay
(1964), and Maclay and Osgood (1959) refer to as "hesitation phenomena", 
for example :
They were going to to to to discuss the problem.
Persson borrows the term simple repetition from Watt (1968). However, he 
applies it to spoken and conversational material whereas Watt applies it to 
examples from poetry.
In his study, Persson divides this type into three subcategories. These are:
1. Initiators and reaction signals
Examples of these are well, right which might be called 
utterance-initiators; yes, mm which might be called reaction 
signals, for example:
Ali (describing to his wife what went on in a
meeting) : The agenda was long. We discussed many
different points in connection with the purchasing
  and we left the meeting agreeing on
n o th in g .
Ali’s wife: mm, mm, mm, ...............
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2. Clause-final sequences, etc.
These in a way may function as in i t i a to r s -u t te r a n c e s  
of introductory utterances like well ,  e.g.:
Amal : I could not sleep last night.
Salwa: Why?
Amal: It could be because I had lots of coffee
last night.
Salwa: It could be for that reason. It could be 
for that reason.
3. Chants and refrains.
These can be found clearly in songs as well as nursery rhymes, for 
in s ta n c e :
Here we go round the mulberry bush, the mulberry, 
bush, the mulberry bush.
I should conclude the discussion of this section by mentioning that more of 
the above subcategories add anything semantically or emotively to the 
discourse. They may appear automatically when we speak; or they may
occur just as a characteristic of the interlocutor's idiolect.
4.2.8.6. The Purposive Repetition
It is unclear why Persson singles out this type of repetition for the name 
'purposive', implying, it would seem, that no other type is so. At all events,
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he goes between the lines and distinguishes three major sub-groups of this 
type in his material:
1. Attention-calling signals and announcements.
2. 'Pedagogical' repetition.
3. Repetition caused by failure to elicit a response.
Types of repetition have formed the first part of this chapter. The second 
part of the chapter will deal with repetition from another angle _ reasons 
for repetition.
4.3. Reasons for Repetition
Repetition is quite often employed by rhetoricians and linguists for
rhetorical purpose(s). However, it may be used for performance facts such 
as hesitation, self correction, correction of others, attempting to get
hearer's attention, etc.
This part of the chapter will be divided into two sections, each of which will
be devoted to a class of reasons for repetition, which will be called :
- Repetition for Rhetorical Purposes
- Repetition for Other Purposes.
4.3.1. Repetition for Rhetorical Purposes
In this section, English and Arabic argumentative and expository texts with 
repeated items, will both in the original and in translation be analysed to 
find out the rhetorical purpose(s) behind repetition and to discover if
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repetition gives the same result in the translated text as it does in the 
original one.
The texts in question are from different sources. Arabic and English
newspapers such as a l -S h a rq  a l -A w s a t . A k h b a r al-K halij and T h e
I n d e p e n d e n t : Arabic and English books on politics, economics, literature,
etc.
The following text is an extract from a British morning newspaper, The 
Independent :
Transforming the North Atlantic Alliance
Europe has entered a new, promising era. Central and 
Eastern Europe is liberating itself. The Soviet Union has 
embarked on the long journey toward a free society.The
walls that once confined people and ideas are collap­
sing. Europeans are determining their own destiny.
They are choosing freedom. They are choosing 
economic liberty. They are choosing peace. They are 
choosing a Europe whole and free. As a consequence, 
this Alliance must and will adapt.
(The Independent, July 1990)
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Suggested Translation
!■>-IL  , 9 !->. <.LSLia 3 ^ l c J
^  Lj I J>_3 4—J j - w J I  L j j j j I  j  t-» ...^ _ ll . I .i—C l^j I ■ * -- I ■  ^ ■ ** ■ IX- ^  ,j_gj
L_«I . _)—*• ■•■».« j  '**• • <—Li j —b  a 1% j  ^  j  — 11 * "i! I I • l-*$> I >a_L» ^_i
. ■ **■ i ■ * « ■ v ° * ^  *^i(—U(—j »** - * ■ ^  *- I “II j| *«- •*■ 11
4 _ . ^ L ^ l 5 l  < - _ » j - A  | ^ i  . p  | 1 .? 7 . . . «  J J J J - L ;  O J ----
O * -*  S j L a  O J - ^ 5 O* j
. LvJ <>««JLl t 9 <.^ >J ^ > 8 l ~>J I I Jjb
The repetition of the item "They are choosing ......" in the above text is
called, according to linguists such as al-Jubouri (1984) and Koch (1983) 
"repetition of parallelism". By repetition of parallelism is meant repetition 
of form. The rhetorical purpose behind the repetition here is that the text 
producer attempts to convince his receivers that members of the North 
Atlantic Alliance are looking for a " better life " and that they are working 
hard to get there. So, he / she repeats the phrase ' They are choosing ' as in:
They are choosing freedom.
They are choosing economic liberty.
They are choosing peace.
They are choosing a Europe whole and free.
to make the argument stronger than it would be if he/she had said : " They 
are choosing freedom, economic liberty, peace and a Europe whole and 
free ".
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Examining the translation of the text into Arabic, one can see that the 
message intended in the original is conveyed when the text is translated 
into the second language (L2).
The following text is quoted from a book called The Citv . It is about the 
politics, economy and accountancy of the City of London.
Power without Accountability
The power, or potential power, of the city has increased,
is increasing, and will almost certainly continue to 
increase. What safeguards are there that this mammoth
power is not abused ?
(Spiegelberg, 1973)
Suggested Translation :
l^il a^ jil - ^  C r* j <JIj_jj  << <_Lj Jw»JJ >> 4JL.ISJI oUJI jl oLLJI 1^
S ^1 > , I <■ { j *  <LL^I I  <3 LiaJ I 6 I c i . L L - J I  0 ^ 1  • j * * -*
In the first line of the text, the lexical item ' power ' occurs twice. The 
relationship between the two constituents is general to particular, i.e. the 
first 1 power 1 is general while the second one is particular (i.e. potential 
power). Thus the writer's rhetorical purpose behind repetition is to 
identify the power he is discussing. ' Power ' is also repeated in the last line. 
The lexical item ' increase 1 appears in the text in three forms :
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present perfect : has increased
present continuous : is increasing
future tense + infinitive : will continue to increase
The rhetorical purpose behind the repetition here is to inform the receiver 
that the growth of potential power is a developing process. One can see in 
the Arabic translation of the text, that the repeated items in the original 
also appear .
The next text is selected from The In d e p e n d e n t  newspaper. It is about the 
Gulf war.
For the allies this has been a limited war with limited 
aims, pursued by limited means : no carpet bombing of 
cities, no use of nuclear weapons, and,so far, no avowed 
attempts to destroy the Iraqi regime.
(The Independent, 28 Jan. 1991)
Suggested Translation :
* A  ^ *>• ■» i V ft > » A \ » lJ I  hiJi I .3 JO ij *_*^  ^  A J. A £ Lft-LJJ L j
1 1 «*vj  < _ 1  I pi iv <« I ^JLIUa j  Li* ■ °  * t*l It
U= ■yi jU  .J—ILia
In the above text, the element "limited" occurs three times in the first part 
of the sentence in the form of "parallel repetition". This is followed by a 
"paraphrase repetition" in the form of :
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no carpet bombing of cities 
no use of nuclear weapons
no avowed attempts to destroy the Iraqi regime.
"Paraphrase repetition" refers to repetition of content, unlike "parallelism 
repetition" which means repetition of form. This use of "paraphrase 
repetition" preceded by "parallelism repetition" is motivated by the 
rhetorical purpose defending the position of the allies in the Gulf war.
Regarding the translation of the text into Arabic, both form and content 
appear in the translated text as in the original text.
The fourth text has to do with the British government.
While it is true that the City welcomed the return of the 
conservatives in 1970 ('Fears that capitalism was in 
dec line  seemed to vanish o v e rn ig h t1. said the 
Economist), its support for the Government has not 
been unqualified. The Government's handling of the 
Rolls-Royce collapse, for example, greatly angered a 
number of leading merchant banks. They claimed they 
had been misled by the Government into putting up 
more finance for Rolls during the last months before 
the crash. They thought the Government would prop up 
the company, willy - nilly - whereas in fact further 
Government aid was conditional on a favourable report 
from Cooper Brothers, the chartered accountants.
(Spiegelberg, 1973 : 4)
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Suggested Translation
) c l5 o- 'dajL>11 3 91 i“-— j  << <_i_> j_ll yy Cf^ ~i Cj—*
i v ~v c  < a i v ~h I j  4 . L J  V_&. ^  (i I »*%  V I ^  < < 11 * m  l^_11 >L^v*^o I i^ j~ *  *—® j  11 I u_j
4__«*C~s. I1 4 ♦ h >•> » Jj  ^J |i 4—• J—SbJJ La >i» ..* j I i ^ ;Ls ( ^ ^ L mS-Zj VI <* I -
11 C JsL jl Jj I 11 L^i I Jj i Jlill * k t* t 1^  jJjjJI <4 jL^j V
L U i j  I ^" 11•--« i\  ^ <-«j i^>JI >**«■*C j  J j ju l l  ai\.A ^1 .31 . <_<_mwo^ _II 4_J jLseJI J_^jlJI
■x.—iL..^  -^*-11 j j  H (J^-L. <j~—* lj j - l j j —^ (J j —t^l ei»ljL«.Ll>vI L^**oj_4
j J  j  L& j l  L  j J s  4 ^ ^ L w J I  X i  4— I x i^ J b J I  6 1V A 1 ** - * l~> >X J>.9 L b j L ^ i l
olj-^l Or* J - i J ^  ‘t —A -Ljj-iJ ^  J^T oL^
. ^ ^ L U I  ^ ^ L i !  ^
The element "Government" occurs five times in the above text. Such 
recurrence (repetition of items with the same referent in a text), as Hatim 
and Mason (1990) note, is a symptom of intentionality (whether conscious 
or not). This repetition is motivated by the rhetorical purpose on 
reaffirming blame of the government for not handling matters properly.
In the Arabic translation, the word 4.. ^£.=d I = "government" occurs in each
sentence, as it does in the original text. The same substance also occurs in 
the translated text.
So far, English argumentative and expository texts with repeated items have
been analysed, together with Arabic translations, to discover the rationale 
behind the repetition. Arabic texts of argumentative and expository types 
with repeated items will now be analysed, together with English 
translation, for the same purpose .
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The first Arabic text is taken from a book called " o ^ J I  <f U" = " The
Forest of Wild Pigs " , by cUsmat, R. (1977) :
> ** • i L£ ...........  ^  J~iiJ I I . > 0 < l i ^  t- L^ - o  <J d t  . L* L*_i <«» II Jra.*v j  Lftilj  - JLla
I <^-j . . . . . .  ^ I  ^  ^^  11 Or* * * ‘  ^ «««.b »
............. J J ^ J ............  ...........  J J  ’.............. j_jLL£ ...........
. ^ l ^ ^ j J I  <P j  I UaJLj L& j j t - Z t
( \ ^ w  j )
Suggested Translation :
He saw her there in the very middle of the plain. She
seemed to him as white as a ghost. He stared .......  She was
circling round, having made a robe for herself from
the big cloth cross .......... She was circling like a moth
round a light ......  She was circling like a bird round its
nest ......  she was circling   and circling ....... and
circling ......  Her hair was flying with the wind and the
speed of her circling.
The individual lexical item = 1 circling ' appears in the text not less
than six times, in the original discourse (Arabic) as well as in the
translation (English). Reading the text for the first time and just looking at 
the surface meaning, obviously one might think that it has to do with 
romance: the writer is writing about two lovers. The truth, however, could 
be something else. It could be that the writer talks about a political idea 
going round and round his mind. However, he cannot express it openly, as 
in every culture there are things which are forbidden. Tackling the text
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from a literary point of view, the recurrence of j j i ] '  = ' circling 1 is
probably used deliberately to add beauty to the text, as it is a usual feature 
in Arabic and English literature.
Now let us move from the repetition of lexical items to the repetition of a 
structural item, as in the following text.
pi ■ V. < < »n 11  ^K <-J I ^ L<JI A j j  Cj ~* ^  1*11 >i i« i II > liL .
I^j-wJI «_.-*..£j| l iL  5 o U i «-**-£JI liLS  (Jj^JI J^-aJI
^ jJ I  A j j  c_jj_*_i i jL-^S lil_« S oLcLLSj <j LlJs
^-Jo4-4-lI > . ■« .t-. J 1 * . ..X I iL* S L^uiJu^w-e > Oil^ 11 t ' I I t ^A L«J
< I j i  >r .~.C^ liL j  S f j J \ j  1^ j — ^
.( m W Y M  J ^ j ^ l  JjJL lI )
Suggested translation :
These and the Iraqi People
What have the Palestinian people gained from all their 
various leaders, either on the Arab level or on the 
international level ? What have the Jordanian people 
gained with all their various parties ? What have the 
Sudanese people gained with all their various factions 
and divisions ? What have the peoples of the various 
states of Arab North Africa gained from what has been 
going on in the Arab East. What will be the reaction to 
all these situations in the future ? What have the
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Yamani People gained from Saddam Hussayn yesterday 
and today ? And what will they gain from him in the 
future ?
This extract is taken from an Arabic morning newspaper, al-Sharq al-
A w s a t . published in London. It is written to be read by anyone/everyone. As
it appears in the text, the writer repeats S I3L . He/she may
want to strengthen his/her argument through the recurrence of this
structure in the same co-text, thus :
  v
• ...........................^  v
S ...................... v
■ *T
5 ..................  v
liL
\ iL
l iL
liL
l i L
The final aim of the writer is to enthuse people not to support Saddam 
Hussain and Iraq. A similar process occurs in English discourse. This can be 
seen clearly in Mr Edward Heath's speech (September 1990), in which he 
tries to persuade Mrs Thatcher to disassociate herself from President Bush's 
comments about Iraq :
I know he's got in a difficult.......
I know that they have got the most.
I know he's electioneering to try....
I know his own personal position...
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Having dealt with texts containing repetition of individual lexical elements 
and texts with repetition of structural items, we now move to texts with
repetition of the whole body, as in the two following announcements :
J  Jl < ttV ^^Lsl i.I.jdl _^L*J
j —i  _^L»j . oIy j  Jl ^ j^ U II  J-j*-9 <Sj_£iLjJI <LcLmJI
^  j^UII J-*-9 < Sj_£LJI <—cL»JI J  L-oLjl_i j « Jl a “11 t iv  _^jLL> b^LsI
.'A 4^-_^*-ll
Suggested Translation :
Gulf Air announce the departure of their flight No. G.A 447 to Mauritania at 
10.00 hours. Would passengers please proceed to gate No. 6. Gulf Air 
announce the departure of their flight No. G.A 447 to Mauritania at 10.00 
hours. Would passengers please proceed to gate No. 6.
> l U (. I— A i \ i ...J I
• D d»L V < 7 itt VI < . 7 J l  <». I L ° “  J  <1  ^ * i.V-i ... II
Suggested Translation :
Mrs Wafa’ Yusuf Ali, please go to the information desk.
Mrs Wafa' Yusuf Ali, to the information desk.
The Arabic announcement repeats the request in exactly the same form. 
The English announcement may vary its repetition slightly.
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4.3.2. Repetition for Other Purposes
Repetition occurs for many reasons. Some repeats are production-oriented. 
These require face-to-face communication, while those which are hearer- 
oriented reflect conscious s trategies for rendering discourse more 
coherent and effective.
A speaker repeats a phrase as a response to a request for clarification, or to 
bridge over an interruption of extraneous noise, either someone sneezing, 
a baby crying, a car passing or an intrusion by a conversationalist. Such 
repeats, according to Norrick (1987), fall under the heading of "repairs".
In spontaneous speaking we repeat ourselves as a result of short planning 
time and loss of the surface text. Following a flash flood, a distraught 
country supervisor made this observation :
There's water through many homes - I would say almost 
all of them have water in them. It's just completely 
under water.("reported in the Gainesville Sun, 20 
Dec.,1978. " Quoted from Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981).
Repetition occurs for different reasons. A repetition like the following 
holds little significance for receivers :
I 've been thinking of paying a (cough) paying a 
visit to my friend who is in hospital.
Such repetition is very commonplace when conversing. It requires no 
special attention by either the producer or the hearer. By contrast, the
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following example illustrates how repetition may be used to identify the 
original statement :
Nancy : Reports are supposed to be submitted a [ a:] 
yes - by the end of the month.
Kathy : By the end of the month ?
Nancy : Yes.
This repetition concentrates the hearer's attention on the switch from
declarative to interrogative form by retaining the wording of the
preceding utterance. Intonation plays a significant role here. However, the 
purpose behind switching from declarative to interrogative form is
"clarity". Repetition here is oriented to serve both production and 
c o m p re h e n s io n .
Repetition can be used to signal agreement and rapport. This is illustrated 
by :
A : All agreed that the Iraqi president should not
threaten his neighbour countries.
B : That's true, all agreed that the Iraqi president
should not threaten his neighbour countries.
Repetition plays a significant role in poetry. It often occurs in the surface 
text, motivated by special correspondences to the meaning and purpose of
the whole communication, as in Tennyson's (1930) lines:
Break , break, break
on thy cold grey stones, o sea !
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The lexical repetition (break, break, break) enacts the motion of the waves 
being described.
4.4. Conclusion
It should be emphasised here that the basic discussion of this chapter has 
been to set out types of repetition and reasons for repetition. These have 
been exemplified by Arabic and English texts from different sources such
as newspapers like al-Sharq al-Awsat and the I n d e p e n d e n t , and books on 
politics, economics and literature. These texts have been analysed and some 
of them have been translated into Arabic and into English.
It has been noticed from the analysis that there is a purpose behind each 
repeated item, be it an individual lexical word or a structure or the whole
ornamental device. It creates a sort of momentum in the text which carries
its content. It also seems to create an immediate emotional impact in 
argumentation, and it may help to achieve persuasion.
Before concluding the discussion of this chapter, let me mention an 
important point here . It is that repetition may sometimes be essential in 
some discourses, particularly when participants are non-native speakers of 
a language and come from different cultures. A participant comes to a text 
when reading or hearing it with expectations. If he / she does not meet 
what in his / her mind or does not understand the text, repeatedly reading 
it or hearing it is required, otherwise there will be difficulties in 
i n t e r a c t io n .
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Having dealt with repetition in general, one should consider this area in 
particular a language. The next chapter will be devoted to discussing the 
place of repetition in the Arabic language.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Chapter Five
The Place of Repetition in Arabic
5.1. Introduction
Repetition plays an important role in Arabic rhetoric, as will be shown in 
the following discussion (all paraphrases, summaries and translations of 
the original Arabic texts will be between square brackets [ ]). Arab
rhetoricians view it as an obligatory element on some occasions. al-Hashimi 
(1978) states :
< k e ^j  *  ^  ^ j  |» iXJI j  (. Li t ) \j < ^  L«t-»JI i % q I ,aij I ^  <__iLlL "i!1
* <_«'ill I I j  < 5. r 11^  < <l«LaJI "ill  ^ ^^ *^~^ j^ * «sL£> j'il l  ^
. pL^_. ^ j  tjJ i ^ j  Lj >■. "il
[Redundancy is recommended in reconciliation between tribes, in praising, 
dispraising, abusing, preaching, advising, orating in public affairs; in 
congratulating, in government circulars and letters for governors to kings 
to inform them of important matters that concern them].
[ al- cA sk a rl  (1952) argues that Abu cAmru ibn al- cA la ’ was asked if Arabs 
used prolonging when speaking, and his answer towards this was positive ].
< j* k s  ^  j»  : .5UI 0,1 ^
. U. »-*■ . I j A . J  ■ k  1 ‘ '  L  < 1 * ^  *
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Numerous Koranic verses are repeated many times either to emphasise the 
magnitude of God or to clarify the wisdom behind God's words. In " S
", the phrase :
fa-bi-ayyi ‘ala‘i rabbikuma tukadhibani 
[ O which of your Lord's bounties you deny ? ]
is repeated thirty one times to emphasise the magnitude and the power of 
God.
Repetition is also used intensively in prayers. The following extract from 
the prayer of Kumayl illustrates this. Kumayl b. Ziyad al-NakhcI was a 
religious man who was taught this prayer which is called by his name by 
cAli b. Abl Talib.
Jj't-r!   [5- ^  J-^ ‘‘I I ‘ .**1
J  j J e l  i^lll po-*JI viL^ r> (^ jJI jicl i^ IJI ^.TL j
p  ^111 a Lc jJ I >^>< > I t—*yJ LJI  ^f ^ 111 1
i_> ^  jj I 1 ^  111 A bl*J I  ^ <T* LI I ^
........................ llaiSfc I 4 * < L J  il «—o i
In earlier chapters, I have discussed the topic of repetition in general, and 
in the West in particular. This chapter attempts to give an idea about the 
place and function of repetition in Arabic, and how Arab rhetoricians view 
repetition and redundancy.
Regarding the rhetorical purposes of repetition, Arab rhetoricians agree 
on the name and function of each of the categories of repetition and 
redundancy, which is thought of as a branch of repetition, even though
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they differ in their manner of referring to these categories, whether 
a q s am . a n w a^  or a w j u h a l - i tn a b . These purposes will be discussed and 
examples on each will be provided.
In a discussion of a l - i t nab  (redundancy), a l - i ja z  (conciseness) and a l-  
mus.aw.at (equality) must also be considered. These three elements always go 
together. They play a significant role in £-ilm al-ma^-ani. In most Arabic 
books on the science of rhetoric (^ilm al-ma^-ani. cilm al-bavan and £-ilm al- 
b ad i-) ,  a l- i tnab . al-ijaz and a l -m u s aw at form an independent chapter within 
£-ilm al-ma^-ani. In fact a l - i tn a b . a l-i jaz  and a l - m u s aw at are the three main 
components of a successful utterance. Two parts of this chapter will be 
devoted to al-ijaz and al-m usawat.
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5.2. Arab Rhetoricians’ Views on al-Tikrar wa al-Itnab  
( R e p e t i t i o n / R e d u n d a n c y )
Arabic rhetoric is rich in its debates on repetition. Many topics were
discussed by Arab rhetoricians and linguists under the title of repetition 
and redundancy. In investigating the advantages of repetition  and
redundancy. They conclude that like other rhetorical issues which depend
on both taste and intellect, they have many rhetorical purposes.
The phenomenon of repetition has a rhetorical value in Arabic. The Koran 
is a good example of this. Abu Musa (1979) points out:
^  ^iLdl 1^ -SltJI > _ I bLJI I a. 1^
• 1»w t j  i < ^  jj I I
[Since repetition has a rhetorical value, it is used deliberately in the
Qur'an ]. We can see examples of this in the following ‘ayahs:
C r*  O ^  ^ M  £ r * J  O J J  *■* ^ i  v L ^ *  O r - *  o '
( J  o i  J J  0 > 2 L ^ J J  La  ^I j j  I * ° * I
d J U  i  p I I j  p ^  7 ;  ^  1 1 <—3 ^  j t  ^  I j  <z j \ I  1 ^  o  L T  C s*J
o ~*j  J  o i  O ' *  < c L T  o r - * j
o i  J - *  ^ ^ *  o ~ *  J j - ^ J  L * d » j  L s ^ a .  J j - J I
^  Ii j  ^  j  *L^~JI p j  ?*» j L_i T o p - * ^  Q j  l » . j  o  1 u i > L _ > d l J i
.  (Tt   \ 5 o T  I ^ ^   ^ p' « I I I  Op-* ^
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jU JI L*_li JL5 ^ 1  LJi I jjb J I j  IS jZ  j  J-JJI <u_U y*. U i »
^tj U i ^_JUJI ^^ Lll y  ^ ' H d  f  Cr^ J*^  ^  <^ J * ^  J*-5
I * ■* (^ —J^ |*J)  ^1—J J^l__9 >**« 14 1 •* I 'I I yi... ft I ■ ^   ^ J^L_9 4_CjL_j
J^.. *. «*« 11 . ( V V   VO o T  ) (( . . . . . .  y y i  yi~Z
. (  ' " t j O o T  < ^ ^ i J I  ) . (( I ^1 < \yu*-J ^ l i  8
This section will focus on what ancient and modern Arab rhetoricians and 
linguists such as al-cAskari (al-Bajawi and Ibrahiml952), al-Jahiz (cA t iq
1984), al-Sarraj (1983), Ibn al-Athir (cAtiq 1984), cA bbas (1985), al-Sakkaki 
(Khafaji 1980), al-Qazwini (Khafajil980), al-Jurjani (Hussain 1981), and al- 
Hashimi (1978) say on the subject.
al-Sarraj (1983) says:
6 JJ>Iji y» j  < Mj J Jx 'yi j  lij  “CLP iA_j y  S^ jLoij J^uell <Lj OG jJk i—iLds'yi
. j  >... j  ylb jJI ^  >^L*1I v— <jl
[itn_ab_ is giving the meaning by using more words than are essential, 
provided that they contribute to the purpose].
cA b b a s  (1985) agrees with Ibn al-Athir in defining redundancy.Ibn al- 
Athir states :
6 JuliJ -h a I) I SoLj j  jJt i—iLdaVI
[itn.ab means conveying the meaning by using extra words to advantage].
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al-Jahiz (cAtiq 1984) believes that
• 4-^-1 > 1 1 iX .8 *  j j L i .  L . : a ix.ic L«jh^ < j l  bU bU La_«^ ^ I ^  Us 'x/l^  <—>1 > 1~> *xfI
j  r ^ 1
[Itnab (redundancy) and italah.(prolonging) are synonyms and are opposite
to ijaz (conciseness). To al-Jahiz both itnab and ita lah are what exceeds the 
needs of k a lam (text / discourse) ].
Ibn al-Athir (cAtiq 1984) summarises the meaning of ^ - . l i l 'y i  ='redundancy 
= 'lengthening ' and ='repetition', thus:
.aAjLaJ J^L*1I J^x JajdJI jJb : «__j LlL I
. 6 J-jLs c51aII h 8 III jJt - j j  “ 11
^ x A \  J x  JL iJJI I
[itnab = using more words, to advantage, in conveying the meaning,
ta tw ll = using more words, not to advantage, in conveying the meaning.
ta k r ir = repeating the same words to convey the same meaning].
al-Sakkaki (cAtiq : 1984 and Khafaji : 1980) defines itnab, thus:
.da!.**_j"ill *— U:_« d.ljLx L s I tl^l (—iLlIs' I^
[itnab means giving the meaning in more words than are normal]. 
al-Qazwini (cAtiq 1984) defines it in the same way as Ibn al-Athir:
.AiAjLsJ uJolj h 811 l^ j^ll I <j ^G jJk (—iLlIs'XII
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Ale
[itnab is conveying the meaning by using more words, to advantage ].
It is worth mentioning here that al-Qazwini is more successful in 
describing this area than other themes in rhetoric (Matlub 1967). He 
introduces other topics such as ta tm im  (completion) and ihtiras (protection). 
These will be discussed in the next section under the heading of 
r e d u n d a n c y .
al-Jurjani's definition of itnab. is almost the same as that of Ibn al-Athir's 
and al-Qazwini's (Hussain: 1981) :
li tnab  = exceeding the basic meaning, to advantage].
al-Hashimi (1978) agrees with al-Jurjani and the others in defining itnab. .
i— A c 5 J U l l  4 _»  ^ L j  yJk  j l  < A J j i L i U  U  a  I I I  a ^ L j  j  jJk  t_—>(j!_t=> 1
.  a j  A j  a j  a  j j L a J  :  a I a J L J I  J s L « »
[itn.ab = using more words than esential for the meaning, or communicating 
the meaning in more words than are normal ].
£ Lt : ^ I = (following), which comes under the umbrella of repetition, is also
tackled by Arab rhetoricians. It is used for emphasis. This is illustrated 
clearly in al-cAskari’s (al-Bajawi and Ibrahiml952) argument :
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L& ^ -n-o I pJl < Lj I ^  i ^  I < 4_<J (j L^ j L^p I I jJk _)-^ 9 Jy^jj I < L f c * a J  L I j  <s La. L*jl
Cn^1 Or* I j J  JjLi < ^ ( l~>p ^ 1 «t» In& : I j SjjLj j^ \ I t K ^ 1A U*. ^IA U & » ; jJL^  <
• (< t J-> d  ^  1 In ■ .* ^  n : I jJL 5  i-lU j  < b
[ People did not want to repeat the same adjective, so they changed one of its 
letters. This is referred to as a l - i t b aS-. where an adjective like c a t s h a n  
(thirsty) followed by natshan  expressing the same meaning ].
These are only some points of view of the rhetoricians concerning 
redundancy / repetition. The next section will be devoted to the discussion 
of the rhetorical purposes of repetition in Arabic .
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5.3. R hetor ica l  Purposes for Repetit ion in Arabic
L a n g u a g e
Arab rhetoricians agree that the following elements are among the
rhetorical purposes of repetition :
1. a l-idah bacda al-ibham
2 . dhikr al-khass bacda al-cam m
3. dhikr al-camm bacda al-khass
4. al-tikrar li-dacin
5. al-Ighal
6 . al-ihtiras
7. al-tadhyll
8 . al-ictirad
9. al-tatmlm
Each of these purposes will be discussed briefly and will be illustrated with 
exam ples .
5.3 .1 .  A l - I d a h  bac da a l - ib h a m  (C la r i f ica t io n  after  
O b s c u r i ty )
<  ^ I. .  I *^I ■ ^  I : ?»I?-s.^  ^  j j  w-» ^  I j  ftk « ljI * VI ^ *II 11v ft^ ®
. ( \ ^  A t ® I ^  J^LaII ^ I O"*  ^4a j  Ij
L * f t  i »(_> j  & i x ~v 4 _ * j  a  p  1 ■» 11 < j  >.*, I J  L . a  11 v -fc I  ^ j I n
V  j * I <M 6  j J  ^  4 *y I I .1  ^  1 I \  I * * I 4* i  * I » L ) < 1 4 < 1*1 > V 7 I I 4 4 4 . 4-7 . J p
j  \ A O  ^ v L » P  ) (( .  | i l  L ^ .  i \  ,9 7  j  | i   ^ 6  ‘^ 4 1 1  ^ ^  » ■ 9 C 2  j J J  I j  < 4 A j L * - J  I a  AjkTi
4.1 f-> II L g. L^ g *y I^  4 4 4^11 d.-Jtj) Lj 4^ ._<a < 1 ft I. ? I ^|_£» : Jj-SJI I 3a
• u-> j j  I 4 ( a  hX.-t.j  ^U L .  j  ^ f t  * L a  4 jL k jJ I  < K Ip I■* - * I ® L J j a j  ® ^  - --4 j  a I I  j
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[ In this type of redundancy, meaning appears in two different forms. One 
form is vague, i.e, the meaning is hidden, cannot be seen clearly. The other 
form is detailed and clear. The difference here is that you get to know the 
latter form all at once while getting to know the other form gradually, it is 
more enjoyable to get to know something progressively than to get to know 
it all at once. This type of redundancy is used in the Qur'an ]. (cAtiq 1984 and 
c Abbas 1985).
5.3 .2 .  Dhikr a l - k h a s s  bac da al-c amm (General  to 
P a r t i c u l a r )
jJk «—»1 >li VI I Jjfc bLJI : pLJI Juu ^oldJI ^  >—
4_1JL* VIj  . pLJI Cj* LmJ j j  LkJI
.( ^Ao ^ L c  ) . cdJi
I < LSLiw. j  jjl *J I 1 $ ».  ^% i  ^  j_JI <_)— _i-JJ  J j_ U  (j L j  I j  » : LjJ j_5i
I * ^  < J*. I .3 L<a . U ... I . 11 (_ij I «-SuLaJJ ay£ - j J  Ls < t( ^  . \ . J-i... 11 11
i Jto t ^ j^  »i jJL j < «iLi 1 ^>5>l|iLaJI LM J j J-a. aSuclU a j J I
. LJ I  ^ ju jj ^3j l  •—lJU^  ^j5v,iJj
[ It is clear from the title that redundancy here goes from a general point to 
a particular one. The rhetorical purpose behind this is to point out the 
importance of the particular. Many examples of this type can be provided.
One of these is :
Let us all think of solutions to the problems of
the World and the issue of the Palestinians.
"The problems of the World" is the general element and "the issue of the 
Palestinians " is the particular one ].
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5.3.3. Dhikr al-c am m  bac da a l - k h a s s  (Particular to 
G e n e r a l )
0 ^  *  < 11 d ^ L s I  ^  •> 11 L w j  4—j I—L*JI *—»L»la VI <^j-* £ _ j d l  I J —& O - * <-l l_j
JLlLI» J^U 0 I ^1 ^ L J I  JLilal J *  J l j  UlUl Jl ^LJSJI *ljfc ^xaI  
a ■ ^  ^ 6 )^~* * o™1-1 -?"*  ^(( cs-^  ^ I»1-. I1 ® l~* ° 18 < <.—1—1 ^   ^ O-* (< ^
. ( \A  \    ■. ^  k»I) . LJL o  LoJI ^^4-*-lI  ^-^Ls V dU ^ j  pL*JI >“«-h> 1^. j  .x>* 6_^ -*_}
[ Here the particular point is mentioned by itself before the general point.
Then it is included within the general point. The rhetorical purpose of this 
redundancy is to draw attention to the paticular point as well as to the 
generl point ] (al-Bajawi and Ibrahim 1952).
5.3.4. AI-Tikrar li dacin (Repetition for a reason)
jJi j  . Lb I 4 j< _ >  Llc  ^ * »j  .3 VI o jL J I  ^  <-» Lb 4^ -v ^ L J I  j jb  I *
J j  8 11 j l j  ^LajJI J^—a_w < I X 9.111 ^  <—C !U I  aL_Ip <—11 “ ^ ill j • 4 I—« » V 9 11 4-S^ j—c
. ^AJU ^ ,1 . J Oul J < <4 L---S I J I I ^  I I I I
^y o d l  b» « III 4_IV^ ^ j b  a . V ^  iJsUUVIj ^ j L * l l  >_>LlL VI £ j^J*JI I ^ y ^ i . 9 11 j
ill—) 3 J^—aJLi I—«J IJ  < . I • I '-X-J J.w.1 _J 4J I J—d  L» I* I ^  Lj il—t.8,1.1 ^ j—4 jdD l^ j . L
. v.M.IJ^  4_«^  _jl 4 %.ui—. <jUL* (—«I t_iL» 4-<-s d j^ ^  d  I JL o L *J I <J V jJJ
i **. < 5>>? II j  -sJlJ I j  II wX-d G j  j l l i V I  .j—d  G : I ^ td  ^_i ^  5i»I Lj «—#LU»VI <_>Lu#\j
^— *-* J—i (J—i J J .....................  O—d-*-LdJ J —J J  ® (^ - .d iJ a l l  6 j j —  (J J L * 2  <Jj__ftj . L a  J _ _ ^ J
. ( m v  <_.jJL L .) «<r...JL,dJ ^ L L  «^ .o  H ..U
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[ In this type of repetition, the same lexical items, structures, texts, etc. are 
repeated for emphasis and for many other reasons. This figure is employed 
heavily in Arabic literature, as is mentioned in the Arab rhetoricians' 
discussions above. Both content and form are repeated here for reasons 
such as emphasising warning, restraint, regret, blame] (Matlub 1967).
5.3.5. A l-Igha l  (Extra Addition)
■ » ■ .A t j  Ls * ■ t- •** I ~ ■ **- ■ -II - " ^st>  : ^1
. ( \ ^ A t  ) I Jj I j  ^ b d l  »Luu.
I <■ L * ic  4_9 j^_C ^  , I 4_i5 > . 0> ^  I  ^  ^^  ^
p L J I  dl—La_« ^ Jl l J L u o j  j  (_3 * ■ ^  “ J  j l  < **. i <) I -  ~ ■»- <i I
A_) < J  I j_LL« j  -  A 11 J U Li ^1 ^1  ^  . . . . . . .  I .LjI j
< I I  p^_9 L  ^JL5 j  <_Lj jJU I ” 2 ^ ( J  ^
o - i  ^  J —  I**J ^
. (  ^ A o  I I LlLa. <«_< I I
[ Arab rhetoricians refer to Ig h a l  as concluding a verse with an extra word 
or phrase, even though the basic meaning is achieved without it. However, 
it gives a rhyme to the verse as well as extra meaning] (cAtiq 1984).
When discussing ig h a l . one should mention, Qudama and al-Asmaci, who 
among others, deal with ighal in poetry. To al-Asmaci, the finest poet is the 
one "who brings forth a plebeian macna (idea), yet makes it appear worthy 
by his choice of words, or he who brings forth an extraordinary macna and 
causes it to appear plebeian through the way he formulates it, or he whose 
theme (kalam) is completed before he reaches the rhyme-word, and when
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he requires it (i.e., a word to complete the rhyme) he formulates an 
additional concept"(Kanazi : 1989) ].
5.3.6. Al-Iht iras (qualification)
This figure is used extensively in both Arabic and English in forms such as
^  j  and according to so_and_so.
I A-ik ^  .a^_<JL>^ a J —.o -H-i L . i^ j - *  4 h  ^Lxxll 1^7 ->■ A^^a-ftil ^ c M J I
A j_^aud I i__) M&. ^  I 9 o _j ^ * 3  I^J ( j  iAiOi.Ii!> < _jx-l I 2 j  L x  4_J I du> L
C r im 'd  L*J p J J d i l  aiV^i o j  ^Jx pM xJI JLj ^1  >.,o.j ^ j CcJI I AJk y^ Lv .  j  ® <a3 A j L j
! d U  A ^ J x  ^ I j L . ^  . ( ^ O T  p  i fli I ^ J  l^j I ) .  | a J b I I AJfc A iA aJ j  ^  0 I1 I J jb
d i L I j j  __ £ Li ^-<_oJI ^ L > d *  I <JjLw I d i  £ d .  X j^ j
. 4-> J s  Uf d i l  ^ yi-wJU <j J  L)L. a diL«-« ^  I X^. _ i_ i bUaJI
( \ 1 j j  \V  < j%  JI pLi VI a Jj  )
^ 1  j  ^ j J I  ^ j L o J I  |“—k  _} A X -d J K i—» M la J  I d . L . 1  J J  n d i  £ U .  . V o 0
IdJk ***. o * 1  j  K i_> M JaJI d . L  l _ j j  ^ - 9 ® a^L «X  ^ 1  ^ 1  . £ L  j _ u J I  ^Ldw L* I a xL» ^  I j  dL J A
. Ml
[ The rhetorical purpose behind employing this redundancy is to protect
the intended meaning of a text from any element which may change its
sense. For example :
The questions in the physics examination, according 
to the students, were very difficult and complicated, 
compared to those of previous years.
(Translated from a l-A v v am Newspaper, February 17th 1991).
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The writer employs the phrase “according to the students” in the sentence, 
in order to alert the receiver that this is not his / her opinion ] (c A b b a s
1985).
5.3.7. Al-Tadhyil  (Emphasizing addition)
The dictionary sense of ta d h v il is: to make a tail for a thing.
> **. » L £  4 - l * s J  I 1a  L‘>a .  I < t  < < » « )  J j J I
^  l_ j  iX,7 II  5»<»« < 11  b L *  I Jij i,y •>*: j  .  V  ^ 1  1 ^ . . .  ax* 4-l«_t   4 _ o ( J L ) I
-^j-S <3- ^  ‘ ‘ J  : J*-2-*
J  ^ h  J ^  r < <JLu u  ^g-LmlI  JsL a J '^ l       L^-LmsljI Jb^x-fcll j
J  J  • «“■«» j o* J  ‘ j  SjLi'ifl j -*j ^   ^ <>1
( ^ U I  ^ J l j  | ^ i J I  J j - L J I  ^ - ^ 3  ^ I j i i  < < _ U L JI ^ L a l j i l j  < o u . L J !  ^ I j i l
^ j J k  j J I  J J L e  I jJI i j JL.%1 I JaLsJ^/l ^v*> I^Ls i V < 11 j  <<2>w)^JtJI
.  ( \  5  o  Y  -  ■ ^  I j j  I ^  U w J  I ) t( i v > I > 1 1 J . ^ 1 £ L L )  ^  < ^ j l J J  I
[ T a d h  v i l in Arabic rhetoric means a following sentence another one in
order to emphasize it.
A l-cAskari (1952) has an interesting view on this figure. He points out that 
a l - t a d h v i l has a great effect on k a l am (text / discourse). By utilizing al- 
t a d h v i l. the meaning of kalam becomes explicit. In t a d h v i l. a l l f az are 
repeated in order to give an intelligible meaning which can be understood 
by any type of receiver, be it a quick witted receiver or a slow one or any 
other type, and which can be used in different situations ].
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5.3.8. Al- Ict irad (Parenthesis)
8-1 < "v > * I I >j_) L^£-» j  . 4_l .^*v J |«_> < p t j
• <( I *   4-UI   j  ■<*!,." 11 * _jl (( I 4-^Lx   <JJ i V*'s 11 j    CL* ^ .tk.1 * : J 5 U I
: ^ ik  <_>LlLVI £ > d l  I j ^J  4_^ bU I ^ b l ^ c
i  V l  U  «  ?  . . .  V I  < u L L L i l    4 _ u J m J I    fi\i* j J I    O ^ J L t J I  _
p ' ^  1 1    ^ m o w J I    i v  a ^  L x J  I d  C i j  1 . . . . .  I i  ^ L j  _ _
. ( \^A0 ^ j J a j l )
I - t j ra d  (parentheses) is referred to in Arabic rhetoric as one of the reasons 
for redundancy. I - t j ra d  refers to a word or an expression which comes in 
the middle of a text between two parts of a sentence, as in:
My brother, thank God, passed the driving test.
(Literal translation from Arabic).
A question arises here: where is the redundancy? The answer to this
question brings us to an important point discussed earlier, that is, that the 
same concepts may have different conotations which vary from one 
language to another. Itnab may equate with redundancy, but not always.
Ictirad is used for different rhetorical purposes, such as:
1. impartiality 2. praying 3. warning
4. sympathising 5. clarifying 6 . more emphasis
7. regretting 8 . glorification]
(cAbbas 1985).
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5.3.9. Al-Tatmim (Completion)
< » <•<->*! < i t-i t*! j  5 •> 11 4—la-^  ^JLall £j\ j-lt>  ^* « * 11 j^£- «■» < I1 ..V-h" j
VI 6 1 \ i ^ <_■_*> Lt I k» a I j l  < VI <_<—*> y^JLn^  ^^U uV  <<Si*tiJI {J~*
 ^ (J“ « I  ^ * A^-JLaJ I <« L*J <_l^ j_S >.f I I jJ  J L lL .  j  j  . A-i
C r i ^ f * J l j  v ^ - ^ b  <-£5M _llj f J - ^ b  0 ^ - r  O r*  C r ^ b  V J ^ b  O J —^  J - H *
( ^oY j> < ft I b  ((< «*v (j-® {$*b
rt a t m i m . as Abu Hilal al-cAskari states, results when you give to the
treatment of a theme all the excellence that is due to it and you give it its 
correct formulation. Furthermore, you do not omit any m a S-n a which 
completes the theme, or any expression which confirms it w ithout 
mentioning it.] (al-Bajawi and Ibrahim 1952)
Among the Arab rhetoricians who deal with this figure are al-Jurjani and 
a l-H ash im i.
< ^^*ouill <JljV P ^  l^_yj ^1 _j • VjIS *■ ■■»““!! J^l ^iUk^2«JI
. ( ^ A   ^ ^  i ... j  a L J I  ) . 4 . , - ^ U  j \  e.Ip j J J  jl  ^ j o l ^ S L c  VJ jl < A JL .JJ L. I : I a Jj>LaJ
j^l y w « j 1^ 4 L^g>—i a j  i ~ ~ 11 I  ^5v a  ) ^ 1 * 1 1
. V i.v.y. *. p I j  La <  ^ 1,.... I j  j
[ Al-Jurjani refers to ta tm im  as an addition to the k a l am (text / discourse) 
used for a benefit. This may be either for exaggeration or objection or 
praying or warning. (Abd al- Qadir Hussain 1981).
To al-Hashimi (1978), tatmim is also an addition, added for cosmetic reasons. 
Tatm im  comes in forms such as a m af-ul, a hal, a tam v iz (specification)].
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In a discussion of itnab, the opposite figure should also be considered. This 
is ijaz. (conciseness). In the next section, the two types of ijaz. will be dealt 
w ith :
- Ijaz qisar (brevity)
- Ijaz hadhf (ellipsis)
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5.4. Al-Ijaz (Conciseness)
As ijaz is opposed to a l-I tnab (redundancy), it is dealt with at length by Arab 
rhetoricians. It expresses many m a^-ani in few words. This falls into two 
categories :
1. I jaz qisar (brevity)
Brevity that is achieved without practising ellipsis, but by using few words
in reference to many m a^ ani.
2. I jaz hadhf (ellipsis)
Rhetoricians refer to this type of ijaz as the omission of parts of the k a la m : 
however, this omission does not operate to the detriment of the intended 
m e a n in g .
Various elements may be mentioned in connection with i ja z . However, I will 
focus here only on a few points such as the definition of ijaz  by various 
rhetoricians and some of what is said about this figure.
al-Jurjani (Hussain 1981) and al-Qazwini (Khafaji 1980) agree on the
definition of ijaz . They state :
(_J—^ *>j . J s L * .  9 ^  ^ ^ j  m*» a11 <il^ l j —it,
. cTjI j  a *.> t L^dg.. 41.~> 11 ^1 : I j  Uw> I
.  <U_j J . 1 U  i 3  j J k  :  >—3 1 V->i II
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( \^A  ^ ... -fc j^UJI iXkP _
• t—3 Uc h j  < I L* ^ J k  j  :  ^ msujJ I  j L > _ J  I
( \ i^A*   ^ J L j ^ y g J I )  . <_9 Jm  L* ; «_3. V^ ll jLa_j I
[ Ijaz_means conveying the meaning in fewer words than is normal. Ijaz.
q isa r  means that there is no omission. I jaz hadhf means omitting part of the
ka lam.
(al-Jurjani - Hussain 1981).
I jaz qisar : not omitting 
Ijaz hadhf : omitting.
(al-Qazwini - Mohammed A.A. Khafaji 1980) ].
al-Qazwini devotes much effort to researching I ja z . He provides various 
types of Ijaz qisar as well as various types of ijaz hadhf. For more details, see 
Khafaji (1980) .
cAtiq (1984) defines al-Ijaz in a simple way :
• j ^ j  < ‘oLVI <1J.J I <-.~>*i j^Lnll
• I—S 1.1 .*V Or* ^  J  * Ia< I vllIjLxJ I 0/J^J J  * J  Lx) I
♦ >—3^  .lr>l I ^  I j \  i__9 Ja j <j J ^ J  J  • *—3 ula. jL>_jl
[ Ijaz. : communicating many m a^-anl by using few words with clarity and 
e le g a n c e .
I ja z q is a r  : the use of short phrases containing many m a^-ani - without any 
om iss ion .
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I j a z hadhf : the omission of one or more elements together with an
indication of what has been omitted].
al-Sarraj (1983) defines ijaz as :
. <LaJ)b 3 j L * j  ^-L.d .1 <_> ^Jk I j L * J  ^1
[ Ijaz: achieving the ma^-na with an incomplete expression ]. 
al-Hashimi (1978) states :
o L V I  £_« < j  ,.n a I I ^ j i ^ j J L  < I ^ ’>« <_J-^ dsL aJI j j  6j_JLSLII ^ j L a l l  £+£3 j  _jJk :^ L > v j 'y i
<_> ^ fl 6 ■ 1 . (( ^ —Jjk I II  ^^ _? 'dLj ^  a all . \ ~i» ® <J < ^ L a jV I j
. L k ^ w L  > • * . s i^.»r>aJl
! A l^J I J j JLlS j  U o  VI | ^ w j J  (j  L» I
<J—i_La ds LaJ I ^  I L I  I O - J ^ ^   ^ -)  ^ * j  : ^*om J I j  La»>-» I
( 3  !*• ^ j   ^ ( j L»j <U^_hj J jL a j  *i!l { j - *  I ■  ^^I ^ ««».“ «<x *dl -L J I  j  ♦ >—9 >v *v *-£
. 4 K al ^  A L a «  ^  I# . ® 3 L a  ( in > 11
‘ 1 j  L • i ' V «'C < 1* ^ a 1 l—j ->j 'd d j L o J I  >—9 > X ~*kj *\J ; i_s i. V —11 3 I •> j  I
: L I  «_j^JA<II ilU  O^JL*-« _jl < < It. a I <JLj ^ 9  u^-»
Ls^i0  L  ■* I   <lJI [ jL .«  L.t« I   L>La.< 1« ■* I   b j ^ _____ _________
I ■  ^* - - - ■»   L L jd  i__il J&.   I L j d    4  a in L  tn I _
^ L a    < L a    LaJ.<-I.<   <t-JI I iJJLm a __
[Ij_az is the conveying of many m a -a n i  in a few clear and eloquent words 
which impart the intended message.
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I iaz qisar. according to al-Hashemi is also called " The brevity of rhetoric 
In this type of ijaz. few words express many ma^-ani - omission is not
em ployed .
I jaz hadhf means omitting that part of the statement which does not disturb
the comprehension - there is an indication of what is omitted. Omitted items 
may be prepositions, nouns, adjectives, predicates and sentences, etc ].
a l -cAskari offers a comparison between ijaz and itnab. concluding that both 
are needed but on different occasions. He states :
^V^LlI L^-JI «_iLL>VI^ JjLhjVI ^1
u_>Lds>VI ^Jl <L^ .L=>JL^  4—•». ^ > •>_»VI ^Jl (£ -* o  j —»
. (JLik. I t—illis VI j  L«-j VI I j  udJ ^  <^-ll
[ Ijaz and itn ab .  with their various types, are both needed in k a l am (text / 
discourse). Both of a l- i ja z  and a l - i tn ab are required in certain situations. 
Using one of them in place of the other is a fault ].
a l-cAskari gives many examples of the use of a l-i jaz . Among his instances is:
‘ * - I L Li « -J _} * "^“l J  ® (.J** ^  (j  ^ ^S L U A . 1 ■
. « ^ > ^ l  LI j
[ Jac far b. Yahya wrote to a worker about whom there were many 
complaints : " The number of those complaining about you has increased, 
and the number of those thanking you has decreased; either you act justly 
or you will be removed " ].
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This elaborates the principle ^U... J £ J  = There is an appropriate word
for every situation. It may also be an answer to Barbara Koch who claims
that Arabic persuades by repetition:
In contrast to Western modes of argument, which are 
based on a syllogistic model of proof and made 
linguistically cohesive via subordination and hypotaxis,
A rab ic  a rg u m e n ta t io n  is e s s e n t ia l ly  p a ra ta c t ic  
,abductive and analogical. It persuades by making its 
a rgum enta tive  claims lingu is tica lly  p resen t : by
repeating them, paraphrasing them, and clothing them 
in recurring structural cadences .
(Barbra Koch 1983).
cAbbas (1985) argues :
f  0 \ <J_Ll dL, f! J  .JJLI J i l l  jl^V I
J - C -  4-4-9 b» b 111 i—»L>f> *^1 I 5 J  j  < J - L b_j  J j J o j  6 J j LaJ
. J j  ^  1~i "  11 < 1 ^ *  1 j l  *— » L i l a  " i l l  j ib  j  < 4_<_S d o L s I  L a J b  i J a  I ^ 1  ' i f l  « I
[ c A bb  as advises us to avoid using brevity which may be elliptical and to
avoid using redundancy which may be boring. Meaning should be fulfilled 
by using brevity. And redundancy should be used to an advantage ].
These are a few points about i j a z . Another concept which forms the third
side of the triangle and which goes together with itnab and ijaz must also be 
considered. This is m u s awat (equality!.
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5.5. Al-Musawat (Equality)
M u s a w a t is the intermediary between itn_ab_ (redundancy) and ij_az_
(conciseness). M u s aw at exists when ma£-ani are equal to allfaz ; neither of 
them exceeds the other.
This topic is tackled by almost all Arab rhetoricians who deal with itnab and 
ijaz, such as al-Jurjani, al-Qazwini, al-Hashimi, al-cAskari, cAbbas, cAtiq. The 
next few paragraphs will focus on the discussion of this theme in Arabic.
.H 111 6 1  ^> « . i l^ l I I 61 j L J l I \ A \ I i h j
j J b  j  . 6 l jL w J .1 4 J j J U  ^ < «_jLL  "ill j  j l  "ill ^ L a j I j  *i! j  6  ^ L j j
. IJajJ 4_<_Lc S^Lj j  |ij  < aL)uw **-1 4 U . I *** <-i Ja.
[ Al-Jurjani (Hussain 1981) points out that a l-m u saw at is the equality of form 
and concept. He also argues that knowledge of ijaz. and itn_ab. helps us to
appreciate mus.aw.at ].
V < I ..I—8...» h  .  111 ^ 1  S i . s i  ^ 11 : ( ^ A *  1 ^
j^l < - ■■»“* jl < j  ^ -»•*« 4 < Ifr I J^ _jI j  ' * ** I— ■e _jl <—9 ■ ^  <—7£ LmS-I L>
• I I
[ Al-Qazwini (Khafaji 1980) views a l -m u s aw at as meaning that the forms
should be equivalent to the intended message without the use of omission 
and without the use of figures such as repetition, completion and 
parenthesis ].
; aI^LwJI ^  ( ^ A t ) < 7c <^0  ^
<_».-g.7i > j  L. j-ua iJJ I (  ^*II l > L» ^jlJI kliblJLlI j j J J I  ^ i I  si^ L%m1I
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L_« <; I jI ^  d LL... j j  d>Llillj  ^Jlj .^'ill d>L<a.t.^ « *— ^p  -^>-LJLa ^iol_j-=*
<J f — > _}—J® 4 O - *  ^ O - *  ^  ^ K •••'_j L t - j l a  6j ( _ ) < t—»L«Ja I ^ —j ^ —Ss  a ^ l j ^ j  < ^ 1  *>j  ^/l _j-l= S j L
j  <lJLjVI 4-L.UJI J sU J^ L  6 j - ^ J I  ^ U U  C r *  J-*  o 1-^  • ‘ L?1— ^
£j\ ^jk sijLJtl <$jjL*J j^l*1I -K.fl.JJI SjI_»^ jjt> > iL*K*yI I jl j^
.  ^ j O M  ^P  h  i  J j  j j  V  c.KLflJ'yi j  jJL ^SLil^ ^ j L I I  j  J I j  JsLflJ'yi
[ cAtiq (1984) says that m u s aw at is the intermediary between ijaz and itnab. 
Ijaz. expresses many ma^-ani in a few words, and itnab employs extra words
for a reason, while m u s aw at refers to equality of form and content].
. sijLJU >.-<>-1 j*!
t j o ju  I • •  J j  ^ ^jL*ll j  j L  JslaJVIj  (JaD^I ^  Jflj ^jLU ^1 j^Jk : Sl_jLw.ll
* -11 _j_s <Ja LflJ I liTj® : d  j ju  J j LJI j  Lw I I_j < <—> 1«J-> "ill j  j b>ij  VI K «v ^ lll ■ ■ ^  j l  I jfl j
. (( jflju l^ .r> < t Jj  _yj V ^I  <<_jLI
[ Al-c Askari (al-Bajawi and Ibrahim 1952) agrees with the other 
rhetoricians on the definition of m u s aw at. He adds that it is said that " it is as 
if its forms are moulds for its contents; i.e. they do not exceed one another "
]•
i » » . .a  . j  a |^ L * d l  l ° * _y*-> <_j^j>J I ^ JJ I  <j bL  j  L-V-. I (  ^5 v A )
i \ * ? * j ^ j J I  j j j l j  jJI j  < <j_Lc * 911 ”^1 ^jb l^ili < sl jLw.tl J^-P p^ LSJl J^l <^.Lj Ll w»J
j^-^ P y> J^l ftl^ jLwJ.! Ifr) I -^.w-flJ  j  . 4_<_Lc
JsLaJ' l^ ^J_^J (_« _jl ^JLflll Sj jG ^  £_JJI ^ J j j j  V^, I _j : jLadk'ill Sl_jL*wj
. « 0 1 1^ 0 L ^ I  J a »  :JL g  < ^ U \  s^±£JI , ^ ^ ^ 1  SlJiJI
■ ■ IK Cj~~* _^j 811 J  Jl_> j_ftj JsLjj^II l J jL « , j  j  ! jL ju l^ I J j  ftljl ... «
• Y ^ 1 j  dt IJ ^<gUL« >] LG <J < jLaJua- MI
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[ A l-H ashim i (1978) also agrees with the other rhetoricians on the 
definition of m u s awat. He points out that m u s aw at is the norm, which is used 
to measure style. al-Hashimi divides a l-m usawat into two types:
1. M u s aw at with ik h t isar (equality with brevity)
2. M u s aw at without ikh tisar (equality without brevity) ].
This is some of what is said about m u s aw at. It may, in certain circumstances 
be the ideal style, particularly in view of the already cited definition:
^1
[ It is as if its forms are moulds for its content, i.e. they do not exceed one 
another ].
It is, however, difficult to achieve. cA bbas (1985) supports this notion :
. j  j  Ldl ^  V I ^1 ->i
[ In many situations, m u s aw at is essential; however, it needs consideration 
and careful thought ].
al-Hashimi (1978) agrees:
^ J 1 ^  ‘ L^aIJI jL*I <JI JLill JjJUl ^  j j  sIjLJI
. 11 j  I il
[ M u s a w at is an art which rhetoricians strive to attain. However, this is 
difficult to do ].
5.6. Conclusion
To sum up, I hope that I have in this chapter been able to present part of
the Arab research and discussion on repetition in Arabic. My basic aim has
been to demonstrate the function of repetition and the rhetorical purposes
behind employing this figure in an Arabic text / discourse.
The foregoing pages have been devoted to focusing on Arab rhetoricians' 
views on i tn ab  (redundancy). Rhetorical purposes for redundancy have 
been tackled. I jaz  (conciseness), with its two types, q is a r  (brevity) and 
h a d h f  (ellipsis) has also been discussed, as has also m u s aw at (equality), 
which goes together with itnab and ijaz .
Among points which are worthily of attention is the type of redundancy 
which is used for emphasis, such as :
- I saw with my eyes.
- I tasted...............with my mouth.   c i J i
- I heard............... with my ears.
- etc. . £JI
Beside many other topics, attention should be paid to the audience or 
receivers as an important element in the study, in connection with a l - i tn ab 
/ a l - t ik ra r .
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The discussion of this chapter could go further. As I mentioned earlier al- 
i t n ab / a l - t i k r ar  is a rich topic. However, I will end this discussion by 
quoting an opinion about itnab. ijaz and m u sawat. from al-Qazwini :
*1 (J ^ h g It I J-& 2 yS'
«_dl j  L J  y S  ^  . *1 j l \  I _)l b a l l  | * | j L J l U  ^ l ^ i l  _J. 6 JjiLoJ <-<-Lg Jj>l j  j l  1 1_91 j
. J^_> j i a j J  I : j l  jJLa.1 6 Aj (j U L J ^ j)^  j  1^ ? -w I
( \ Lii.)
[ al-Qazwini points out that a m a -n a  should be expressed either by a lafz 
(form) which is equal to it, or by a la f z that is effective but less than it, or 
by a la fz which exceeds it for an advantage ].
Just as ijaz  and m u s a w at  are required in certain situations, i t n ab is also 
essential on certain occasions. Arab rhetoricians give their views on 
redundancy clearly in relation to practical rhetorical purposes .
To examine these purposes and the reasons for redundancy / repetition 
which have been mentioned above, one should tackle redundancy / 
repetition within texts. This will take place in chapter six - Data Analysis.
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CHAPTER SIX
Chapter Six 
Data Analysis
6.1. Introduction
Repetition may sometimes be an indispensable adjunct to argumentation. It 
may be used for a full and convincing presentation of the argument and 
may be employed with any type of receiver. This can be seen clearly in the 
discussions of Arab rhetoricians of i t nab  which we will for the moment 
equate with repetition.
a l-cAskari states :
VJ <£LJ^L "ifj ‘O J *  J 15
"ilj Lj Ja l t iL*i.Li a ■ \  A I <.<_*.» I j  <<u_ol p b tS J l
< U a II j  j  < (__3*J I j  U J I  <_«_S >—»( »l-> V 11 jl^_j £ 1 »n ,0 7 i« "ilU
. L  U  j J I  d , *. I L I ... II > .7^ 11 t **« J < 1~> I L. ^ .o d  j  < ^ 9  Li ^11^
( ^oT J l  )
Summarising the above statement, one may say that [ those who deal with 
a l- i tn ab say that logic is evidence. Evidence cannot be convincing without a
proper presentation. This cannot be done without i tnab.  since this device 
can be used with any type of receiver ].
In both modern Standard Arabic and English, repetition is employed in the 
language of journalism as an emotive rhetorical device. It is used in both 
expository texts such as the news report, and in argumentative texts such as 
the editorial. However, a question should be raised here. Is repetition more
functional in argumentative texts than it is in expository texts or is it more
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functional in expository texts than it is in argumentative texts ? To answer
this question , Arabic and English argumentative texts as well as expository
texts taken from newspapers such as a l - A v v am . al-Sharq al-Awsat. A k h b ar 
a l - K h a l i j. a l - T h a w r a h . In terna tional Herald T ribune . The T im es . T h e  
I n d e p e n d e n t  and texts from other sources will be analysed carefully within
a text type focus. Types of repetition, such as paraphrase and parallelism, 
will also be considered.
6.2. Research Methods
As was mentioned earlier, research on repetition and redundancy has been 
conducted; however, not within a text type focus. Two types of text have
been selected to form the global frame within which texts with repetition 
in its different forms will be analysed. These are the argumentative text 
type and the expository text type.
Beaugrande and Dressler's (1981) view about text type should be considered
here. They state :
Text types are global frameworks controlling 
the range of options likely to be utilized.
This statement is quite reasonable; nevertheless, a question may arise here
_ do texts consist of one text-type only (argumentative, expository or
instructive?) i.e. are texts usually purely argumentative, purely expository, 
or purely instructive ?
When classifying texts, we may find that there is not a text which is purely 
descriptive, or purely narrative or purely argumentative. Texts are a
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mixture of different traits and functions; still, in each text there is a 
dominant function which represent the soul of the text .
Before getting involved with how the analysis of the texts of this study will 
be handled, I would like to mention a word about argumentative text-type 
and expository text-type.
Argumentation, in argumentative texts aims in general at gaining the 
adherence of the minds of an audience. Such a target can be seen clearly in 
different disciplines and functions _ lawyers in pleadings, judges in taking 
decisions, teachers in instructing, politicians in delivering speeches, 
advertisers in advertising.
Expository text-type, on the other hand, is frequently used in scientific 
discourse, news report discourse, the discourse of the football commentary, 
and of the recipe and many other types of informative discourse. This type 
of text is concerned with what is said, not why it is said ; or as Kinneavy
(1971) puts it :
the nature of the reference, not the purpose of the 
reference, constitutes something as expository.
Text-type may assist translators in this actual practice. By this I mean that
the translator may be able to direct the target language text (translated
text) in the correct direction if he / she is aware of the text-type focus of
the source text. By text-type focus, I refer to communicative, pragmatic and
semiotic procedures .
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Within the argumentative text-type focus and the expository text-type 
focus, I shall analyse eight texts in this chapter _ Two English 
argum entative texts:
Text (1) A Moment of Promise (Appendix 1)
Text (2) Alien to British Justice (Appendix 1)
Two Arabic argumentative texts :
Text (3) 1 ~..U jJl j ^ j U l  (Appendix 2 )
Text (4) \\ j —a. (Appendix 2 )
Two English expository texts :
Text (5) Iraqi Red Crescent calls for medical aid (Appendix 3 )
Text (6 ) Family and friends (Appendix 3 )
Two Arabic expository texts :
Text (7) tjiiliL*-**”^1 4115.• - k ***
^ a U J I  j  J  (Appendix 4 )
Text (8) j -j a^JLL. jjLJI |^ -L^ JI
Ijb jl (Appendix 4 )
The analysis will be carried out in terms of looking at text as a 
communicative unit. Many textual and rhetorical aspects will be taken into 
account. Among these are: the genre of the text (conventional forms of
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texts associated with particular types of social occasion, e.g. a wedding 
ceremony); field of discourse of text (what is happening, e.g. a patient 
receiving treatment); tenor of discourse of text (who are taking part, e.g. a 
doctor and his patient) and mode of discourse of text (what part the 
language is playing, e.g. a dialogue) .
Culture plays a significant role in the structure of the context of the text.
Being familiar with the culture of a language may assist the encoder
and/or the decoder to place a text in its appropriate context. Culture is 
defined by Goodenough (1964) as follows :
As I see it, a society's culture consists of whatever it is
one has to know or believe in order to operate in a 
manner acceptable to its members, and do so in any role 
that they accept for any one of themselves. Culture, 
being what people have to learn as distinct from their
biological heritage, must consist of the end product of
learning : knowledge, in a most general, if relative,
sense of the term.
Cultural reasons behind the structure of the texts - samples of this study 
such as social factors which may lead to the use of an emotive discourse and 
which are the motivation for the production of the whole text will form
part in the analysis .
Teleological questions related to text and repetition, such as " is repetition 
helpful in such a genre ? or does it violate generic and discoursal norms 
which affect the cohesive progression of the text? or does it uphold the 
standards of genre, discourse and text ?", "is there an interaction between
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repetition and resolving the ambiguity of the text ?", "is repetition of great 
help to intertextuality ? i. e. does it participate in the evolution of text ?" 
must have answers. When there are no answers, the discourse will be 
incomprehensible. Answers to such questions will form part of the 
discussion in the analysis .
Besides many others, the following basic issues will be tackled when 
analysing the Arabic and the English samples in this chapter :
the effectiveness of text with repeated items;
the efficiency of text with repeated items;
the appropriateness of text with repeated items;
the relationship between repetition and the dominant
contextual focus in text;
repetition and managing and monitoring of argumentative
and expository text;
rhetorical purposes of repetition;
repetition and Beaugrande and Dressler's seven standards of 
textuality, (cohesion, coherence, intentionality, 
situationality, acceptabilty, informativity and 
in te r te x tu a l i ty ) ;
the role of repetition in politeness;
the role of repetition in persuasion;
the goals of the text producer; 
text and receivers interaction.
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6.3. Analysis of English Argumentative Texts
A successful argumentative text is that which is presented to every kind of 
audience. When arguing, the producer's chief goal is to persuade receivers 
of his / her point of view. In Western theorizing of persuasion, it is 
assumed that persuasion is entirely the result of argumentation (Johnstone 
1987) .
An a rg u m e n ta t iv e  text may inco rpora te  an eva lua tive  p rocess .  
Argumentation often include a narrative thread. Hatim and Mason (1990) 
define argumentation as :
A text type in which concepts and / or beliefs are 
evaluated .
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) define argumentative texts as :
those utilized to promote the acceptance or evaluation 
of certain beliefs or ideas as true vs. false, or positive 
vs. negative. Conceptual relations such as reason, 
significance, volition, value and opposition should be 
frequent. The surface texts will often show cohesive 
devices for emphasis and insistence, e.g. recurrence, 
parallelism, and paraphrase, ------  .
In this section, I will attempt to investigate the function of repetition as a 
rhetorical device by analysing the following two English argumentative 
texts :
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Text (1) A Moment of Promise 
Text (2) Alien to British justice
6.3.1. Text (1) : A Moment of Promise
Text (1) (see Appendix 1) is an editorial taken from the International Herald
Tribune newspaper, dated the 13th of February 1990.
In this argumentative text the editor's intention is obviously to convey to
the public that Mr Mandela's release from 27 years' imprisonment in South
Africa is a moment of tremendous promise. Therefore he/she has employed 
devices such as the use of emotive words and repetition in order to
reinforce his/her argument.
In this text, one can see that intensive use of emotive words and expressions
such as " most stirringly .......  an impression of eagerness   long
isolation ........  huge welcoming crowd " (in the second paragraph), " deep
internal strains ....... nonracial society .......  anxious " (in the third
paragraph), " had hoped to settle ......  negotiation ......  preparatory talks will
be necessary ......  the release of all political prisoners " (in the fourth
paragraph), and " danger  bitter  terrible grief ......  is bound to be
difficult, painful and uncertain " (in the last paragraph) has been 
employed . In fact, the use of expressions such as " even though " and "
astonishment " makes the opening sentence particularly strong:
Even though his release had long been heralded and
was actually announced a day in advance, the sight of 
N elson M andela ex iting Sunday from 27 years ' 
imprisonment in South Africa was an astonishment.
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The goal of the text producer behind using all these emotive and effective
elements may be to create lively and vigorous means of expressions which
in turn will leave an effect on receivers.
As far as repetition is concerned, it occurs here in different forms. A few 
examples will be extracted and analysed. In paragraph (1), the repetition
(the man Frederik de Klerk) in " But thanks to Mr Mandela 's
unswerving commitment, pressure from his constituency in South Africa 
and abroad, and the imagination and audacity of the man who finally had 
the wit to free him - Frederik de Klerk - it did ". is employed efficiently. The 
sentence performs its duty well from both the persuasive and the aesthetic 
point of view. When reading the sentence one might not even realize that
there is repetition. The writer could have simply said "........  and the
imagination and audacity of Frederik de Klerk", without using "the man". 
The repetition in this context serves to give power to the sentence.
In paragraph 2, there is repetition in a different form :
Mr M andela h im self  conveyed an im pression of 
eagerness to start trying to translate his own personal 
liberty into political liberty for his people and South 
Africa as a whole.
The repetition here appears in the last part of the sentence, i.e. "his people" 
and "South Africa as a whole". The question arises here: Is his people not 
part of South Africa ? Arab rhetoricians answer this question by saying 
that this sort of repetition is called from "particular to general" and the 
rhetorical objective behind this is to show the significance of the
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particular element, in this case "his people" to the general "South Africa". 
Such repetition is common in Arabic as well as in English. As this piece is 
translated into Arabic, the repetition appears clearly in the translated texts 
with the preservation of this function (Appendices 5 and 9).
Repetition also occurs in paragraph 3 :
Presumably then but only then would it be in a position 
to try working out the deep internal strains within the 
ANC and to review some of its more controversial
policies, like nationalization of key industries.
"Then" is used to refer to the sentence which has preceded it (see Appendix
1), mainly to the part: "to hold a conference and choose its leadership and
future strategy democratically". "Then" is repeated in the same sentence.
The intentionality of the writer behind this may be to emphasise to the
receiver that "from holding a conference and choosing its leadership and 
future strategy democratically", from that point only, the other element
would happen, i.e. "it would be in a position to try working out the deep
internal strains within the ANC and to review some of its more
controversial policies, like the nationalization of key industries".
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Figure (2) showing the use of Repetition in Text (1) - A
Moment of Promise
The first Paragraph
the man ...................  - Frederik de Klerk
-The second paragraph 
his people and South Africa as a whole
-The third paragraph
then but only then
The fourth paragraph
ANC will seek an end
ANC renunciation of armed struggle
ANC moved to arms
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6.3.2. Text (2) : Alien to British Justice
Text (2) (see Appendix 1 ) is an editorial extracted from The Independent _ a
morning newspaper, published in Britain, dated the 13th of February 1991.
Exploring this argumentative text as a whole communicative unit, I shall
examine the following points :
G e n re  : political editorial
Field : writer writing to the public
Mode : text written in a newspaper
T e n o r  editor conveying to people his opinion
about the British authorities' treatment 
of foreigners during the Gulf war 
Sem iotic : a rg u m e n t .
The writer may assume the reader's knowledge of and familiarity with the 
context of this text; he employs various rhetorical devices to present his 
particular issue within this context :
- Elaboration : Instead, one Iraqi was interned for three weeks 
because he had the same surname as the man being sought, while 
another recounts : " They thought I was working for the Saudi 
Embassy. I left that job two years ago.They also did not know that 
we had two British-born children.When they saw them, they 
decided not to arrest my wife "(The fifth paragraph).
Emotive words and expressions: in just ice  incom petence
 moral and adm inistra tive  scanda l co m p la in ts  shiver
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under their wigs...... detainees to be held in secret......... detest
 endanger re la tives  pane l adv ice  people have been
detained on the flimsiest grounds suspects acts of terrorism
 in terrogations...... lack of due process fair and rigorous
system  waging war  and tyranny.
On looking closely at this editorial, one can see that the whole text is
repeating itself in nearly every paragraph. The rhetorical purpose behind 
this repetition may be to emphasize the writer's chief concern: the
injustice and incompetence of British authorities towards foreigners living
in Britain.
The device of repetition is handled efficiently. Readers may not notice the
recurrence of ideas. Lexical items are repeated as in :
(1) Our courts have refused to intervene on behalf of 
the aliens who have been detained or deported during
the war. Mention the words "national security" to 
British judges and they shiver under their wigs. Their 
attitude was summed up in 1976 when an American 
jo u r n a l i s t ,  M ark  H o se n b a l l ,  ap p ea led  a g a in s t  
deportation. The court of Appeal agreed the deportation 
was manifestly unjust, but Lord Denning said the rules 
of natural justice had to be modified in the case of 
"foreigners who prove themselves unwelcome and
ought to be deported".
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(2) How did the Iraqis and Palestinians against whom 
the British authorities have recently taken action 
"prove themselves unwelcome ?" The authorities 
reasonably contend that evidence cannot always be
made public without compromising the work of the 
security services.
In (1), the concept of "deport" is repeated four times, twice in a nominal
form (deportation), and twice in a verbal form (have been ......  deported; to
be deported). The overall intention of the writer may be to stress his 
o p in io n .
In (2), "authorities" is repeated twice. The reason for this repetition may be
to single out the repeated item.
Obviously, repetition is employed in this editorial in order to develop the 
argumentation. It also plays a part in creating an emotive discourse. It 
seems that it is in the mind of the writer to leave an effect on receivers. His
/ her goal is to persuade readers of his/her idea(s), i.e. make them accept
it. This is called by rhetoricians and linguists such as Beaugrande and
Dressier (1981) "intentionality".
These are only a few points about repetition within English argumentative
texts in the form of newspaper editorials. The next few pages will be
dedicated to dealing with repetition within Arabic argumentative texts.
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6.4. Analysis of Arabic Argumentative Texts
Argumentative text-type is used widely in Arabic. The Qur'an, is full of 
arguments. Some of these are to do with the prophets as messengers sent to 
invite people to embrace Islam. The word "argue " in its different forms and 
at different occasions is mentioned in the Qur'an as in :
3
On the Day when every soul will come pleading for itself, and every soul 
will be repaid what it did, and they will not be wronged.
Surat al-Nahl, 111
^.ic I ^1 I <l-ic^ll^  L ‘-d jj
* ( <C/£ ^   ^ j  Cj^
\ T o o  T : J ^ J I
Call unto the way of thy Lord with wisdom and fair exhortation, and reason 
with them in the better way. Lo! thy Lord is best aware of him who strayeth 
from His way, and He is Best Aware of those who go aright.
Surat al-Nahl, 125
i < J J I j  < J J I  ^ i i i w , i i j  ( ^ ~ v j j  (^ z J I < J J I  ^ .  tn j j  ®
. <( ^  < U I
 ^ <_j T : <J ^ L-II 6 j
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Allah hath heard the saying of her that disputeth with thee (Muhammad) 
concerning her husband, and complainth unto Allah. Allah heareth your 
colloquy. Lo! Allah is Hearer, Knower.
Surat al-Mujadilah 1
• 11 Cr*  ^  M  J  ^  j J I  j 11
T o  o T  S j j -
And that those who argue concerning Our revelations may know they have
no refuge.
Surat al-Shura , 35
<—*-iU L *j  jf tjk  L *  * ^J  | » - * ^  I—) I ^ L L u L w  ^ _ < J u  < J J I  c l > L  T ^ O i J  ^ ^  n
.  ^ I I 4j j <JJ L i \  < 7 a* b
OT oT : ^sle
Lo ! those who wrangle concerning the revelations of Allah without a 
warrant having come unto them, there is naught else in their breasts save
pride which they will never attain. So take thou refuge in Allah. Lo ! He,
only He, is the Hearer, the seer.
Surat Ghafir, 4
Argument is deeply noted in human nature. We have a desire to argue, 
either to defend ourselves, to defend an idea, to clarify a point, to degrade 
or upgrade a matter, to convince others of a belief, or to serve many other
p u rp o ses .
Argumentation has always played a major part in Arabic rhetoric, (see al- 
A lm a ci 1400 Hegira for further details ).
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An important statement about argumentation in Literary Criticism made by 
Qudama b. Jac far should be mentioned here (Translation in English is 
quoted from Hatim 1990) :
" Argumentation is a type of discourse intended to present proof for setting 
differences of belief among those engaged in argument. It is used in 
ideological doctrines, religious debates, legal proceedings, disputes and 
defences. It is also found in both prose and poetry. Argumentation is 
divided into commendable (mahmud) and reprehensible (madhmum). The 
first kind is intended to uphold what is right and is that in which truth is 
used. The second type, on the other hand, aims at prevarication, 'one- 
upmanship' and seeking renown. This is not the case with exposition 
(bahth). Correct exposition builds its premises on what is more immediately 
accessible to the mind of the expounder because what he seeks is the truth 
and what he aims at is clarity and clarification, disregarding his opponent's 
approval ".
In the following part of this section, two Arabic argumentative texts will be 
analysed :
Text (3) al-Tariq al-wahld li-al-salam
Text (4) Fa-nakhsar fawqa khusr al-khasirlna
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6.4.1. Text (3) al-T arlq  al-wahld li-al-salam
Text (3) (Appendix 2) is an editorial, extracted from an Arab newspaper 
published in London, al-Sharq al-Awsat. dated the 6th of September 1990.
This text was written just a month and four days after Kuwait was invaded 
by Iraq. It was the period when it was claimed that many efforts and 
attempts had been made to avoid war between the Allies and Iraq.
This text is obviously an argumentative text; however, the narrative format 
is discernible. Therefore, one may say that it is mixture of narrative 
(expository) and argumentative functions; yet the dominant function is 
argumentative, that is to convince the audience of what the author 
be l ieves .
The excitement of the producer is shown up by the substance of the text as 
well as by the use of semantic and syntactic parallelism throughout the 
text.
It is clear from the surface of the text that it includes argumentative
features such as elaboration, as in the first paragraph, and exaggeration, as
in the fourth and the sixth paragraphs (particularly by employing the 
expression = there is no doubt). However, reading between the lines,
one may perceive that the text invites us to believe that the Iraqi invasion 
of Kuwait was unwise.
In his through-argumentative text, the editor uses an emotive rhetorical 
device (repetition) to assist him / her in conveying his / her message to his 
audience. One point is worth mentioning here. It is that emotiveness is an
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essential factor in discourse. Discourse simply refers to modes of speaking 
and writing which involve participants in adopting a particular attitude
towards areas of socio-cultural activity (Hatim and Mason, 1990).
The author's main point comes at the end of the text, in the last paragraph
in: " cTjIjjLl. 'y diVjlG O* J* J  " = "It is that cAziz may will
have carried with him concessions not manoeuvres". Both in the source
text and in the translation. This is followed by an explanation of what is
meant by c i iV jU :  (concessions). All the information which precedes this
sentence is substantiation of the main thesis. Substantiation in many cases 
is preceded by the cited thesis. However, it may sometimes be the opposite, 
as we have here.
Thus, the author's intentionality can be seen clearly only in the last
paragraph. He/she intends to say that the only way to peace is that Iraq
concedes and withdraws from Kuwait. The questions may be raised as to 
why the writer does not mention what he wants to say at the beginning;
why he repeats himself. The answer is that he wants to prepare his
audience for the message which he will convey to them at the end.
The whole text is linked elegantly by using repeated items such as 
^1 = " It is natural that", <*.IJ I = "the summit", *11= " the
militaries" and many others. This repetition is not used for ornamentation. 
It serves a rhetorical purpose _ emphasising and clarifying.
It can be seen clearly that the repetition in both the original Arabic text
and the English target text (see Appendices 2, 6 and 10 ) does not violate 
po li teness .  P o liteness  may be a prim ary, in f lu en tia l  fac to r  in
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argumentative and persuasive discourse. For politeness and persuasion see 
Cherry (1987) and Lakoff (1977).
Furthermore, repetition in both the original and the translated texts 
creates coherence in discourse. Coherence is a sort of complicity (Borutti, 
1984). i.e. there is a co-operation between producer and receivers allowed 
by a textual utterance in connection with repetition.
Other points in connection with repetition will be discussed in the next text.
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6.4.2. Text (4) Fa-nakhsar fawqa khusr al-khasir in  a
This text ( see Appendix 2 ) is also an editorial, taken from al-Sharq a l-A w sat 
newspaper, dated the 21st of January 1991.
Repetition is used heavily in this editorial. The text was written during the
war between the Allies and Iraq and is about the war itself. The text
producer employs repetition in the text in order to serve his purpose of
enthusing his readers. The difference between the argument of this text
and that of the previous text is most noticeable. Text (3) was written before
the war, while this one was written during the action. The writer is worried 
that the Arabs will lose the war. Therefore, he/she repeats the root " =
"lose" in his / her argument fifteen times in different forms :
S ingu lar noun   loss =
S ingula r  noun    loss =
Plural nou n   losses = kJI
Present simple tense  loses =
Presen t p e rfec t------------------  have lost
Third person singular  lo s e r  = UJI
M asculine P lu ra l----------------  lo sers  =
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The writer's goal in doing so is primarily to alert those of the Arabs who are 
not aware of the great losses and the enormous damage which this war will 
bring. One may agree with Fowler (1986) when he points out that there are
cases where a text makes extensive and repetitive use of sets of terms for
related concepts, so that particular lexical systems, and the ideas they 
symbolize, become foregrounded.
One can see a cultural feature reflected in the writer's words here. When 
discussing their political situation, educated Arabs regret what is
happening. They suffer and agonize. This may be because the Arabs have 
many resources which could create a much better life. There may also be a 
historical reason behind this enthusiasm. The Arabs are a people who have 
had a great past. All this is reflected in the language used.
The editor lives with the text and he / she wants his / her audience to do the 
same. He/she handles the topic bitterly. He/she uses repetition in 
managing his / her argumentation, since argumentation engages text 
users in situation managing or guiding the situation in a manner
favourable to the text producer's goals (Hatim 1990, Beaugrande and
Dressier 1981).
Evaluation is the predominant feature in this text. A high degree of
evaluativeness is manifested by the heavy use of repetition. It is used for
the sake of creating an emotive discourse, in order to capture the receivers' 
feelings and persuade them at the end, of the writer's belief, that is, " The 
Arabs will suffer heavy losses as a result of the Allies Iraq war ". This is the 
main topic of the whole argument. It is presented in the first paragraph, 
preceded by a very weighty introduction, and followed by a powerful
endorsement what we have called "substantiation". In fact, in this text it is
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an extensive substantiation of the thesis stated. This type of argumentative 
text may be called  a th rough-argum enta tive  text. "A th rough-
argumentative text is characterized by extensive substantiation on an 
initial thesis whereas a counter-argumentative text involves the rebuttal of
a cited thesis" (Hatim, 1989).
These are only a few points to be made about the role of repetition in this 
argumentative text. It may be said that this text, with its repeated items, is 
communicative. However, the question may be raised as to whether this text 
can still be communicative when it is transfered into the TL. In fact, one 
can see that the generic ambivalence of text is preserved in translation.
The text, with its repeated items, is still communicative when translated. 
Repetition is of great help to intertextuality in the target text as well as the 
source text, i.e., it plays a part in the evolution of text. (See Beaugrande and 
Dressier 1981, and Hatim and Mason 1990 for more details about
in te r te x tu a l i ty ) .
Examining the relationship between "repetition", as an effective rhetorical 
device and "situationality", one of the main communicative standards of 
textuality (Beaugrande and Dressier 1981), one may affirm that repetition is
appropriate in such a situation. Receivers do need it. This text is written to 
be read by any of the three different types of receivers, as Arab 
rhetoricians classify them :
- al-munkir (one who denies or does not perceive)
- al-mutaraddid (one who hesitates or one who is uncertain)
- and khali al-dhihn (open-minded).
For more details, see ( cAbbas 1985).
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We may now consider another important text type _ the expository _ to find 
out if repetition functions in expository texts as it does in argumentative 
texts. The next part of this chapter will be devoted to analysing two English 
expository texts and two Arabic expository texts.
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6.5. Analysis of English Expository Texts
As is the case with argumentative, expository as a text type has a pragma- 
semio-communicative function. This function can be manifested through :
descriptive form - focussing on objects and relations in space, for 
example describing a country;
narrative form - focussing on events and relations in time, for 
example passing on a piece of news;
conceptual form - focussing on concepts and relations, for example 
analysing an idea or a belief.
Exposition is defined by Hatim and Mason (1990) as :
A text type in which concepts, objects or events are 
presented in a non-evaluative manner.
In contrast with argumentative text, argumentation in expository text is 
disguised whereas in argumentative text it is overt. Nevertheless , the 
pragmatic function of the expository text is to inform an audience. Miller 
(1985) argues that :
expository texts depend to a lesser extent upon causal 
plan / goal structures.
In discussing knowledge and expository text, Miller (1985) maintains that :
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Plan / goal strategies are most powerful when applied 
to a text that contains causal chains, in which one event 
establishes the preconditions for a second event, which 
establishes the preconditions for a third, and so on.
In a work on paragraph structure in Arabic and English expository
discourse, Fareh (1988) analyses a sample of forty expository paragraphs in 
English and Arabic. Fareh reports that the results indicate that themes, in
both Arabic and English, tend to be developed deductively rather than
in d u c t iv e ly .
Regarding the concept of theme and rheme in expository text, Fareh 
reports that Arabic shows a stronger tendency for marking themes both
internally and externally whereas English shows a stronger tendency for 
expressing themes in initial propositions.
In this part of the chapter, I will analyse two English expository texts, to 
discover the features of expository text-type and also to discover the role of 
repetition in this type. These are :
Text (5) Iraqi Red Crescent Calls for Medical Aid 
Text (6) Family and Friends
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6.5.1. Text (5) Iraqi Red Crescent Calls for Medical Aid
Text (5) (Appendix 3 ) is news report, from a British morning newspaper, 
The Independent dated the 20th of February 1991.
Dealing with this expository/news report text, one should first of all
mention a few significant points which relate to this type of text. The
pragmatic rhetorical purpose of an expository text is to inform receivers of 
events, either by narrating or describing. The text producer's goal is to
spread sequential information. As is clearly seen in the above text, the
writer proceeds objectively to disseminate pieces of information related to
one another.
The writer is mindful of his audience. He / she devotes repetition in the text 
to driving home his point. The main topic is settled in the title and in the 
first paragraph. It is there that the rhetorical purpose serves the whole
text. This is what Werlich (1976) refers to as a dominant contextual focus. By 
this is meant the semiotics of genre, discourse and text together with the
intentionality that underlies such a description of the sign (Hatim and
Mason , 1990).
All the other subsequent texts constitute functions. However, they are
subsidiary texts. The repetition of "al-Nouri" , the main subject of the whole
text, in each paragraph, as in :
The chief of the Iraqi Red Crescent
Society appealed....................................................  1st paragraph
Ibrahim al-Nouri said........................................  2nd paragraph
he said........................................................................ 3rd paragraph
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Dr Nouri said.................................................................. 4th paragraph
He said.............................................................................. 4th paragraph
Dr Nouri said...................................................................  5th paragraph
he said.............................................................................  5th paragraph
underpins the emotiveness of the subsidiary texts.
The emotion of the producer of the text is reflected in the emotive
discourse. The use of emotive elements in the text arouses the emotions of
the readers as in : appealed for food and medical supplies urgently ......
serve shortages ......... threatened with epidemics of cholera and typhoid .........
contaminated water .......  lack of proper sanitation .......  had appealed to the
Swiss-based International Committee of the Red Cross to send a special team 
and equipment to deal with the water problem before the health situation
deteriorated further ........  Iraq would probably need doctors and nurses ......
shortage were still acute and medicine is supposed to be exempted from the 
sanctions. According to Crystal (1985) :
emotive is a term sometimes used in semantics as part of
a classification of types of meaning. The 'emotive 
meaning 1 of an expression refers to its emotional effect
on the listener, as in the 'emotive content' of 
propaganda speeches, and advertising language.
In the translated text, the whole message, in terms of form and function is 
conveyed to the second language (L2) text, with the emotiveness of the text 
p re s e rv e d .
Repetition in the target text as well as in the source text does not violate the 
goals or the attitude (intentionality) of the writer, neither does it disturb
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the com m unica tive  se tting ( s ituationality  ) or confuse receivers  
(acceptability). In other words, it does not violate the concerns of 
p ra g m a t ic s .
Other elements of repetition in connection with the expository text type 
will be discussed in the analysis of the next expository text.
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6.5.2. Text (6) Family and Friends
Text (6) (Appendix 3 ) is a passage taken from Anita Brookner's book (1986) 
Family and Friends.
Brookner (1986) has been looking at a wedding photograph. The bride and 
the groom are there, in the centre, as they should be. According to 
Brookner, they are a good-looking couple but lifeless, figures from stock 
(This information appears in the paragraph preceding the passage in 
question). In this text , the writer describes what she has concluded from 
looking at the wedding photograph. It is a narrative based text. Actions and 
events have been arranged in a particular sequential order.
Expressiveness as a means used heavily in expository and argumentative 
text can be seen clearly in this text as well. Evaluative adjectives are 
reinforced in this text, as in :
great quantities   gilt chairs ......  jovial men ......  golden
smiles .....  passive decent good natures   censorious women
and precarious harmony.
The goals of the writer are expressed in this communicative unit which is a 
mixture of description, narration, opinion and thought. This conforms to 
what was discussed earlier in this chapter, i.e. there is no a text which is 
purely descriptive or purely narrative or purely argumentative.
The subjective emotion of the text producer is discharged in her words, 
which reflect a positive attitude towards this wedding, intensity of feeling, 
impressions, ideas and perceptions. These elements are not used by the
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author simply in order to emit or release her emotion; she intends also to 
incite certain reactions in her readers.
Repetition is used in the text. This can be seen clearly at the beginning of 
each sentence: " I have no doubt that ". This has a discoursal role and is not
an ornamental device. It is an effective rhetorical device as well as a text- 
building device. It is used with the intention of giving the text power and 
leaving receivers with a strong effect. Thus, repeating the structure "I
have no doubt that" has created effectiveness in the text. Effectiveness in 
text linguistics is one of the regulative principles that control textual 
communication. Effectiveness of a text depends on its leaving a strong
im pression and creating favourable conditions for attaining a goal. 
(Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981).
The text producer also uses the repeated structure "I have no doubt that" to 
serve another rhetorical purpose. This is probably to manage the situation.
In "situation managing, the dominant function of the text is to steer the 
situation in a manner favourable to the text producer's goals", whereas in 
"situation monitoring, the focus is on providing a reasonably detached
account". (Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981).
Analyzing the translations of the text (see Appendices 7 and 11), one can 
see that the rhetorical purpose, the form and the cultural semiotics have 
been transferred to the translated text. The source text with repetition is 
communicative. It is also still communicative when translated.
These are instances of English expository texts with repetition. The next 
pages will be devoted to repetition within Arabic expository texts.
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6.6. Analysis of Arabic Expository Texts
Like English expository text-type, Arabic expository text-type has certain 
features (I will mention some of them in this section) which distinguish it 
from the same text-type in other languages.
This text-type in Arabic shares a principal characteristic with expository
text-type in English , that is the focus of text is primarily on describing a
problem or simply describing an object or a situation or narrating a story 
or an event, or analysing a concept, i.e. the text producer's main concern is 
to disseminate information in a sequential order. This is widely found in 
fiction and news reports.
Regarding the characteristics of this type of text in Arabic I shall touch on 
the following points :
The verbal clause is a characteristic of expository text 
type, for example:
. ^jjUl eiij-aJI  ^ jJI \S  .
Hanan progressed gradually in her studying until she
earned the ph.D degree in English literature. She was
still that strong and calm voice.
On the other hand, the nominal clause is the feature of 
argumentative text, for instance:
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!«■>•»,» I—• <— i V -v 1^  J^o I A^k. I^j
. o  * L  j  o  j J I j j j L a  O'"* ^  *g
One man has taken the decision of starting the war, one 
man will take the responsibility of the human and 
material losses as a result of the war.
According to Fareh (1988) "conjunctions" in Arabic 
expository texts seem to have a role on marking themes.
Other elements in connection with Arabic expository text, as well as the 
function of repetition in this text-type will take place in the analysis of the 
following texts:
Text (7) al-Hilal al-Bahrayni tunazzim dawrat mukaththafah fl al-iscafat fi 
shahray Aghustus wa Sibtambar a l-qadim ayn
Text (8) Wazlr al-tacllm al-cali yaltaql bi-wazlr al-dawlah li-shu’un al- 
bacathat al-Zambabwi wa-ra’ls jam icat Uttawa
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6.6.1. Text (7) al-Hilal al-Bahrayni t u n a z z im  dawrat  
m uk a th th a fa h  fl al-isc a f a t  fi Shahray Aghustus wa-
Sibtambar a l - q a d im a y n
Text (7) (see Appendix 4 ) is a news report extracted from an Arab 
newspaper published in Bahrain, A k h b ar al-Khalij. dated 27th of July 1991.
As has been mentioned earlier, the main feature of a news report is that 
information is related objectively. And despite the fact that a news report is 
an expository text type, one can feel the sense of evaluativeness resting 
beneath the text. This is reflected in the use of repetition.
Repetition appears clearly in the use of ^1 = “first aid” or just
ci> U U.-* I = “aid” and = “course (s)” . By employing such
repetition, it seems that the journalis t has gone beyond imparting 
information. Obviously, this repetition is motivated by a rhetorical purpose. 
This may be that the writer intends to encourage people to join the first aid 
course because he/she believes that it is a useful course, or it may be that
the writer is making propaganda for the newspaper he / she is working
for, or propaganda for the Red Crescent Society.
However, the use of repetition in the whole text does not violate the generic 
and discoursal norms which affect the cohesive progression of the text. On 
the contrary, it maintains the levels of genre, discourse and text in both the 
original text and the translated text (see Appendices 8 and 12). The function 
is taken up in the target language text and not only the repeated words.
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Newmark (1988) calls it functional translation.
These are only few points about repetition within a news report. The next 
text will also tackle repetition in a news report but from another angle.
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6.6.2. Text (8) Wazlr al-taclim al-caII yaltaql bi-wazlr al-
dawlah  li-shu'ti  n al-bac a t h a t  al-Zamba b w I wa-ra'Is
j a m i cat Uttawa
Text (8) (see Appendix 4) is taken from an Arab newspaper,published in 
Iraq, a l -T h a w ra h . dated 26th of June 1989.
There is no doubt that the above text imparts information and that there is a 
relation between each statement and the one which follows it. This is called 
"text interaction" (Brown and Yule 1983).
The journalist is utilizes repetition in his text in terms of repeating 
phrases, as in the first and the third sentences :
I c I o i a J I j  ^Jixf I p  i J < ?  11 j j  |* < A I I  j  i V i . . .  II I
Mr Mundhir Ibrahim, the Minister of Higher Education and Scientific 
Research has met ..........................
and as in the second and fourth sentences :
  I d » l 5 ^ j o \ I cLftJUl j
Co-operative relationships were discussed during the meeting.
This type of repetition is called "parallelism" - repetition of form, (al- 
Jubouri 1984 , Johnstone 1983).
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The text producer has used repetition  neither randomly nor for 
ornamentation. Repetition is used to serve a particular rhetorical purpose: 
to hold the attention of the reader. It may be covert propaganda for his 
government, i.e. the writer is saying indirectly to his audience "look, we 
are a good government, we meet other people from different places in 
order to develop things, to do good things for you , etc.".
Analysing the translated text(see Appendices 8 and 12), one can see that the 
message intended in the source text has been transferred to the target text. 
In other words, the whole phrase in the original text has been replaced by 
a phrase of the target language to serve the target language culture. In 
linguistic terms, the process of translation has involved the substitution of 
SL sign for TL sign.
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6.7. The Conclusion
It can be concluded from the above analysis that repetition and / or 
redundancy is functional in both Arabic and English expository texts as 
well as in Arabic and English argumentative texts.
Despite being an essential figure in Arabic and English expository and 
argumentative discourse, repetition may give more power, weight and 
influence to argumentative discourses or texts than to expository discourses 
or texts. This function can be seen more clearly in certain argumentative 
texts than in others. (Compare for example Text (4) above with Text (1), Text
(2) and Text (3).
A point should be made concerning "text" and "discourse". The terms "text" 
and "discourse" tended to be used in discussions of language beyond
"sentence" level, without making sharp distinctions between the two terms. 
In his essay "Ideological structures in Discourse", Gunther Kress (1985) 
firmly draws the distinction between "text" and "discourse". He states :
Discourse is a category that belongs to and derives 
from the social domain, and text is a category that 
belongs to and derives from the linguistic domain.
Concerning text (4) of this study, written in a war situation (Allies-Iraq 
war, January 1991), repetition in such a text occurs in a sound, marked and 
well-built standard. The use of repetition here is highly emotive. In other 
words, the text producer's goal is to stir up receivers' emotions and thoughts
in order to get them believe in what he / she believes.
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As far as translations of argumentative Arabic texts into English, 
argumentative English texts into Arabic, expository Arabic texts into 
English and expository English texts into Arabic are concerned, one should 
say something about these. This will be tackled in the next chapter - 
Translation and Repetition.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Chapter Seven  
Translation and Repetition
7.1. Introduction
The need for translation has increased in the last thirty or forty years. 
There has been a demand for studying translation in universities, 
polytechnics and other educational institutions as a career."Translation has 
probably been carried out since people began to write, but only in the last 
thirty or forty years have a number of people in various countries earned 
their living full-time as staff translators" (Newmark 1981). For more details 
see Bassnett-McGuire (1980), Newmark (1987) and Neubert (1989).
In modern linguistics, Translation Studies has been considered as a 
scientific subject not a literary one. In fact, Translation Studies has been 
viewed as a discipline in its own right. Bassnett-McGuire (1980) states :
Translation Studies is indeed a discipline in its own 
right : not merely a minor branch of comparative
literary study, nor yet a specific area of linguistics, but 
a vastly com plex field  with many far-reach ing  
ra m if ic a t io n s .
When discussing translation, one should also tackle interpreting. As 
transla tion  involves written language, in terpreting  involves spoken 
language. Indeed, interpreting is much older than translating since 
speaking long antedates writing. The Japanese, for example, had a spoken 
language for several centuries before they adopted the Chinese method of
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writing in the first centuries after the birth of Christ. There are still
languages which are spoken at the present time, but never codified or 
drawn up. Therefore the question of translating from or into these 
languages cannot arise.
Interpreting facilitates understanding in multilingual situations. To enable 
people from different nations and cultures to communicate with each 
other, it is essential to provide an adequate provision. This can be done 
through the three types of interpreting:
(1) Simultaneous Interpreting
This is the form of interpreting in which contributions are relayed by 
microphone to the team of interpreters, who are located in soundproof 
booths within a meeting hall. Their interpretation is transmitted back to
the delegates, through a miniature radio receiver with which each of them 
is supplied, to enable them to follow the entire proceedings in the language
of their choice and to use their native language when they wish. This is 
probably the most effective type of interpreting for large multilingual 
m e e tin g s .
(2) Consecutive Interpreting
This is the type of interpreting in which the interpreter takes notes during 
each intervention and gives an interpretation either after the speaker 
finishes or at appropriate intervals during the speech. This form of 
interpreting may be more efficient at small committee meetings as well as
at presentation to a smaller audience. Technical equipment is not required 
h e r e .
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(3) Liaison Interpreting
This is the type of interpreting in which the interpreter conveys all 
statements from the language of speaker A into that of speaker B and vice 
versa. This is often used for small group or one-to-one discussions, as in 
doctor / patient dialogues or any type of exchange of ideas in a restricted 
informal context.
As translation is taught in educational institutions, so is interpreting. 
Translation and interpreting should be assessed contiguously. Translation 
assessment can play a significant role in translation studies. In this 
chapter, I will attempt to consider translation assessment.
As repetition in Arabic and English expository and argumentative text is
the main topic of this thesis, I will concentrate, in the second part of this
chapter, on examining repetition in translation within a text-type 
f r a m e w o rk .
The first part of this chapter will shed light on the definition of 
translation, discussions concerning translation and the position of the
translator between SL and TL texts. The second part of the chapter will be
devoted to views on translation assessment, and to examine the translation 
of repetition in English argumentative texts, Arabic argumentative texts, 
English expository texts and Arabic expository texts.
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7.2. Definition of Translation
Much time was devoted, in the nineteenth century, to the problem of
defining translation. Scholars have described translation in different
terms. To Theodore Savory (1957) translation is an art. Eric Jacobson (1958)
defines it as a craft. Horst Frenz (1961) endorses the idea of looking at
translation as an art; however, he goes further to opt for " art " but with
qualifications. He argues that "translation is neither a creative art nor an
imitative art, but stands somewhere between the two". Nida's (1964)
definition of translation is more sensible to linguists. He claims that 
translation is as science. However, these definitions are general. I would
like now to consider definitions of translation in relation to text linguistics.
House (1977) defines translation as "the replacement of a text in the source
language by a text in the target language". Catford's (1965) definition of
translation is more or less like House's. He points out that translation is a
"process of substituting a text in one language for a text in another".
Newmark (1981) defines translation as "a craft consisting in the attempt to
replace a written message and / or statement in one language by the same
message and / or statement in another language".
One may argue that the three above definitions tackle the matter from an
important angle - replacing a text from the source language by another in
the target language. However, these definitions do not seem to be complete.
They deal with the semiotic dimension of context, but not with the
pragmatic dimension. In other words, translating texts as signs is
considered, but not translating texts as action.
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Translation is an open-ended topic. Many themes in the area such as 
translation studies, types of translation and approaches to translating can 
be tackled. The next section will be devoted to discussions of translation.
7.3. Discussions around Translation
Many various topics may be grouped under this title. However, because of 
shortage of space, I will attempt to confine the discussion to a few elements 
in the field, hoping to give an idea about some of the important points in 
t r a n s la t io n .
Students of translation, as well as those who are generally interested in 
translation, should be aware of four general categories in translation even 
if they are interested in one area only. Two are product-oriented, in that 
the emphasis is on the functional aspects of the TL text in relation to the SL 
text, and two of them are process-oriented, in that the emphasis is on 
analysing what actually takes place during translation (Bassnett-McGuire 
1980). According to Bassnett-McGuire (1980), (slightly altered) the four 
categories involve :
(1) History of Translation
The type of work involved in this area includes investigation of the 
theories of transla tion  at d ifferent times, the critical response to 
translations, the practical processes of commissioning and publishing 
translations, the role and function of translations in a given period, the 
methodological development of translation, the most common types of 
study, and analysis of the work of individual translators.
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(2) Translation in the TL Culture
This extends the work on single texts or authors and includes work on the 
norms of the translated text into the TL system and on the principles of 
selection operating within that system.
(3) Translation and Linguistics
This category includes studies which place their emphasis on the 
comparative arrangement of linguistic elements between the SL and the TL 
text with regard to phonemic, morphemic, lexical, syntagmatic and 
syntactic levels. Into this category come studies of the problems of 
linguistic equivalence, of language _ bound meaning, of linguistic  
untranslatability, of machine translation, etc., and also studies of the 
translation problems of non-literary texts.
(4) Translation and Poetics
This category includes the whole area of literary translation, in theory and 
practice. Studies may be general or genre - specific, including poetry, 
theatre text, translation for the cinema, etc. Under this category also come 
studies of the poetics of individual translators and comparisons between SL 
and TL texts. Above all, in this section come studies attempting to formulate 
a theory of literary translation.
Another significant point is types of translation. Translation may be 
divided into types regarding the material subject to translating. Among 
them are :
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(A) Professional translation. This may be :
_ Technical and Scientific translation, e.g. technical and 
scientific books.
_ Literary translation, e.g. poetry, drama, fiction, film scripts.
Informatory translation, e.g. legal and official documents.
_ Instructional translation, e.g. instructions for filling in forms,
advertisements, signs and notices.
_ Extract translation, e.g. technical drawings, abstracts, reports
and articles, telexes.
(B) Non-professional translation. This may be :
_ Translation for pleasure in leisure time.
_ Translation for practice, as done by students or those undergoing 
t r a i n in g .
These two may involve any of the categories of translation mentioned 
above.
This topic has been approached by translators and linguists in various 
different ways. In the following discussion, I opt for presenting the three 
types of translation which are distinguished by Roman Jakobson (1959) :
1. Intralingual translation, or rewording (an 
interpretation of verbal signs by means of other signs 
in the same language).
2. Interlingual translation or translation proper (an 
interpretation of verbal signs by means of some other 
la n g u a g e ) .
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3. Intersemiotic translation or transmutation (an
interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of 
nonverbal sign systems).
These are only a few of the many theories of translation. It is generally 
accepted that theory cannot be divorced from practice. But, the question 
here is : how can theory be applied to practice? Each practitioner
(translator) has his / her own methods of translating.
Percival (1983) believes that the basic translation procedure involves five 
main stages. These are:
(1) Reading through the text to be translated;
(2) Researching the subject;
(3) Translating in draft;
(4) Putting the draft translation aside for 48 hours;
(5) Reading through the translation again - checking, revising
and editing.
After giving caveats on translating in his article "How you Translate", 
Newmark (1987) proposes the following tentative translating process. 
Newmark states :
There are two approaches to translating (and many compromises between 
t h e m ) :
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(1) You start translating sentence by sentence, for say 
the first paragraph or chapter, to get the feel and the 
feeling tone of the text, and then you deliberately sit 
back, review the position, and read the rest of the SL 
text ;
(2) You read the whole text two or three times, and find 
the intention, register, tone etc., mark the difficult 
words and passages and only start translating when you 
have taken your bearings.
Newmark’s (1987) argument concerning these two approaches is perhaps 
worth mentioning for the sake of completeness. Newmark believes that 
which of the two methods is selected depends on the trans la to r’s 
temperament, and his/her trust in his/her intuition for the first method, 
and his / her powers of analysis for the second. He says that the second 
method is usually preferable, since the first may leave the translator with a 
lot of revision and therefore be time-wasting.
Newmark's remarks could be useful, although as mentioned earlier, each 
translator has his / her own approach to translating. However, whatever 
the procedure which he / she follows is, the interest at the end of the game 
is on the product, i.e., the end result of the translation process, and not the 
process itself.
Hatim and Mason's (1990) view in this field is worth mentioning.
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Readers perceive an end-product, a result of a decision­
making process; they do not have access to pathways 
leading to decisions, to the dilemmas to be resolved by
the translator. What is available for scrutiny is the end-
product, the result of translation practice rather than
the practice itself. In other words, we are looking at
translation as 'product' instead of transla ting  as 
'p rocess '.
The following section will be devoted to the position of the translator with
regard to the text.
7.4. The Position of the Translator with Regard to the
T e x t
This section will attempt to deal with the translator and some elements of 
his / her job, with a focus on the role of the translator in dealing with a
text.
(1 )  Pragmatic Action :
This is a wide field. It includes text act, speech acts, implicatures, 
presuppositions, etc. Crystal (1985) argues that:
anything in language that cannot be handled using the 
traditional levels of phonology, grammar and semantics 
can be called 'pragmatics' ! At one extreme, the field 
makes contact with semantics and grammar, through 
such notions as presuppositions, topic and comment. At
the o th e r  ex trem e , it m akes c o n ta c t  w ith
sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics through such 
notions as appropriateness and acceptability.
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Pragmatic action is practiced differently from one culture to another. For
example, in Arabic you may say:
The news has frozen my heart.
whereas in English you may say:
The news has warmed my heart.
Translators do their job within cultural boundaries. If they go beyond their
limits, they may fail in presenting the message intended adequately. This is 
called "pragmatic failure". In his article "Cross-Cultural Pragmatic Failure'"
Thomas (1983) argues that "pragmatic failure is an area of cross-cultural
communication breakdown which has received very little attention from
language teachers". Miller (1974) states:
Most of our misunderstandings of other people are not
due to any inability to hear them or to parse their
sentences or to understand their words..............  A far
more important source of difficulty in communication 
is that we so often fail to understand a speaker’s
in te n t io n .
(2 )  Semiotic Interaction :
This covers signs such as genre, discourse, text and word. The job of the
translator here is to convey ideas from the signs of language A to those of 
language B. In this dimension, texts rely on each other (intertextuality) to 
communicate and reinforce a social attitude. It is essential to bear in mind
that words and expressions have their own logic in a certain culture which
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differs in other cultures or does not exist at all; for example the word
"privacy" in British culture may not have an equivalent sign in some other
c u l tu re s .
The translator is not only required to discover corresponding symbols with
which to communicate the message in another language, but also to be able
to organise these symbols in the form accepted in the language he/she
translates into.
(3 )  The Communicative Dimension :
The communicative transaction is involved with " use " and " user Use 
consists of field, mode, tenor, etc. (chapter 3). User covers elements like
idiolect and dialect.
The translator may attempt different approaches to assist the receiver to
understand the message intended in the source language if an satisfactory 
equivalent does not exist in L2. These approaches may be:
- embedding the translated language expressions.
- using terminologies which are perceived in the target language culture.
Being aware of these three dimensions means that the translator is
conscious of "text structure texture". In other words he / she is aware of the
"rhetorical purpose of text" which is known in text linguistics  
as"intentionality". As a translator, I view intentionality as the heart of text. 
In fact, intentionality has taken a central role in my analysis of Arabic and 
English texts with repeated items (chapter six).
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A teacher should be aware of the above three dimensions because of
his/her position with regard to the text. The translator is a mediator 
between two or more cultures and languages. Therefore, (as mentioned 
above) he / she is supposed to behave within cultural and linguistic 
b o u n d a r ie s .
If  we accept that meaning is something that is 
negotiated between producers and receivers of texts, it
follows that the translator, as a special kind of text user, 
intervenes in this process of negotiation, to relay it
across linguistic and cultural boundaries. In doing so, 
the translator is necessarily handling such matters as
in tended  m eaning, im plied  m eaning, p resupposed  
meaning, all on the basis of the evidence which the text 
supplies .
(Hatim and Mason 1990)
In this connection a few points may be mentioned of which the translator /
interpreter must be aware. The translator and/or interpreter should:
(1) accept the untranslatability of the SL phrase in the
TL on the linguistic level.
(2) accept the lack of a similar cultural convention in
the TL.
(3) consider the range of TL phrases available, having 
regard to the presentation of class, status, age, sex of the 
speaker, his relationship to the listeners and the 
context of their meaning in the SL.
(4) consider the significance of the phrase in its 
particular context - i.e., as a moment of high tension in 
the dramatic text.
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(5) replace in the TL the invariant core of the SL
phrase in its two referential systems (the particular
system of the text and the system of culture out of
which the text has sprung). (Bassnett-McGuire 1980).
To conclude, perhaps it may be worth mentioning N ida’s view on this 
subject. To Nida (1964) the translator is functioning as pioneer, midwife and 
team m ate .
(1) When functioning as "pioneer", the translator 
hammers out the basic form of a translation, largely 
without the help of others, even though he may have 
less than complete mastery of the lexical and syntactic 
resources of the language.
(2) The "midwife" role is of quite a different type. In 
these circumstances the so-called translator serves 
primarily as a specialist in exegetical and linguistic 
m atters ,  and native  speakers  of the language 
themselves do the actual translating.
(3) In the "teammate" role, the translator may share 
more or less equally with others the responsibility for 
the form of the message in the receptor language. For 
example, one person may interpret the meaning of the 
source-language message, another may suggest the 
equivalent rendering in the receptor language, and a 
third may be responsible for the style.
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Having discussed the role of the translator with regard to the text, one
should tackle the assessment of translation. The next section will deal with 
views on translation and interpreting assessment.
7 .5 .  Views on Translation and Interpreting
A s s e s s m e n t
Translators differ on what a successful translation is. Each has his / her 
own criteria  for assessing translation. In other words, " translation 
assessment" is looked at from different angles.
Mason thinks that translation assessment is often mechanical. In his article 
"A Text Linguistic Approach to Translation Assessment", Mason (1987) views 
translation assessment as:
(1) an heuristic process whereby translation evaluation
can lead to insights into the nature of the translating 
process and (2) (but very far behind) in achieving
s tan d ard isa t io n  and cons is tency  of g rad ing  in 
translation testing.
Mason also points out that a model for translation assessment is needed 
which (a) may be applied to published translations and to student work 
alike, (b) may be applied by students to others' work as it is by us (teachers) 
to their work and (c) treats the translation process as an act of 
communication involving a writer and a reader.
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Bassnett-McGuire (1980) also tackles this area in a useful way. One thing
that she points out concerning translation assessment is that "any 
assessment of a translation can only be made by taking into account both 
the process of creating it and its function in a given context". She believes 
that it is, after all, important that a play should be playable and a poem 
should be readable.
Bassnett-McGuire's opinion is quite sensible, but different from Nida and
Taber's, who consider translation assessment through other techniques. To 
Nida and Taber (1969) the testing of the translation should cover the entire 
range of possible problems : accuracy of rendering, intelligibility, stylistic 
equivalence, etc.
Nida (1964) suggests four basic requirements for translation.
(1 )  making sense;
(2) conveying the spirit and manner of the original;
(3 )  having a natural and easy form of expression;
(4 )  producing a similar response.
Nida (1964) also believes that three fundamental criteria are basic to the
evaluation of translation. These are:
(1) general efficiency of the communication process;
(2) comprehension of intent;
(3) equivalence of response.
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Nida's view is reasonable, particularly if it is managed objectively. 
However, this may bring us to a problem, particularly if we consider
Kelly’s (1979) argument:
If language is taken as ‘object centred’ or purely
in fo rm ationa l ,  the tran s la to r  will suppress  any 
awareness of aims other than symbol, and will
therefore be able to find some reason for literal 
b u i ld in g .
Another view in this field is Barber's one. In brief, Barber (1989) 
assesses a good translation / translator by these criteria :
quality of content;
consistent performance;
t im in g ;
p re s e n ta t io n ;
co m p e ten ce ;
ra p p o r t .
Newmark’s (1988) evaluation of translation is worth mentioning. In brief, 
he argues that the referential and the pragmatic accuracy of the 
translation is assessed by the translator’s standards. First of all we should 
consider whether the essential invariant element of the text which consists 
usually (not always) of its facts or its ideas is adequately represented if the 
translation is not a clear version the original. By this we obtain the 
"keystone". This keystone may be expressed as much though words of 
quality (adjectives and concept-words) as through words of object and 
ac t ion .
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Newmark also points out that when evaluating a translation, we should 
avoid criticising the translator for ignoring translation principles that
were not established or even imagined when he was translating. The main 
question is the quality and extent of the semantic deficit. Further, we assess 
the translation also as a piece of writing, independently of its original.
In his article "Quality and Standards _ the evaluation of translation", Sager
(1983) argues that "any evaluation involves both com parison and
measurement or a relative or absolute scale”. To Sager, translations can be 
assessed in terms of completeness or accuracy. Sager’s point of view is 
similar to Newmark’s (1988) as well as to those of others who are involved 
with the assessment of translation. She maintains:
In many instances a translation has to be assessed by 
the same criteria as an original, that is in terms of the 
adequacy of a text for its intended purpose and the cost- 
effectiveness of the method of production.
(Sager 1983)
Sager’s parameters of translation which affect the evaluation are:
_ The form and type of the original;
_ The form and type of the translation;
_ The status of the translation;
_ The preparation of translation;
_ The role of the initiator;
_ The awareness factor;
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_ The user factor;
_ The textual factor;
_ The research factor;
_ The revision factor.
For more details, see sager (1983).
Straight’s (1981) opinions on the evaluation of translation are summarised 
in the following three dimensions:
(1 )  Knowledge : Cultural and Linguistic;
(2 )  Purpose : The final decision is the translator;
(3 )  Intuition : Inherently unverbalizable factors in language use.
The last opinion concerning assessing interpreting / translating (in this
section) is Towell's. In his article, "Liaison interpreting : evaluation of the 
exercise and of the students" (1985), Towell claims (slightly altered) that the 
best interpreting is that which conveys the meaning of the original most
effectively, and the worst is that which conveys the meaning least 
effectively. The communication of meaning is the essential basis for 
assessment : the formal accuracy of the language either in terms of
phonetic or (within limits) syntactic accuracy is much less important. 
Amongst the contributory factors to the communication of meaning, the 
most essential is the organisation of ideas, and the way in which a student 
organises the interpretation of ideas should carry the majority of marks.
From the above discussion, one may suppose that translation assessment 
should be the next essential step once the target language text has been
built up. In fact evaluating trans la tion  should be a con tinual
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"preoccupation" process. One does not look for the notion of the ideal
translation; this is unrealistic. Translation is like any other discipline. It 
can always be improved. And finally, it is generally agreed that meaning
should have priority over style.
Among others, the methods of assessing translation which have been 
mentioned above will be applied to the empirical assessment of repetition
in translation in the next part of this chapter.
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7 . 6 .  Examining the Translation of Repetition from
The Point of View of Text-Type
Repetition may be advantageous in translating from SL to TL and / or vice 
versa. Nida (1964) refers to repetition as a type of subtractions which are
highly important in translating, in the process of adjustment.
This part of the chapter is an attempt to examine how far the translations
(Appendices 5 _ 12) have been successful in :
preserving the generic ambivalence (i.e. maintaining 
similar values of the text).
keeping the appropriateness of text (repetition and
s itu a t io n a l i ty ) .
preserving the evolution of text (intertextuality). 
taking up the function of repetition and not only the 
repeated words.
maintaining the coherence in discourse .
upholding the emotiveness of repetition, 
not violating the goals of text or attitudes of 
procedure (in ten tionality).
The assessment will be carried out by considering the translations of Text 1 
and Text 2 (Appendix 9 ), Text 4 (Appendix 10 ), Text 5 and Text 6 (Appendix
11 ) and Text 7 (Appendix 12) which have been produced by different
translators. The translations of the writer of this thesis in the form of
Representational Translations (Appendices 5, 6, 7, and 8) will also be
con s id e red .
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The analysis of the translations will not focus on mistakes or problems that 
appear in the translators' versions. Dealing with such matters would go 
beyond the aim of the study. The focus will be on the translation of
repetition only. Nord (1991) says:
Target-text assessment should not, however, be used as a 
means of error prevention, because if presented in
black and white, typical mistranslations (e.g. the literal 
translation  of English clefting constructions into 
German or of "false friends") might easily become 
irradicably fixed in mind.
In the Representative Translation (Appendices 5 _ 8), the object is to be 
faithful to the original texts. By faithful to the original text is meant to 
translate almost every word. Therefore, this translation is nearly a literal 
translation. Nord (1991) argues that:
A tran s la t io n  is norm ally  expec ted  to render 
"faithfully" all the relevant features of the source text.
It is a fairly common assumption, and also one often 
held by linguists and literary critics, even, that the 
concept of faithfulness or "fidelity" can be equated with
" e q u iv a le n c e " .
The work will be divided into four sections (each of which will be discussed 
in brief :
(1) examining the translation of repetition in English argumentative texts.
(2) examining the translation of repetition in Arabic argumentative texts.
(3) examining the translation of repetition in English expository texts.
(4) examining the translation of repetition in Arabic expository texts.
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Before tackling the analysis of the translations, a word about the 
translators of the texts and the purpose of the translation should be said. 
This will take place in the following section.
7.6.1. Defining the Objective of the Translation and the 
T r a n s l a t o r s
The objective of the translations of texts (1 _ 8) is to find out if these texts 
sound like original texts, i.e. the interest is in obtaining translations which 
sound as if they were written in a native language and not translated.
The purpose of assigning different translators is in order not to rely on one 
translation, i.e. The Representational Translation, but to provide more scope 
for discovering the role of repetition and redundancy in a variety of 
t r a n s la t io n s .
The eight texts were translated by three groups of students: The first group
is consisted of students of the Department of Modern Languages at the 
University of Salford. All translators of this group were native speakers of
Arabic. All were reading for the Advanced Certificate in Translation and 
Linguistics _ Advanced Certificate being equivalent to First Degree (BA). 
Their ages ranged between twenty and twenty-two. They all finished 
secondary school in the Middle East. They all did eighteen months English
and Translation. This took place in Britain. Then they joined the University 
of Salford for two years to read for the Advanced Certificate. Two of them 
were awarded the degree with Distinction. They will all be working for 
Ministries of Defence, Information and Foreign Affairs back in the Middle
East.
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The second group consisted of students of the Department of Arabic and
Islamic Studies at the University of Glasgow. The translators of this group 
were native speakers of English. All were reading for an M.A Degree of 
which Arabic was only one component. This degree is equivalent to an 
English B.A degree. Their ages ranged between twenty and twenty-two.
They studied translation as part of their course. Only one translator 
belonging to this Department was a native speaker of Arabic. He was a Ph.D 
student (Translator 1 _ Text 6, Appendix 11).
The third group consisted of students of the Department of Middle Eastern 
and Islamic studies at the University of Edinburgh. All translators of this
group were native speakers of English. They joined the University to read
for the degree of an M.A in Arabic. Most of them had been in an Arab 
country for a period of a twelve months as part of their course. Their age 
ranged between twenty and twenty two years. They studied translation 
(Arabic into English and English into Arabic) as part of their course.
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7 .6 .2 .  Examining the Translation of Repetition in
English Argumentative Texts
In this section two instances will be tackled from the text-type point of
view. One example is from text (1) ' A moment of Promise the editorial 
which is extracted from the International Herald Tribune (13.2.1990). The 
second example will be taken from text (2), ' Alien to British Justice the
editorial taken from the In d e p e n d e n t  newspaper (13.2.1991) (see Appendix 
1).
Example 1 :
The original text (Appendix 1 _ Text 1)
  and the imagination and audacity of the man who finally had the wit
to free him - Frederik de Klerk -it did.
The representative translation (Appendix 5 _ Text 1)
t- j J  I <J hJk_l I I ^ j J j  i l j  L x w  j  j J I j  . . . . . .
.< ^ 1 J -  l j _ ^ l  f j ^ J I
Translator 1 (Appendix 9 _ Text 1)
> _ I ^ j J I  -iJjbid -iJj j ^ i » . <“i -^l I 1 t> \ j  < 1^ . . . . . .
. LkjLfcj >•*.*! I ^ x J \ j  bE L. j  bUI 4 » f->o i l  <_sLiall <_» l_gj
Translator 3 (Appendix 9 _ Text 1)
J  J  £  ^ J j » 1 n> I I ta lj ^  I I d 1^-^^ j  1 1 . . . . . .
. |>-Ls»i.l I dU 9 "N )  
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Translator 5 (Appendix 9 _  Text 1)
. 4^  L^L> 11 j   ^* 1*>a 11 o  ijJ ‘ * I aJ I i^^ _<_LSL>  ^  ^  ^^
Despite the differences in the translations above, the redundancy which
appears in the original text, "the man ......................  Frederik de Klerk" comes
out in the TL texts. It seems that coherence is preserved in the translated
version. The function of redundancy, which may give power to the 
argument, still can be seen in the TL, i.e., the translation has taken up the 
function of repetition and not only the repeated words. The ways in which
the above translations have been produced conforms with what Duff (1981) 
states:
The translator must be sensitive to the 'emotional 
colouring1 of language, for otherwise he will confound
the author’s intentions. He must, in short, convey not
only what is said but also what is implied.
Example 2 (Text 2)
The original text :
How did the Iraqis and Palestinians against whom the British authorities 
have recently taken action "prove themselves unwelcome? "The authorities 
reasonably contend that ...........................
The Representative Translation (Appendix 5 _ Text 2)
4 . f t  U  ■ J  . II . “ .I  L. I . . .  II u l»  i V~> i I j J I  ■ - . U. . . .  I a I ^ 1  I ■ 0 ■ ^
l-i I ... 11 I .....rn-i I I .A fti S p ^  t «**» « > I » > X    «■) \  «
................ <j L  ^ . »!•>'* <La_> 1-*» <!_> Ua-i I
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Translator 1 (Appendix 9 _  Text 2)
Cjl C 1 4—oLkj^JI .“it t-> I ... 11 ul> I 2JI . ■ ■ U ... I a \ \j l -^«J I ‘* ■ I ■ a . ^
. . . . . .  <U (j ^SLmIo »**«! U  ... I1  ^ ^' I
Translator 2 (Appendix 9 _ Text 2)
pjfc iX ~ra CjI e 1^ -^ -1 * ■ *  ^ j  ■ ^  ■•*.! U I... 11 )J1», \ ■>*> | j j |  l^jd I j  ■: ■ U ... I a 11 | ■ a ■ C
. . . . . .  i—i <-o 1 In j  I CjI In I ... II Cj I J..9-I S p^J L a . j *  _>J-C |* ^  I
Translator 4 (Appendix 9 _ Text 2)
“ ■ d L j ^ . l l  .*•«! t-» I . . .  II ^ ; c  c j  iA’th.i I j J I  ^  . t , 1-.... I » I l j^ ^_ i_ i_9 |^aJI
^ ■ 11 t-» . ^  ■ 11 .**.1 t-> I . . .  II j  - p  ^  p f l  “ • 8 * I L  I p ^ J  b  ^ ^ ^ 3 ^
 . , L
The above translations are only an attempt to transfer the original text
(English) into (Arabic), with a focus on the repeated item c j l k . l . ~ J I
(au thori t ie s)  within argum entative  tex t-type. It seems that these
translations and mainly the repetition of cj lkJL~Jl are communicative, i.e.,
they act communicatively - involving the writer and the reader.
The repetition of c j l .k i .~ J  I is not used in the translated text randomly. The
meaning can be maintained in the text without the recurrence of
"authorities" in "The authorities reasonably contend that  ". However,
there is a rhetorical purpose behind this repeated item. This can be seen in 
the translation as well as in the original text. It is to single out the repeated 
item and to give it extra prominence.
Analysing the translated text with an eye on the textual features, one can
see that the generic ambivalence of the text is preserved in the translation.
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It seems that repetition is helpful in the target text as well as in the source
text. i.e. it upholds the standards of genre, discourse and text.
7.6.3 Examining the Translation of Repetition in
Arabic Argumentative Texts
The sample which will be discussed in this section is taken from Text (4)
(Appendix 2 ) an editorial extracted from al-Sharq al-Awsat n e w s p a p e r ,  
dated 21.1.1991.
The original text :
J  1 ^  J J  JbJ i I ClA Iji l 6 C  JJ  ft C
The representative translation (Appendix 6 _ Text 4)
From the problem of pursuing "loss" to the problem of betting on failure.
Many Arabs are going round in circles, proud that they are the first to lose
in the first round. They have repeated this in every bout up to this moment. 
Since the second of August no one has lost as the Arabs have. We have lost 
Arab legality through the occupation of Kuwait. There has been one loss
after another and the Arab streets applaud; demonstrations take place and
some of the educated dance in pools of the people’s blood.
J_£ J  4_LaJI j U z Jj'il i s j - iJ I J  J—-S.1 Or-* Jj^
j  ««. L ^ l t .  . \ I j l (  <__>T )  ^j „  f-i. . .  c I ^ J L U I  J-L. j  a 111 dJJk ^  Za. .
j  1 < •* . I I  y Z  j  j  j  < )  I b l . i  ~ v  I{ j —* L , J  . . .  t .  t I
. ^  I. A ! *• > 1 1 L* ^  ( 3 11~>11 j
2 1 5
Translator 1 (Appendix 10 _  Text 4)
Most of the Arabs tend to lose. They are proud that they lose in the first
round of every fight. From the beginning of the gulf war until now nobody
lost as the Arabs. They lost the Arab validity after Kuwait’s occupation. The 
public became happy, demonstrations were organised and some of the 
educated people benefited from the public as losses followed each other.
When Saddam Husain released eight missiles on Israil and killed some of 
them and a Palestinian girl among them some of them danced.
Translator 2 (Appendix 10 _ Text 4)
Failure and loss are the two indignation with which Arabs are plagued. 
Most of Arabs are seeking for their benefits and they are proud of being 
the loser in the first round and the winner in the second. Repeatedly, they
are doing the same gross mistake and since the 2nd of August 1990 nobody 
lost as Arabs. We lost the Arabic legality during the occupation of Iraq to
Kuwait and since then losses came successively and all Arab audience 
clapping in delight and demonstrations have been carried out and some
well-educated people are dancing in pools full of people's blood.
First of all, let me draw attention to the fact that this text was written in
Arabic during the Allies-Iraq war.
As appears in the above translations, the idea of 'loss' is repeated a number 
of times in different forms of :
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singular noun lo s s / lo s e r
infinitive to lose
present perfect has lost/have lost
plural noun losses.
simple present lose
This repetition has a rhetorical purpose, as it does in the original text. The 
aim of the translator is to convey to the reader this rhetorical purpose, that 
is to emphasize to people that the Arabs are losing enormously in the Allies 
Iraq war (Gulf War). For this reason the idea of "loss" in its various forms is 
foregrounded. In other words, the repetition of this idea seems to make
sense. Its use is appropriate in the situation. People need such repetition.
In looking closely at the above texts, one can see that although the
translations do not convey the precise meaning of the original text, they do 
not diminish the force of attempting to convince the audience of the main 
theme. It seems enough to say that it is a persuasive discourse. Like the text 
producer, translators are attempting to elicit from the receiver a specific 
emotion or conviction. Millions of non-native speakers of Arabic, during
the war, were waiting to receive documents translated from Arabic into
English concerning the war. (Molyneux-Berry, 1991).
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7 .6 .4 .  Examining the Translation of Repetition in
English Expository Texts
The first case in point in this section is a news report, taken from a British 
m orning newspaper, The Independen t,  dated 20.2.1991. See Text (5) 
(Appendix 3 ) and the translations of text (5), (Appendices 7 and 11).
In the translated text the main theme Ibrahim al-Nouri said , has recurs six 
times, in :
Ibrahim al-Nouri said
He said............................
Dr Nouri said................
He said.............................
Dr Nouri said................
He said.............................
Such a recurrence is quite normal in both languages. In fact, they are
essential in both Arabic and English expository discourse. Had all these 
recurrences been dropped and only the first one kept, the text would have 
sounded unauthentic and unfactual.
By repeating (he said) or other forms which render the same meaning
in each paragraph once or twice, the translator has a purpose in mind. This
is that of transferring the semiotics of the SL text to the TL text.
Furthermore, it seems that this recurrence conveys the spirit and manner 
of the original (Nida 1964).
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The second case in point in this section is a text extracted from Brookner
(1986). See Text 6 (Appendix 3 ) and the translations of Text 6 (Appendices 7 
and 11).
As the author, translators adopt the repetition of the expression:
I have no doubt = .d_£ t ^ / dLi ^  jJ ^ . J
at the beginning of each sentence not randomly but effectively for
them atic  reinforcem ent.
As far as the translations (Appendices 7 and 11) make sense, despite the
differences between them, it may be said that they have succeeded in
serving the original goal of the source text.
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7 .6 .5 .  Examining the Translation of Repetition in
Arabic Expository Texts
The pattern in question in this section is a news report extracted from a 
Bahraini daily newspaper, A k h b ar a l -K h a l i i. dated 27.7.1991. See Text (7) 
(Appendix 4 ) and the translations of Text (7) (Appendices 8 and 12 ).
"First Aid", the outstanding theme in the attempted translation has been
repeated more than five times, as in :
First Aid Committee......................................... 4 - b ^  1^ <jl>J
Intensive courses in first aid......  J
chief of the First Aid Committee............... 4-L?^ d.Ul*_w^l
First Aid Committee had published  4 -Lj^  .VI o j j - a l
about the first aid field.................................  4-Lj^  cjliLo-VI JL>-. J
introducing principles of first aid  4-1?^ ci>UU-.VI wajjjlJI
It seems that the meaning is conveyed completely and effectively. As I 
mentioned earlier, translation and interpreting specialists have generally
agreed that meaning should have priority over style (see 7.5.).
T a c k l i n g  th e
t r a n s l a t e d  te x t
from a text-type point of view, one may mention that there is no reason not
to transfer repetition from SL to TL as long as coherence is maintained in
the text, the generic ambivalence of the text is preserved and the evolution
of the text is preserved. Newmark (1981) states:
A lexical item repeated in the same or the following
sentence of the source language text must be
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correspondingly repeated in the target language text, 
unless the original is poorly or loosely written. It 
should not be rendered the second time by a synonym 
or a 'kenning' (periphrastic expression used to replace 
a simple name).
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7.7. Conclusion
Translating repeated items may sometimes be of great help, particularly if 
it manages to reproduce the propositions of the original text in the 
translated text.
Repetition / redundancy is approved of by translators like Newmark (1981) 
(See the previous section), and Nida and Taber (1969).
Redundancy in translating and interpreting may sometimes assist in 
making implicit information explicit. Nida and Taber (1969) argue that :
in the process of building in redundancy one does not 
add any information not implicit in the original 
message. One is only raising such information from an 
implicit to an explicit level .
These are only a few points concerning translation and repetition. This 
chapter has been an attempt to outline definitions of translations, 
discussions involving translation and interpreting, and the position of the 
translator in the issue. It has also covered panoramas on the assessment of 
translation and interpreting. Empirical assessment of the translation of 
repetition in English argumentative texts, Arabic argumentative texts, 
English expository texts and Arabic expository texts has also been made.
One may argue from the above assessment of the translation of repetition 
that transferring repeated items from the original text to the TL text may 
sometimes give a strength to the translated text, particularly  when 
repetition is used in the original text to serve a rhetorical purpose, or when
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the situation itself requires using this device, as it is in text (4) _ Allies-Iraq 
w ar.
An important point, which should be stressed is that the translator is under 
constant pressure from cultural differences (i.e. when conveying the exact 
meaning) as well as from the conflict between meaning and form. If 
he/she is faithful to the source language text, he/she may destroy the spirit 
of the text that renders the original communication. Therefore, one may 
conclude by saying that translation is a challenge.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Chapter Eight
Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1. Conclusions of the Study
Before any conclusion is drawn from the above, one may need to explain 
why repetition is chosen as the subject area. Repetition is selected to be the 
topic of this study because it is a rhetorical element and rhetoric is a 
subject of great importance in language. Repetition is an inevitable 
element, particularly in certain situations. Some of these situations have 
been expounded and elaborated in the foregoing discussion.
A close examination of the data on repetition in argumentative and 
expository texts (Arabic and English) backs up the idea that this device 
develops the argumentation of text. It also assists in conveying the intended 
message to an audience.
The study validates the notion that repetition is of help to intertextuality. In 
other words, it participates in the evolution of text. This can be seen clearly
in Brookner's text, where " I have no doubt that .....  " is repeated at the
beginning of each sentence (Appendix 1 _ Text 6). Besides comprising an 
effective rhetorical purpose, the repetition of " I have no doubt that " gives 
the text a forward momentum.
The study dem onstra tes  that repe tition  in both exposito ry  and 
argumentative texts does not violate the plan of the text or the generic
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ambivalence of the text. Texts with repeated items are still effective and 
a p p ro p r ia te .
It seems enough to say that this study refutes the allegations that repetition 
is a non-functional device, but an ornamental one. In fact, it proves that it 
is an obligatory requirement at a lexical level, at a structural level as well 
as at a textual level.
On consideration of the translation of repetition / redundancy in the 
Arabic and the English argumentative texts, and that in the Arabic and 
English expository texts, one can conclude that the message in terms of
form and function can be transferred to the target language with the
coherence of text, the dominant contextual focus in text and the discoursal 
norms all maintained.
The assessment of the translations confirms that repetition and redundancy 
are functional in both Arabic and English expository texts as well as 
argumentative texts. They may smooth the translation.
Criticisms of the use of repetition and redundancy in argumentation have 
been levelled by a few modern linguists like Johnstone (1983). However,
the results of the data analysis of this study show the contrary in political 
and religious, as well as literary, discourse.
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8.2. Recommendations and Suggestions for Further 
Research and Development
Research on repetition has been conducted in Arabic argumentative 
discourse (al-Jubouri 1984, Koch 1983, al-Mahmoud 1989). It has also been 
dealt with in English argumentative discourse (Tannen 1978, Norrick 1984). 
However, we have not come across research which tackles both expository 
and argumentative texts in the two languages (Arabic and English) at the 
same time.
One of the topics which can be tackled in future research is to do with 
formulas, i.e., whether formulas, for example, religious ones, which are 
repeated in LI need to occur in a repetitive way when translated into L2 or 
no t.
Much development can be associated with the three communicative 
regularities _ efficiency, effectiveness and appropriateness, i.e., to find out 
if there is a balance in texts with repeated items between efficiency ("ease 
with minimum effort") and effectiveness ("maximum success") which 
should be appropriate to the situation and to the participants' roles.
Not enough studies have been made on repetition in neurolinguistics. 
Investigations are needed in this area with attention on the linguistic 
c o m p o n e n t .
One should conclude the discussion by pointing out a few points which may 
be useful :
* Repetition/Redundancy is favourable in certain situations, particularly
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when it enables the producer to achieve the social goals of his/her text.
* Repetition may be of help to a producer who lacks spontaneity
particularly if handled in a way which can be easily digested by the
r e c e iv e r .
* Repetition may lead to the threshold of more effective ways of
p e r s u a d in g .
It should be emphasized that not all the assumptions mentioned above are
examined in this work. However, they may be tackled in future studies.
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Appendix 1
English Argumentative Texts
Text 1 
A moment of Promise
Even though his release had long been heralded and was actually 
announced a day in advance, the sight of Nelson Mandela exiting Sunday 
from 27 years, imprisonment in South Africa was an astonishment. This was 
an event that for decades few thought could ever happen. But thanks to Mr. 
M andela’s unswerving commitment, pressure from his constituency in 
South Africa and abroad, and the imagination and audacity of the man who 
finally had the wit to free him - Frederik de Klerk - it did.
The moment conveyed most stirringly a sense of new possibilities. Mr 
Mandela himself conveyed an impression of eagerness to start trying to 
translate his own personal liberty into political liberty for his people and 
South Africa as a whole. It had been suggested that his long isolation might 
have put him out of touch with contemporary requirements, but his 
manner and much of what he said to a huge welcoming crowd in Cape Town 
indicated quite the contrary.
His first task was to acknowledge those whose efforts had been bent toward 
producing this moment and the larger change that is occuring in his 
country. On this list Mr. Mandela included the leading elements of the
African National Congress, the small and heretofore banned South African 
Communist Party, and a couple of legal white anti-apartheid groups
including the Black Sash. He said he would not expect simply to be
appointed the leader of the ANC on the basis of any personal legend, but
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would expect the organisation to hold a conference and choose its 
leadership and future strategy democratically. Presumably then but only 
then would it be in a position to try working out the deep internal strains 
within the ANC and to review some of its more controversial policies, like 
nationalization of key industries. His personal vision of a nonracial society 
- something of particular interest to the anxious white community - came 
through clearly.
Mr Mandela had hoped to settle with President de Klerk before his release 
the terms on which South Africans would enter negotiations on a future 
constitutional disposition. This effort failed, and as a result further
preparatory talks will be necessary in which the ANC will seek an end to 
the state of emergency and the release of all political prisoners (there will 
be a problem here of defining "political prisoner") while the government 
seeks an ANC renunciation of armed struggle. Mr Mandela’s reiteration that 
the ANC moved to arms only when it was barred from politics suggests 
anyway that this issue could be resolved as soon as the government fully 
opens the political door. That Mr Mandela now calls his erstwhile jailer "a 
man of integrity" gives hope this will be done.
There is still danger that the bitter, unreconciled parts of the South African
population will come to terrible grief. At best what is going on in that
country is bound to be difficult, painful and uncertain. But this is a moment
of tremendous promise.
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Text 2
Alien to British Justice
The injustice and incompetence with which the authorities sometimes treat 
foreigners living here have been made unusually conspicuous by the Gulf 
war. The present state of affairs is a moral and administrative scandal. It 
also diminishes the force of any complaints the British government may 
make about miscarriages of justice abroad.
Our courts have refused to intervene on behalf of the aliens who have been 
detained or deported during the war. Mention the words “national security” 
to British judges and they shiver under their wigs. Their attitude was 
summed up in 1976 when an American journalist, Mark Hosenball, appealed 
against deportation. The Court of Appeal agreed the deportation was 
manifestly unjust, but Lord Denning said the rules of natural justice had to 
be modified in the case of "foreigners who prove themselves unwelcome 
and ought to be deported".
How did the Iraqis and Palestinians against whom the British authorities 
have recently taken action "prove themselves unwelcome"? The authorities 
reasonably contend that evidence cannot always be made public without
compromising the work of the security services. Moreover, some of the 
present 80 or so detainees would themselves prefer their cases to be held in 
secret, since, for example, part of their defence may be that they detest 
Saddam Hussein - which, if publicised, would endanger relatives in Iraq.
But when the evidence is heard in secret, it becomes all the more important
that it be tested by due process of law. Defendants ought to be allowed legal
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representation and details of the charges against them. Instead, they 
appear before a panel of three eminent men, who in turn advise the Home 
Secretary, without knowing what charges they face and without legal help. 
The preparation of a proper defence is rendered impossible.
It has, however, become obvious that some people have been detained on 
the flimsiest grounds. As this newspaper reports today, a list was drawn up 
from outdated M l5 files. If the authorities really thought the suspects were 
p lanning acts of terrorism at President Saddam ’s behest, thorough 
interrogations and searches would presumably have occurred. There has 
been little sign of either. Instead, one Iraqi was interned for three weeks 
because he had the same surname as the man being sought, while another 
recounts: "They thought I was working for the Saudi Embassy. I left that job 
two years ago. They also did not know that we had two British-born 
children. When they saw them, they decided not to arrest my wife."
So the lack of a due process by which evidence against aliens can be 
evaluated promotes gross incompetence as well as injustice. This country is 
less secure against acts of terrorism committed by aliens than it would be if 
we had a fair and regorous system for distinguishing between serious and 
frivolous cases. Because the security services are not held to account for 
the quality of their work, they sometimes produce extraordinarily shoddy 
results. If British judges will make no attempt to remedy the resulting 
injustices ( even though they might, if they wanted, examine breaches of 
the European Convention on Human Rights ), British ministers must act to 
replace the present system. While waging war to free Kuwait from tyranny, 
we must not forget the rights of people living in Britain.
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Appendix 2
Arabic Argumentative Texts
Text 3
(—&  I V » P  8 1 I 4  . i I . —  11 <■! j u  V I  4 ^ J i J I  J j A  4 —l-xK 1—« j J j  i j J  I >  11 J J  > « "  ) ^ 1  ^  •» < > t~>
L& I 4_« j l  4—«-*> 1  ^ 4 "w 1^  4aJlII A J> ^  1 . ^  ... 1 ft IV *fc VI |*^-J
c r 'J ^  o '—
3 jL_J j  ^Jl < 4_jLaJI A . \  ft fcSwLw—1 p_^J (j 4 1 ^0  "ill j l  < d LL_*« _jJI ^  1 1"> 7 J <v,I I J I
. JLi")I L^.“ ^I j  I ^Jl«.^7.<« I 4-Jj L lJ^w j I 4 li ">11 pJk JX LmO ^1 I cJ~^ J  ^  i«j-«
■ * ■ j — >JI p i  U t i l  ^ J —« L o  ^  I « U « : ^  J l j  ^ S u L w J j b  4 _ * j  ^
4—*»o (_*J I ^Jl j_ )  j —C jjjL la  L^ V-< -»■ j ( - k   ^ »» * “ -_g j  1—u* < 4_l j j f l j -v l  jJl  ^?„*t I
• 4_A_I L m ^wJ I
j j i l u n  O-?"  ^ ^  J -L jJ J 4_*j  Li_S^ j_»v a j^sLt a I \ 8 7 ■ j  L-. a^Ls^l L.A-1 I ^Jjl^_*JI ^1 ^A -uJs^
4_j I I J  I J  4_JJ I i  I V -fc ( j  Ljk -il_JL»j I J _ ^ _ ,  I 4—«.aJ I  ^  ^  > V «*» 7-a t_JL_S^_*
V 1- ^ 1
<_al^_7x *yI -^>* i—i^-^-xJI ■ •*.« L £  L. ^1 juvJ ■ ***^ I^*'I j j J J I  < ** ..>»g I ^ jiJ I ^ ajLuw^ I ^ 1  clLm*if
4 _ jU  j  ^  . . .  ■» I I . V -s. 4 _ i J  ■ ** ■ U  a ^  ^  . ..  « t  I ^_>  j  < . < 1 1 1  < J  1 •> 7 m \  _ y -&  J
4 »C J  4 * 4  J  *y _^T>J  C j j  -ill iJL kAfl zJ I ^—oL ^ '^ l ^1 (J_j . C jIj—Sw«-*ll
. I 4 _ J j  Jw ll 4—<-C J I  > t  4 _ » J)I  4 _ a J^ j-*  J ( l-i 7 J  ^ 1  ^ - a - L «  ^j-S>JI
c ^ j i i  ^ l s jU i o j ^  < j j-L p w U  <jj L .  ^  p L i  ^  a j i < :  j - ^ i
VI ^ < 1  I •> •  l7jI (■ 1^ )-^  I ^  1-1 ■> 7 J L 
(( J a |\ ->11 J  , 9 7 11 n d j  .A ^  < I-h II 4—• jl l^ J ~ *  <t—4J J  ■* ^|\—-»■ ^  ■ I ■» 1^1 ^1 (j > * I <%")!
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^jL*j kZjLi J 2 *x_> I I ^».*j  & iv o ■»(I LaII a^ jJu* < t c 3 - )  (3 >-k-5L»»iJ1
J_*i LLLu J  j j L  JJ^  J  J J  i f  L L w »- (3^-p O* ^ Cr^ * V>*-^ £-*
4 _ _ j I ^ j J b ^ u  ^ 1  * j . )  j - C  4  +  ^ I j  ^ 1  ff T  C  I j  i J J i  J J J  . L a ^ j J - a .  ^  3 j - ^
. ^ I L J I  mi i_ j j J  j  J t j  i i >  11 j J j  j J I  pLJaJkJI 4 ^  >*v ^-« L a - . 4jju
J-*^ ^  j - i j - 0 OJ-^i O* >*-? jl~_- J_e jA j-i o* O - ^  ^ L ?
^Jl S j ^ L i l j  J _ L c J I  u l» j ^Jl cl..<.ua VI _}-A i T j ^ j L u J L  ^ j ^ a jJ I^  . »JjljjL_L» 'J C j ' i / j L o  <_*-•
s ^  »** - {j—* <—»1 •> ««» »*^ Lj d  C r -y  {j" J j-^ JL ; ^ > j -H  c.
< . *1 U J  I ^ ^  “ J _J pbLuoJI _^ Js ^ J-* _^X_a3 ^1 y^L*i 11 t ^  II 4 ^ |C J—i J  I
JlJJ . X j XaJI j J j j J I  pi U»;ll ^_uAd<J <Jl.«A LwU |J— ‘.^  Ll (J/-* i^i <«« I ft ^jL<Jj_wJI
. L«.L> ^jLxjJI o j ^ j u  i_9Lo_dI J jU u  j j  4j L« j  x i^ jL iiJI
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Text 4
Uj laJ I j a a k  JawkSiiA
^ j j  j  j  < (J  i ^ J I   c  4  xa  I j  II 2 j  Lc  j JI  (( S j l .  >..11” 4 _ L a . M—•  2 bX-JLe ^  •
tl1—1^ Jj^ * J j—-S.’ Or- Jj* J J>^
j  --- ji ( <_*T) U ... e I jI  t  II iX < * j  <4 l^-> . I l l  A i X A ^  7 I S ^J_j£ 4 I a a l l
■ ** - j  j  ^ 1 1  J ^ I _ J L a . l  J ^ L i .  O r - 4  * 1 * ^  * 11 a  ■e  - " I I  I '  * *-? m 11 j  . . .  ^  L ->-L t-<  . v i
*1 I ^X—MJ ( pJ ,„>“ d»l_}—A li-.J^ l I ( J_Loj < II ^^1 II ^  *1 ..-X.II .*». II ^
. j_^a L s J I  <tL*^  O r — “"Lr^  (3 O-?"—^-TtJ
' Q) ' ‘ I ' ^  0r~~* I \ j   ^ ^ - 1.4. V e . *•. I ? « ' X J j i j  4__o(_*j p| i,Xi .»r>
gj ■ ^  t-» 11 4^ bX.aJ I ^4_> (jl* ^1  ^«rv*i»ll ^ J ju a  j  4  , ;  , L  ... U a I,, 7 4 p ^ > «>
< 4—laaJJI 6 bX__A .^. ..7 a. . p^VT Or— 4_j . X..a.> L» J^_4j|^ j_b* I Co Jxl <7 .« I > < '»I. ~>J I
(J  L - ~ * £  < g _ 3 l J _ o J I ^ j a - J I  J - c L - * l l  ‘ o 1- ^  ^  ^ U i l—  / L *JI g?— *
g L u u  (< 0/^  ^ ^  n X b j j j u  (( 4-1 L— 1 I * d ^ —OkwaJI 4—1 j  j J I  £> J-A ^ 1  bi_J j  . 4_<L<aJ I
_^j 4 _ J  L .o  j  I i j l j  ■■** * L a . X j_ j3 -> (_i® Or^3—— _^? >** ■ £ I—-x p_i a 11 x c  "JI £j—* L
l——ijl J  9 4__C j  «> «  ^1  ( J j X _ )  ^  j l  J_j  ^1  < pi i X bn L-^aJJsI ^  7 II < 4—LuidbflJI X j i^.«i
<“« »L^> I L*^  J^_«jI I < . «.!-■« i^ I— _i i < j  1^  .r» 6 3^ bX-Sw* »**«I ■ I ^ ■» I * I L~ ( Sj—<Juo
J 3 ^
/ <1 .y« I 0? i^ ll « »■ ■ . \  0^1 ^  I ^ *c  ^ ^ 3 ^   ^ 1 ^   ^p i . \ .^« I -*I^J - I  O r — J ) ^
A i X A ^  <v 1 JI j  A ^ J - J I  < ^ —jL—htiJI ^  . K » . M l  1.X».1>-  ^ ^  d ^ —aJLwJll L _ ^ * j|^ j_ a .
. U S l ^ j d l  ^ 3  S l j L j I I
^ j l — ^  1— ~  A 1 k *  L  j X b j  4^ > » .fc w -7 . t I  4 «_a_L=>L*JI J j t i J I  2> j2 tj  ^ J ^ . 1 ^  J  L : l l  ^ |  ^ O u a
J^l l—o ijit^^ 1 I lTjLo^ L■ ^  b- b~il aI . % »4 ^ —• I * ^ -»■ I I  ^■ * ‘**■ _^y~M  ^ (3 ~^*1 ,r>
. 4 _ o ^ _ * J  I 4-1 L a J  I ^ r*  *—*Lao«J I > . •> a 11 I X A  y£t> ^^j_bO ^11 ^  p  I O r ^  * I ^ ~ 7,11 ^ j L ^ J I
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>_LI-1 |*_> < L^s_j I Jl O-?"^  *“ _jL<jiJI J^j«ju ^  * 9 j) .A ?.t 1^  < ^  <» 8m-> 11 4_ll_^ .
< 4 9 I  ^« I * I | < J-«l I ~*>1 11 < itl 1^ 11 ^ J j j J I L g J  Lw O-4  ^'* * 1 ^  I I 4*C jJI
. J j LJI j _uo!I Jl j  ~>j ^  >*>i
4 »l ^—c ^—j j  < i_) i v j  a> ^  <__l >.r»» < < »* A ^ -> *. j j  < ^  *« ( •> 11
J l  L *j >-v 4 ->7 J  p—j ^   ^J~> <«« N J — j  _ )  J>*> J—J j_* j  4.J J^_5*flu3 < ultl^-jLJaJJ uL>(——L* In 9 . »  I
j  I ■ \ 9 « J  P 1 » 1 1 < <—*-jl—3 4__>^_« jJI 4 I On. 1l^ j < I ^  ■ a ? 11 j  . ^ _J->J I
. ^ ^ 1  ^  (^ jJI oUL-^ll
4 b  I aJI 3j — 1.1 4____ > - j - t - ‘J I «-J A . L & J  |*l J  “^ 1  Q  • I • J — J  I •  L S  < Uusuu J .JUU I>
- J L _ * - J |  J — —->Zj  | * j _ * j  ‘ O — * J — ^ * l y j  «_
^ ? r I I  4_b LL » J  * _j Jb^l <-»Ia  v**...,a  bUI ^ j_ = « JI J _ * jijj  < 4_j iL ^ J I  i*^L_&."i/I
0*— 0 L- -^? *0— J — O—* O J - ^  O* J - ^  *—*—U*^ =JI {j - »  «
J ... J^^ _S ^_«OuJ i 1^— I |*J-tK J «C ^ g I All Jj__S * - ■ 1 ■ - ‘ I * II
. 1 b _  v - U J I
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Appendix 3
English Expository Texts
Text 5 
Iraqi Red Crescent 
calls for Medical Aid
From Salah Nasrawi of Associated Press
Baghdad - The chief of the Iraqi Red Crescent Society yesterday appealed
for food and medical supplies urgently needed to overcome severe
s h o r ta g e s .
Ibrahim al-Nouri said that the country’s 18 million people could be
threatened with epidemics of cholera and typhoid because of damage to the 
water and sewage systems. Both diseases are spread by contaminated water.
"Cases of diarrhoea have already been reported. It could be water or it could 
be caused by lack of proper sanitation," he said.
Dr Nouri said he had appealed to the Swiss-based International Committee of 
the Red Cross to send a special team and equipment to deal with the water 
problem before the health situation deteriorated further. He said Iraq 
would probably need doctors and nurses from foreign countries to help
Iraqi medical staff in hospitals. Medical teams from Algeria, Mauritania and 
Jordan and Palestinians were already helping in Baghdad hospitals.
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Dr Nouri said that his society had received about 400 tons of medical and
food supplies since the UN embargo began in August. But shortages were
still acute, he said. UN officials say medicine is supposed to be exempt from
the sanctions.
This dispatch was compiled under Iraqi reporting restrictions.
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Text 6
Family and Friends
I have no doubt that once the photograph was taken, and the wedding
group dispersed, the festivities took their normal course. I have no doubt 
that great quantities of delicious food - things in aspic, things in baskets of 
spun sugar - were consumed, and that the music struck up and the bride 
and bridegroom  danced, oblivious of their guests, and that the elders 
gathered in groups on their gilt chairs while the children, flushed with too
many sweetmeats and the lure of the polished parquet floor, ventured forth 
until restrained by nurses or grandmothers. I have no doubt that as the 
evening wore on the cigar-scented  rem iniscences induced many an 
indulgent nod, a nostalgic smile never to be recovered in the harder 
commerce of daily life. I have no doubt that those anonymous and jovial 
men ( husbands, of course ) relaxed into the sweetness of this precarious 
harmony, having found at last what married life had seemed to promise
them, and their golden smiles, their passive decent good natures, the 
sudden look of w orldliness their faces assumed as their lips closed 
voluptuously round the fine Romeo y Julietas and they lifted their heads a
little to expel the bluish smoke reminded their wives - censorious women, 
with higher standards - why they had married them.
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Arabic Expository Texts
Text 7
J  Ui<Z+ cj\JJ*  ^ j ^ J \  J * * ll
a U J I  j .»+  7  y m t j  ^
J  <_iLtSL* k u l j j ^  iA„,?c l j j  ->.11 J ^ L ^ J I  4_4_*^2>u 4 _ J j ^ I  o l i L ^ I  4_ l>J d i j j _ 3
cl>L ls  I U l*  o I j j j J I  j  < j - u J l u v j  i->«<« c I J  < t _ J l I ^ U L u *  ^1
ijlll ««« 1*^  !■» 11 1 »^l I ^J , J  < . j 4 i-vt^i^ < *>^  *)I 4 . I  ^  ^ o  j^ -  ^  "II p ^ • ,7 ?* (I
* ijJI ai I  ^^L L JI ^  4 Aj j  <Jjb
♦ ^fl 1 L ^ ld lx w  *yi ^jawJj L-Lw j  h^ ww^J I *■ * I 1 . V >
* .>■» 1 "n. 11 ji>L» 1 * 11 ^  l!» Lj  V 1 I i \ g 1
u i . L j  7 b V I  *- -Q-j ^  •  t  11 1^* cn>Ls(<  ** V I  ^JL^w* ^  p (  ft 7 ^ x J I
4,.<a>o jJI^ I L ^ i J  I Ij < ^  j  ^  4 j  ^ 1^  uijLiL^ I { j j  *ajl^
j^^ -LaJI 1^  j j  ». .^11 j  4—* .A^JI j  <■ a j j - J  I j  ^^JjJI j  ^ .JjJ  I j iU j^ l j  l^J I
• J - * ^ j  l5 j - ^  o ^ -* *  J ^ f ^ J  J - ^ j
O - ^ ^ l j  •• i f *  1^ J  pLI T o-* pLI A S jjjJ I  ^1 j l j
jJI ^.LUI ^jUaJL 4 ■> ■»*?>. II j JUJ Jdl_*_> J  ^LlP Lw 2^*0 L>il 3 Jw« J  . . L^sfcJj'if J
.  ^  J^>jj I 6 A^ 4JI in  *  11 j  L>-X.< J  t— j 1 “ *C 11 ^  J*-A-» _J~A~> ^ 6 ^ —A x  j j l >JLi
Jl L^ JLwjIj SjLx—'yi ^>^lj-U o ^ i J  (J* ^ , j j i  *-9>- j_^ A-dl 1^ Jl
>r,... <■» { j -*  •—»_^ —aJ t—j <Jol_SJl <.,<-r«.r>.l I i^ j—* *-^ »l 11 >S—tS-1 j - 4  J_^C J^ _ ^ a j> J I  p- “ < 4_<_t*.^xJ I __j—*-•
. ^ ^ i  0 I ^ i
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Text 8
J~i J J i  (J^ I  1 j j  j j
I jL i j I  ^ ^ S j j  ^ j^L^a jJ I *Sil * m. J l
lJU  i V. 4 mm* J L ^JLJI i ^ «!% * JI j  JU JI p *.1 < 711 j j  j j  p 1 ^ ^ j ‘ I ^  i V 4 ^  i.V t a** 11 ^ytxJ I
* j  <-» j j  4 < > K j J I lI i Lt . v J I J j J  I j j  j j
c j  L * j — ^ - > - 8-1 j - ^ a J I  j J . J I  ^ j L - C l J I  < jl> I j  ^L c  j^ o \j j Cl**\ ^ ( J L U I  ^ j a .j
.<-<-) LaJL ) I ^  < j I 4-i_«-Li>J  I
<A_j j j  I ^ j \ j i a j  I j j  7 ^  j J  Lj ^ .k l I 4 « ~> 411 j  ^JL*JI ^  4 I ■» T 11 j J  p** ft I j t  I j  J J u  k L ^o JI ^ A d d l
• l Jb4^  ^  l jL  ^X4 ^J44^Jj
Cj L u* Li- _o  4-ajLsJI 4—i^ _1*JI^ 4—<-i Lg-tJ I iJLiLs blc l^j •» 7 .4< I A LftjU I
. ^ Ja 3  ^J_«-»*^ 4_» i V4^11 lH>La-* U J I  j
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Appendix 5
The Representative Translations of English
A rgum entative Texts
Text 1
JX j
bleVI j  aJu jJo S^as aa* Lo_^ a .« 0 L^  a j  L^j AjL* ^^mJj ^1 pg^JI ^g
4JAw YV ^ I a  ^dbxw L ^.^(A  A ^*yi o^JaA« ^ 1  "ill aA jJL o  A^. I j  p^_> J -* ^  ^Jj»j J  L 4*g
Or-* jJ I  Or* Or* J -J* ^  ^  Or^d j^  J  ♦ -^* Li A^ O ^  L_uLj j_sl ujj^a. j
J J  11^ J  J - A i l l  . A J j  ^1 J  OliA^j ^1 Or^d ^*A=JI I A* O^ OJ
4-£-^ - Or* L-^ j^LA _} si L-ij - ‘>a li  *«A 4 £t_**I^ JI bLj AjL* a < «.. II
( i L ^ j J I  < J  0 K  ^ H I  ^ J ^ . ^ J I  J j K  a L j A j  j j  < g L s k ^ i  j  ^ J J  J » A » II j j>  L * ^  ^ ^ j A . 1
. ^ I j -  jbLL'y 1 ^ 1  j.jU l
4_.^ _aj bl_i A j L* A i ... I La . iA j A^. Aj^/I • 7 I 3 A_j Ami A ^liL  Aj_j^ g <iA=>JJ I AJUj ^J
<-<-»« (—iMi 4_» ^Jl 4-i_m3_>-JLJ I <Aj <J jL h -o  * a J L  4 8ft 17 » lit1 £ jC - ^ j S -
L*J_j 4-Li ^ jJLJI 4_I_ljg aI^ SLui ..II Ajj^L* AftJ . <*» Lg 4JL^>.« L<Jl_> j^l <_i^ A>J j
Lm  j  ■ *^Il j^ --- •**- ^1 I^J ^yk IjJI A . I jj  AjLa.L.Ia  *y 4^ 1 jAl ■“H-^  A s
** ■ ■ * I ^ jL  i ■ 4j > ■ i %^ .aLI Aj AmJ A I ^ aJI I ^ ■< ft 1«.>JI L« A »g 4_f l_9
.L L s  JU i
 ^ j  J A j  ^  I I I ^ J  A j  ^ - i  a J  I a J L a J ^  ^ 1 a j  ^ j*  i ' y ^  ^ j - A i J  I ^L j iA* •  i V < .mi* 11 4 j  p  Ls Ld
4_» j [  i 8 11 ( j u J I  ^ « i  ! j  ^ C j  A ^ ^ I j  < j  j a i A j  I j ^ ^ l l  I J J  j  4 l r >  111 A A A  O j  ^  A  :v
J ^ l l  ^  ^ _ < J A a J I  I ». 11 L i-L j ^ _ 9 1 c—>j - ‘>^ ^ -S_t ^ -9 ^  I ^aL>_jJI ^ >■_!.'>.« 11
I ^  ■ * L « j  ^ j ^ A j J I  j  i i *  7 11 4 <« 1 i hi A..w-> ^ a J I  J  ^  1 i o  i > 11 4 . ^ f  I A j  L g  I « > J  I ^ j L u  l j
^  »l~>^_l I ^ < > ..!•>.*. 1.1 I a j L S  ■ •» j  ^  I ^ —3^  ?  j  4_> I ^ L j  a _ i (_« O r 4d j  * ^ j J  I <-g
j  Li r^. j  l _^*j^ _« 4_aJal1I i v ,9.»“ 1^ _^3 ^ _t_i Lo I j  « . <«. ~>i4 ^  «*.JI 40>o ^  lo J-^  ^Lo _^a_» ^ _s ^  I
4 Li a ! 11 a I - L  O r *  Q _ ?   ^J  t— 4j  I ^ a ^ A - S u  L * ^  ^  .  L J s  I ^  !)■»,■» A  4-i_L»_a_A w . t  I 4-t _i^ x ->-i I ^ . A *v 4 j  ^ U _ 3
k l l  b l_ A  O r *  4_ft_c«J(JI 4 _ i l~k I a J I  J - ^ L J L L I  J —^  4—I ^ L ^ J l  ^ _ 3 ^ _ «  ^  L» » < <i t -  a ; 11 a L L  ^ _ *  _J
< t ^ l  u_S ^LA. ^  A ^  ^ a J I j  4 j L « L u i i  j^ Ol m  ^ JaA ll a^L g^ /^ j ^ -g_i ^_9VI ^ a L ^ j J I
e- ^ j .4 m  ^  a J  I j  <—) j j ^ l t l L j j . , u A j  A?hL 4A_> • 4 m m j ^ J  I A j  Lg L a ^ > J  I ^  ■ L
• ^ j i f l  ^ J  A j  ^  U  4J*_JLaJ I  ^ L A uJ I  4 - J L > U 4m 3  i k C u A  I < J
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-^ZJI i ci J^I j_J-*-9 '■—J *X> L» i_l—<—m-J I J^-« Lj
j J I  >— . a^-t J I 4 K I.« iJIjLmi Liij L.-?_i ^ -91 <—i j  I 'v  Aj  ^1 ^ -^ * _ j L g J O ^ is  ,^-C
4_j • ^  ^~  ^ I jiiL ^LJ.1 <•,_*_£. «_s >.*11 j J  4^ »^ <jl>j L tit a L J jU J I  a jjk ^I "ilj. iJ^jlLwJII
4_IL&. I * . I k j  t_9^_M / L^J £ / *  _ )  4_J ' i l
^J_g-Z-».t I B * ■> j  J  « ■ 4_1SLw.« I < Os j j - u  <_3^_*4 ) L«___11 ■ I o ~ -H  ^  Ijiik  ^  bUs l^ j
(*“* * q-L'**-^  ^J ja a JI 1 «^<.LjkU i^>Jj 4 « * I  L-o ( (< L^wJI
^1 "i/J ^^ LwJI 1^ I J^l J-IUL. |j ^_a_)^ -9*^1 ^.xJj j^JI «^«.,1jhII J.i<.--» II S^ LcI
^1 <lSLiJtl 6 JJk ^ b  <_J^ - “Si I 4-*« L-~J  I ^  ^J .^J«xJI (^ -» £'*■*
 ^ ,,v I dAA I t^ J J a j  ^Lj h)jL* Jha^wJI t j ^  i»M I 4 .*«■■! I . .L J  I 4—< ^  11 p *JU L
4-LSLjlI I ^-* I p  a.S-1 i-iLI i  (j (( 4_j j j  (_J^ _jB J i  I
( 1 8 1 j - i I  Cj~* 4 a *s~i L dudl 6^j-j^j_ll t—s l^ J s 'jH  ^** ■ ^ 1  j J b  j  - J U a  J l j _ j  V j
i-ll_L» I ■  ^ *>- ^ I j - «.iu»«<>J ^ I J ^ —9 4—iO ^-t l I i__9 j ^ J a J I ^  --• ■>- I (3_J *  ^ 4_J j  k~ 1^  i.V ">»
• J j I a  ■Atfj <J~>~hI A kXA ^j\ *jlj . j-a£-^  < L ^« ^  ^^ LJI
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Text 2
t k j  I <J I JaJ I ^  LZ
^111  oLLLJI L ^  J_ U ; ^ U J I  > * l£ ± l\j pJUl 0 I
jJb L» JUJI i— ~>I 4x>^4-t.t^  3 ^ LjJI -9 L<-La. 1?~>»A^ jJS Loli->.j^ j
< L * I l^. Jjl_> Jb3 I I *_J-9 r^* * <»iA ' Laj I ^ J k . O j l  4_<_9 I <Jh.4^A 3 VI
. ^ j L > J I  < J | j ^ t J I  ^  1 »-fc I < 5 _ o L L - j I
J ^  - w  j l  p  ^  j l  ■>.?■». I p_> ^ _ j  j J I  < _ - j L i . V I  £j £- < j L i  ^  j j J I  J 3  L » i ^ L » w  ^1
( l_5 ^jJDu ^ _i p   ^l-^J O- °  I J*>'J _^-J-l I * LiA.IlIJ (^ ~*  ^ O'*  ^  ^ . «— I
-JjL* j  ^^_8,j>..in.11 v g»t.?^ «I *Tfc \^ v \ (3 p** I*** d *^v *“....^  iU i
I^ J I (^ r* 4j L *—3 I^ JLP VJ 4__3 LLaJLw VI i«.« <0 Ltj j  tliA ^£ijJI J^ ■ **" ^  “ 11 * i V *s~*
pi i^-fc I J^_j A-iZ > < > j <j(j JU  .3 .3j_j_UI ^1 i V *> <^ J^ I_C j^_*X J..^ ,a. j jJ I  *_iJ_l i  ^1
< _ j l ^ j  p * * <—> ^ x ^ _ «  _j—*£  p  ^ »  Lj * .r-  *,!L< ^ _ >  j J I  * « » L a  VI <_IL&. j  . .  , .  L 11 < J  I U —<.1 1
j jJ I  ; 4 l-i... I aIIj  ^  ^^ l^_»J 1^ 1 >ji.._o I 4 > 4^    j-& ^Vl 4 _ w »j  L_j ^  jJ l ^JI^_wJIj
 ^ p f l  j * 4__>^ X ^ *  p^ * ^  >**«<» I ■ 8____ pifc i\»r> o l j ^ j  4_*j  lia_» I .*•«! U I... 11 ul» i V ■>*> I
J J a J I  V x  I L*jI 3  <\*  > V  <_j Lj 4 i t  l i  L< ^ l~i» «S. *. 1 U  j  ^ . 11 *•*«! L  I ... II 4 J l j ^ J I  I j j k
j \  l ^ > J ) L > w »  (j^ _ 4 j L « ^ J  I c  V ^ A  j O M  ^ 1  4_lJJ ^  ^ J x  6^ j V x  V I  I C j L J ^ X  4 ,9 «t*. 1
1—4 -4 -^  ^1 4fc4 4 -» ^ 1  * 7  1^1 pJk LJ L nO -3 ^ - 8-4-4 ^ |  ^ J - L a - ft- l L » J I  »**>3 ^ J l  ^  4_lXJ i
4*11 W^mJ pj l 1 “‘ pi 4 V l/4 | 6 I V * hLwj l l^i^ QjZ-, 4I3 JL1I J^mC^44 | jx p^ fr Ld
. j ^ L i J J  j l j ^ J I  p^jj^  ^
■ ** ■ 4 ^  -■ < C L i s J  (JL* Q . « A  VI ^ 4 *  p^.4 .4^-1  4 j  ^ w - I a  ^  J J j J I  I jJ«JC-4*< I p  “  * ^  4 J
p  ^  - lg ^ X  <Jwtl 4_L* U b «  p  ~  '  ^ 1  4 ■ >  4 1 . <_0^ jLsJI J s ^ ^ i ^ J I  4—Sj S-~+-l <-4-L«X ^ _ )  ^j£ -  <4>ir4
p  ^  4 11 ^ 1 1  o L I ^ j  V L  V  p ^ j l L  L k . I 4 , . . > . i  p ^  - g  p _ 3 1  >j _> ^ 1 .  I i d J i j  L ^ - t ^ j L s
i V < » * L « o l J  < j  V j  4 j o > J  p i - *  I p  ^  « IP  4J 4I I  ^ J - t .* - i  4^JU i  ^ 4 *  V  A j  ^  I V J
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p  ^ i 11 < ^"fc^j-ll J l)(—« "ill p  ^ < Ic AJU I—3 ^ —•*- ! J  <_i_1A  I A J I ^j_t 3 . ^  I p_» I V 0 7 » >—LI j
A l A X I  J ^ i l  *wt» j  ^j^L** "ill I a a  _j <p  ^I p i V » i 4 _ * j L j  3 a x L > « .«  a I L i a  ***---• - 1^
. p £ i£  p-LL* ^L jA
J _ L o  L * S j . < a a  l_j «__iL_<m I U L u  p A ^I'v ?~ fc  I p3 a S  j^ o m  ^ ( j  ^ a j  I aSLj I a a  p £ j _ j
0  ^ T  p j  J l tL a-L* (J/-* L a  i V I p_> A j  < j~ j3  7**“ I a "^3-*  »^ (« ■« b  < b L j  ^ 1  p ^ j- J I  4 j l^ a w a J I  a A a
I l _ £  p  ^ i J <_«JLJLll ^J—■o J L t  A .8.7 * J Alt! l-i I ... II >**.j Ll£ I ^ J j  ♦ 0 " - * 3 —^  I ^ « 1^ (J7~^g ^ J k J I
■ ** - **>■« *•*■! . L c  ■» l j  -*■ I « >•*< < 1—5J p i iA ^ o  ^ « .  <f»^_ ll _j—• b-j < _ o  L a  j l  ■ ~ *1 ■ I.»■« I L  L ^ j
_jA  i i i A d .  ^ A J b  . I A A  ^ 1  (_J~  ^ ^J—«-*-»^ > &3"* ^  a ILla ji < L J ^  JL iL l^~ > 7 1« I j
4AX I •> »■ I L^jL^w* L ftJ  <J*i! £_oLw*l O  A a !  ^ j l j X  ^ a d w u  ^JLftAxI
S j L a ^ J I  J  J - f c ^ I  A - I t j j  j jL S T  » : ^ b b  ^ t 'i / jA  ^ r *  i S J J J
^  A j  p  lg LAI-! I l^j j i j  ALAv A.>.« ^L*j «JI I A A  >** < A_3 ”^ J  A^j-<.««-l I
• (< (/^-?3 ^  Ij j j ^ OnT J^ (3 utT^3
< Ja '^ II 4-w  J ) L u  1 ^ vt Lm I p  7 J  ^ j U l ^ j  4 - 0  j j L J I  ^  J_7—wi ^ a J I  <_»_L*j«JI p l A j u l
»L«Aa JI p U a j  3 ^ Lft^ p  AX p3L ftj ^ J J  L A -j I <11 a J I  p  AC ^ JJ  !■>»< ^ ^ 3 ^  ^  *—■ jb .'^ /l A>^ >
U  j J  L ^ a  i ..‘iL a .^1  i ^ >^ *» j - j  ^ a J I  4 _ o L a j ^ I  j i t L J a a J I  Aw? L l«I ^ J ^ l  a ^ L J I  ^ 1
4_A_« ^/l 3 ^  ^  *S?I . 4 _ J 3 - ^ I  C j ' i l L J I J  3 a U J I  iA j^ Ib > JI i^ j- '-l 3 -^ -*A _U  J  i1  j j  ^ J j l x  p U a j
. 4 _ s_ J  j  ^j_<X ^A L X j All I A *fc I o L u i  L*j L I i -v I p_J-*-j l*C 8 j j ^ .  I ^  ~ . --. bw « pJLt V
^ l  p ^ jL S b L  <jI p X j  ) <aJ J a (jjX  <j h j L JI  piLbJLI <_>JLa 4 ^ j - o LL j j ^JI 3Lc>.aJI ^ j Ukj i^ I j ] i
n l j j j J I  j J - f  » < *> t J ( ««« i ^  I ^ j j J l d J  6 i V 8v I « 11 j j  > i j J - f  ^  bLJa ^/l ^ j j l ^ j l
< 4—tX ( h  II <**. j ^ j - ^ J l  ^j_j ~>.7 I i__i^_=>J I ^ jO ^j ■>i . J U J I  p U aA JI ^ w J u  i-A  I K -t ^j-«JI
. ^ j L L j ^  J  ^ j ^ - j - t c j  ^  a JI a I sJ j I J j l a .  ^  ^ l
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Appendix 6
The Representative Translations of Arabic
A rgum entative Texts
Text 3
The One and Only Way to Peace
It is natural that diplomatic activity should be centred on the Soviet-
American Summit which is to be held on Sunday in Helsinki. This summit is 
first and last concerned with the Gulf crisis, which has broken out because 
of Iraq ’s invasion of Kuwait, even if the two presidents Bush and
Gorbachev discuss other matters as well. It is also natural for mediators, or 
those who wish to create the impression that they deserve this title to aim at
visiting Moscow in the hope that the Soviet location will help them to round
off the course of negotiations and communications.
As the Helsinki Summit may represent a turning point in the style of the 
new international order dealing with the clearest violation it has been
exposed to, Baghdad has hurried to send Tariq Aziz, its foreign minister, to 
the Soviet capital.
It is natural that Iraq should also try to take advantage of what it believes to 
be a Soviet loophole for preventing the emergence of a rigid position from 
the summit, the holding of which forms in itself an endorsement of the two
great powers’ condemnation of the Iraqi invasion.
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There is no doubt that the weeks that followed the invasion showed Baghdad 
what she was trying to avoid acknowledging, that is, the impossibility of 
playing off one camp against another at a time when the boundaries and 
the dialectic of the camps had collapsed.
M oreover, the weeks that followed the invasion showed unequivocally the 
desire of the Kremlin that its attitude towards the Gulf Crisis should 
conform  with that of international legality towards it. This being the 
situation, there is nothing left for Aziz to do apart from attempting to 
prevent the American and the Soviet attitudes converging on a decision 
that goes beyond the measures of the International Security Council.
There is no doubt that the Kremlin has defined its position on the Gulf crisis 
in the light of the “ new thought ” which is prevalent in Moscow and in the 
light of the complicated net of interests with its increasing need for co­
operative relationships with the West. However, this does not mean that 
Moscow does not have its considerations and its desires for a prominent role 
in an area which is not far from its boundaries. Despite this, it is difficult to 
believe that Aziz’s mission will make a breach in the solidarity of the front 
of the new international order and in the stance of Moscow together with 
In te rn a tio n a l consensus.
One thing that may affect the progress of the Helsinki discussions is that 
Aziz may bring with him concessions not manoeuvres. By concessions is 
meant listening to the voice of reason and attem pting to rectify the 
situation, by accepting the security council’s resolutions, i.e. withdrawing 
from Kuwait and restoring its legal status. In this way Moscow’s approach 
may open up as the peaceful approach and the Soviet camp at Helsinki will
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be able to emphasise its contribution in maintaining the new international 
order. W ithout the concessions A ziz’s visit will only be an attem pt at 
prevarication, the results of which are known in advance.
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Text 4
We Shall Lose Enormously
From the problem of pursuing “ loss ” to the problem of betting on failure.
Many Arabs are going round in circles, proud that they are the first to lose
in the first round. They have repeated this in every bout up to this moment. 
Since the second of August no one has lost as the Arabs have. We have lost
Arab legality through the occupation of Kuwait. There has been one loss
after another and the Arab streets applaud; Demonstrations take place and
some of the educated dance in pools of the people’s blood.
Saddam Hussain fired eight missiles which killed a lim ited number of
Israelis, among them a Palestinian girl. Some people applauded and danced.
They felt that the keys of Jerusalem would soon lie on their path.
On the other hand, Israel has regained all that she lost in 1973 until now.
The whole world has forgotten what Israel did in Lebanon, to Iraq’s nuclear
reactor and to our people on the West Bank. It has remembered that this 
small “ peaceful ” state has been exposed to “ aggression ” and lives
surrounded by enemies. Then Washington has hurried to provide her with 
missiles which are more effective and powerful than the weak Scuds which
Saddam has fired, whether or not he knows that a small group of Fedayeen
fires, with limited potential, Katyusha missiles and hits Israel ju st as his
missiles hit Tel Aviv.
Israel thanks Saddam, since he has recovered for her all that she had lost
through the intifada and through her continued crimes against our patient 
Palestinian people who are the losers in this unequal contest.
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It is true that it seems difficult to apply logic in these days of convulsive
emotional reactions, just as it was difficult in the days when our dreams did 
not come true as a result of the theories of those who led us and other
theories, which led us into the abyss in which we are living. However, the
most important point here is the truly amazing condition of the Arab: the
state of those who applaud and those who are swept along by the action of
the fierce current without knowing they are been carried, and then the
real desire of the Arab in the street to bet on the loser and run fast after
that loser until he leads him to the fatal end.
You applaud the loser as he commits suicide and slaughters his people. You 
applaud him as he lies and claims that he has shot down hundreds of planes. 
You applaud him as he claims that he is going to liberate Palestine and then
goes south towards the Gulf. The applause goes on continuously and the
bloody party is continuous and the world observes the extent of the evils 
inflicted on the Arabs by his Arab brother.
Some of us will wake up one day, as we have done before, to discover the
bitter and fatal results, the extent of the disappointments, the tragedies, the
destruction and the damage that have resulted from our following false 
dream s and from our running panting after an enormous lie - the
po ssib ility  of com bating developm ent w ith the rusty  weapon of
backwardness. This is due to our extraordinary ignorance. It is as though
the voice of our condition were to adapt the formulation of the poet - cA m r
b. Kulthum to : “ We will lose more than those who have lost before us”.
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Appendix 7
The Representative Translations of English
Expository Texts
Text 5
< « . * ! »  5  L t a *  >. « I t i j  I I  J I
1 a I  J j u
I j i  I a J  I   I p  4 fly I I j J  I   I ^ a J  I ^ 4 ^ 1  V I  I 4  < t * %  A  hj b
.  11 <JL« L _ »  ^ a J I  a L J I  ^ j r >  a  I I I  < ^ ^ . 1 ^ 1  < l L .  b e  < a Jc\ j  4 _ * j |  A £  a I ^ 4  |k_ i A  H .j
^ jL^j <4.wt £J-J^  \ A A AC ^JUI L^SLw ^1 A_4_wJI I *^ 9 ^
A a  <j I j   ^ < * J a j  A L i  I AjISLui j - c «  A j  ^ . 0 ^1 LJ I A .< -i^ j-4 —A c J  I j  I
.  <J _ J - U  I A L i  I > .......  I ^  ^
8 < i.- > ^jl aLJJ t^ j^ ij >—..».~«-J <« *jL ^ -o L a il (J^r» A j^  Lk. ^j£- ^J j A3 <i I ^JlSj
. < u A ^ U I  ^ . . i - s h . ^ J I  ^ J j L w j J\
j J  A ^ ^ ^ A J b i l  4 ^ J j  a J I  *^1 1 ■ 1 I 11 4 1 a J  A i  b  A 3  4 j  J  ^  j  j j  I j j  7 ^  a J  I ^ » r >  4  j
A j  a I a ^ _ »  ^V,l a L I I  < iS b i « _ 4  <>£9 L k . A - . I  . \ 4  4 ^  ^ < o I A .  j J  l ^ - w —) ^ - w
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J^lU ft AC Lwl I A l>-t-l < <,.Aa. I  ^ LJ Lo J .4.4 J  „LLI Jl j i  jl^ JI  0 I a£I
J  ^  Or* * 4 - ^  ^ j *  ^ a . ' i / l  J ^ J I  < j - ^ j  C r ti j -* -^
A-> L-a-iU-t -w-L 1^3 I A c  L > .« p_> i V a » ^Jj»_aJ I  l j  I Aj  A3 ^  < < > < f~i «<» 1 g 11 J  J  I—o  IA-j
. .21 Aaj
O  AC VI j  <_<_JaJI iA>l Ajtll ^ 4  4.t_.o>.«.^ . v*.« I... > A3 <j J j j .1^ a JI (_JLs j
JIjjL » * 1 1^ VI « l~> «<» CI ^  a i V~»i 711 j»_«VI 4 < < ft 4 * 3^ ^aJI ^gjUjJ I j  t~i *>■ 11 4j I Aj AJL*
j  k  '**■ 11 ** ■ * I-* 11 A j I  A 4 . l l  c  L a x  I j J L a l l  < j I ft A  *n « 1 1 p ^ V I  ^ J ^ J L w - 4  ^ J L s ^  . 1 ^ 1 ^ .
• a.J t  I ^ x l I 4 < 1 0  11 .3^ .«j J  I i> 4 - ' s - 1 ^  )L%  VI j j ^ j L l l J I  I Aft 4 a *
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Text 6
Lkl J^>w. a T -x <Jll xlix I t—iLs^jJI > ^Jj j^JLl J  Aj^msJI a ** ■ t-» a ? I1 U U  4j U t-ll Jm j J  i 1
L e (_• 1 ■» A al_> A.IJ I  ^»«l~‘ "i! I {J-* d j  I < till i V g » 7 Mi I 4_» (j ijAju4 ^  j ) . ■ . t-» 11
Lxx_> ^j_»J I ^j<a_S^_S ^yg-t-xK ^ -t1 t__9 ^ C  11 J_ )P  ^J L^xtf £-A  j L  ^  p~> 111
l I i  L c  ^ « > «  j J  4  i <A j J  I p - ik  t l f  L u j  I L i  ^ w J  I j  L a  I j  < ^  f t*  J  I O ™ ^  J  j - i^L . J
JJI d . . , - » p—f t - * l _ j  <ji>L_> j_U JI J jL o  t j  Cr—* p ft^^ ^_j *—■»_^ a a.I xi_aj> ^JLsJs^l
<J .  t-llJ i ^ - ^ P  p^j I J l a .  j \  p^ 3 Lxj^ x* p^7a1« ^ 7 -v l^ ->i t—<.a.UL J^J <L*x* bill
^Jl jL»wi_-~J! Jx« <jl>L*_j^.3 o a lL   ^1^ 7*i*^ /l <LmJLI <_t^ JLsI L^.4_*a  <j0 ^  jJ
pA. I^ jj O^ LmJLwI ^ i.Va.7 J la-a j^ *o Ul I <v(_xJLaJI j^P *^* Lxx-Zj I l^ j <^ b* LxuJL* «Q L*-7_x I
) ^_l! j j j t l  I j_hC -^lAi ^ jJl I La. I A ' i j A  ^ (j >f .1 <* ^  ijJ ^ **-J"I • ^  LaJ I ^ c L a J  I 4_<_a j x J  I A L<-JhJ I
I^  1 .A. I I u . - i A  ^ j—g-7.wLI >-C pi • > . . .  I JxJfc A j^ L^ja. I^ j y . j l  ( ^1 _J_jl ^ r f J a J U  ^J t>  j
4 *  -*- ? *^-1 I 4 0  . Li I I I p ft * * L*lr> J  4 I » ftl x}_l I * Lw-7j I I |AJ 4j pA xiaC ^ - >  4 .4 *A 1 * ( li.xl I » **» > L
• ~*~ p  ft ^  _? 1 ^  1 i X ~>i) I ^ - 7 . 1 1 4_j j  < t J l_ )  I < i »  11 J 4 a C l_ j-J  I 4. a *a L a I  I A ^ j J a j J  l^ j 4_*^  x l l  I
*( ^ I ~ . I j  j  ‘ * J J  ) )  A aA__a_=>JI 4__^SjaJI <J1>I ^  p-A  j ^ L d u «  ~fc A j  ^ »X t L g-xx I ^ j-g-Lp I
t r * J  — 1*^ W j j  J -^  ‘ O*-^J-** J-*>-* *J-^°JJ
. p *^**- j jp  xiJ I ^P  I uliL^j-7-xx-< t_HjI tJlil iJxJ Li
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The Representative Translations of Arabic
Expository Texts
Text 7
Bahrain Red Crescent Organizes
Intensive Courses in First Aid in 
the Coming August and September
The First-A id Committee of the Bahrain Red Crescent Association has 
decided to hold intensive courses in first aid in August and September. The 
courses will be available to all. Instruction will take place in Arabic and 
English. Firms, companies and national organizations can nominate their 
staff as candidates for these courses, said Mr Zuhair Salman al-Dalal, the 
chief of the First-Aid Committee of the Red Crescent Association.
He said that the First Aid Committee had published a prospectus of all the 
information relevant to the courses which will be held on various aspects
of first aid, such as an introduction to the principles of first aid, the 
contents of the first aid box, wounds and their treatment, burns and their 
treatm ent, artificial respiration, choking, the side recovery position, heart 
and lung stim ulation, haem orrhage, shock, fractures and their treatment, 
road accidents and the transport of the injured. There will be a theoretical
and practical and examination during the courses.
He explained that the course would comprise eight separate days - three 
days per week - Saturday, Monday, and Wednesday. Each lecture would last
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for two hours and would be held in the Association headquarters on the 
second floor. Course fees would not exceed ten dinars including instruction, 
the course book, the examination, the card and the graduation certificate.
He said that the prospectus would generally be distributed. Those interested 
could fill in an application form and send it to the headquarters. The time of 
the courses could be obtained from the Association, which was located near 
The House of the Holy Koran.
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Text 8
The Minister of Higher Education 
Meets the Zimbabwe Minister for Scholarship 
Affairs and the President of the University of 
O ttaw a
Mr M undhir Ibrahim , the m inister of H igher Education and Scientific
research met Mr Josef Kyoor Foil, the m inister of state for national 
scholarship affairs in the Republic of Zimbabwe.
Co-operative relationships between the two friendly countries and ways of 
strengthening them, in the educational, scientific and cultural fields were
discussed at the meeting.
Mr M undhir Ibrahim , the M inister of Higher Education and Scientific
Research, also met Dr Antoine Iride, the president of the University of 
Ottawa in Canada.
S cien tific  and cultural co-operative relationships which have existed 
between the universities of Iraq and the Canadian universities and ways 
for developing them were discussed during the meeting.
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Appendix 9
The Translations of English Argumentative Texts
Translator 1 Text 1
dC j  < k - J
( J - j j - k  C r *  j  £ _>d ^L; j jL »  ( j j-w -L u  ^1  j — j d = l  <—iI jL io  ^1  ^  p£_>JI
I*I ^  A > i  v <» d J  ^  <A.i^ O 1 V  C r ? ~ d l  C r*  ^ J - A  J t 3 d J i  0 ^UI ^  <;!j
 ^**- ^3^X -i |i JX^ JLC i  J f  i  j i  <bl j^ V (-Ajb J-* l^-« I ^ .8. 0  L -tt-J j d  l j j !% <« p ic  TV
^ _ m )I^ _ J I  ^ L j JbJl_« iiX ^Jl d U i  ^ all 2^ -* -#  _> * (j- Idl c ~ *  ^ d L l i
SI j ^ k J I j  <5dd>Jlj t.^ah Law J L -a - j  j - s \  1_J J - *-y  ^  Ajdeul 4 - k j L  ^ j —ll llj <^-i J  ^ ^  4-Ld_j««J
^I^ j_ l.'x I 4_*j'iM ** • !•>»11 «_sLJaII <_> L^> ^  d L h - . l  ^  j J I  d j  bid" >-il—»^  ^ . i  i *j J  I 1*^» ^ o J lU I
. L kjL *i >•*«“ T ^ i J I  j  11 d j  jJ L*
■“■I - ■ I ^  -»I ^ _ l d j  I j j ^ l w  La L i L l » ^ O i j  j  LxJ I 4 1*1 •> 111 a i v 9> ^1  I j  < C 'i  I g g -d  I j
a I ■ ■ ‘i -^» jJ I cua^m.J I <s—>  ^ iV >1 4 <* 0/  ^ 4^wwftj L^j Jj L« _y*^   ^ i x
l^_» Jbj(_« <Jyp J^ S L a  ^ A j d l  u l i j j L -  i V a J • <L« If  4JUa.» LdU  I ujjJiAi j  4»a A e. Lu I l^j «> j
d J i  ^ ^ d l  sLpJI ^ L Jd d  o j d :  J_c A l ^  o A i d  ^ j d J !  J^LJI ^JL^UI
t^j-* _}_A-d 6 Idl I ^111 4jI1-|^  J  j Jum J^*OUU T^.jOhrtO ^ddJI ^ j \  £ * o C \ J
. ^ j L  < . i ^  4JLj Ju* ^  ^ ,i >■% ^11
4_«jb L d l l  La--*^  l^^_L. j»_> |i^  11 v ^*v Iy \  Lj ji j J I  d -d j l  ^Jl (i IdU  I ^ S d J I  j>a_i ^ d
4_«^.« < L<-8-i SI <— A i V ^ «<*« t ^ j J I  ^J_«l—i J I  j _ ^ J a d l  j_JI_J j L d l  4 ti  *> 111 A ' \  fri ^  J -L
4_-« l ^ _ d l  I—i d  I ^J—^  ^ ^ - " 1 1  4-*A(d i I* “ A I -X_5 . L^J p i  i a II
Lu^_» Ijj  J l j - j ' i l  ^ 5  d l  ^ej-uAJI L d - j j J l  >j-^ ^d=jJI <^ *_»j_9'xll ^^dsdJ
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 ^ I ^  ^  I ^  < < < t  11 4 1* L<-w J ^  i ? ft Ll* ‘ * ■1 j j  L) ^ j j L c  j  * * j  I j j b
^ »£•> j J  I g . t j  j j  VI 1-xJJ Lmojj Lwuj 4 j I ■ I - “ j  o  I L^_» J j  L» a ^at.** I . j j t  L«j J
j  I '~ ^  *i! i.^ .ft.i»j 4 * in *I I A AA 4j I *i/l <Uo L i .  < Jr» L< I ^ l  .lldLC- "ill
dil^_> I 4_l I j l  L$J -^>.«»-S-<->« i~> g s Lft A le j  \ ^ -0-*-> £  ^ S L io  <-<_l.>.aJb-wJl I . ~- • ** I _j~ ■“ I j  1^3 aL<_9
*■ ■ ■» I * 4-J L <■■ «5> A_aJJ A^ j, < t l  I I ^ * I i»l ,i .« ^y> h i ^J_> A—».t^ <_*JaJkU A i V ft ^  4— 4.. b.l.i I j J  I 
4 _ J j 'i l l  ^_L*_J I _j_ft j  <-*>■• 4—» t^i >g V 4 i j i  in*« 11 4_j ^  J-y‘» ^1  L*^ . 4_<_w_*j^jJ I AjLc La<jJ I
• jJ  »■ > Oud I j  »“ m» (J  ^ jj  p ig j j i  I g Ligii.j»11
p .?  j  A I  J j  bL^ ^  A i I £ —• 4_^- bUa I ^J^-5 (_J-° I A j L  p  bta. I d>  A A o  AS j
J _ »  a_ ^J «±jIa_*.J J - ^ - l  • <-*j - £ = J I £ -*  c j L i j L i - .  (J  Lja jjJI *— <_—*-& Jj-=»>^ L^jj.j _*j
4 • > •  <_JUa_i < J i X i » lIiL j Uu IaJ I j  j-<-i ^1 4j Lm ^  ^  I J"* ^ j j * m  A
l—<_wJI I <«-v l^^ j_>*i (g^jl^JaJI <JL^ . L^^ j L I^  <4 ^A_»_jj'ill I'vtI
j^,»_L?kI I ■>“ J^l 4_u9 <L« ^  I J~> **> ^  jJ  I iA_S _jJ! * LtaJ I > i ia i j  jJI
|J ^_Lj^_s*yi ^.>Jj^Jl bL jbjL« iA.^ L^j . ^_L—II ^USJI ^  jf-i^Jl
4-J Lj < 4_« L I I A ■■>■« 4_4_w L«^ Jj j j  f iJl)Lo ^ jLftll >V »-i 'ill ■ at ■« 11 ^| , V-> ? ,« I I L^ -l-i
jjj bLL> I J 4_*X d i  L i  j L i t l  u_» L  <C*^S^JI ^-t -ftj ULi. 4jSl^ll 4 J ^ j   ^ Cs"** -
. «_9 Jb^J I I dft lj  4j»J ^  ( ( I "*« A 5) ^ jj  L«wJ I 4* ~v Lw ^Lj Aj L*
^ J l ^ ^ . ' i l l  I L i _ , j j l  i i^ -» .-^ . ^ L S L «  (^ r «  4 _ L ^ . L w J I  4 j >_i_ l k J I  < : l ^ j j i . ' i H j  I S . ^ t - . ^ . l l  ”i l ^
4 - l a ^ x J J  I A  A f t  ^JLu ^  l j  •  jjj— j . l.l »«. < ^  _? > ■ ■< wo 4 j L j  4 f t  k i l l  A A ft ^ j ftj  L  * ° j
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Translator 2 Text 1
(3  L t - j  ^ 1  .J—■»■» t . \  -w Jfl -> « . l l  • L ^ jL a *  1_> JJL* j AaJL« Lo»C
^ L  j J s  b _ s j  . vl« 4^ . ^ ^ U s l  ^ 1  Lo >p I j jk  < L<_s_) j j l  i__>^jl^. «<»11
O Lj 0 e 6 d i V I LJ I j^AJU Jbijut V Li kl^  I Jjk 0 tf j  . ^ 1  jbU=VI J - j  Lkjj c ^ l j  
J  C j J b  ^  bL» iX I*  iV < ... II ■ V i—..j w j  Lt-o l J  4 ^ J_ j . Ik l jl
< <dj j^. 4 < i-i» < I p-^idl <J ^JJI J^^ .j_U ^^wjjJI j^ < JL_a_=>JI ^jS- bLaJ ^jliJI ^  Li_a_i ^ 31 <_j_^l&.
• J j - J ^  ^  i * J i I 1 1 ^
k o ^ I T11 j j  | 4-k«»_gj  bL JJL. iiV..<-« II ^ J i t j^  . O  U JJ  3 A j iV'>)l >Jli*y L  > -fc ^/l ^ . .  ~w 4 In •> 111 <J1..<.L )
^ \ S J  - LJLjj-a l_>__■j J > a .  j  4—Lb 4—_*_w Lk-wJ I 4 _ j  ^  •> 11 3 1 < i «<aJ»fc«»..ll 4 J u J ^ _ ^  p  ^  J  " j  ^1  I i V > < J
^ i a j u  j  4_3^ ,in i j L w  I ^  ^  I j  • t j  in  L » ll i l i L  j - L t w i L  4JL.I<^ L  * J j  J j  I <J j j u  ^  I ^ ^ - U) I
. 11 3 1  ***1 ^  4JLj A j  4j 1 *"w j j  >L w a J  1 «ln~b L
^  J J  I I (JvlJ I^  111 ^ J j^  ^  * 8a>i 1 ^~>i) |«Jb l^jJ J j  ^ j  J J  L <__3I_j^-£ JlI 1 ^ L c  ^ L J
^  * L ^ J I  b J j L J I   ^ 4 j jL J I  d J jh  ^L  I|V » • A 1 «** 11 J  l i t  J  • A j J j  ^  JkJL diJ
*■* _? ^ - j J L t i J I  L_*ji_i^jjl <_j^_l^J j .zJm*JI >_jjj_i>JI j J I  4 _ s L o 'J L  'il I
|i O I  3  L»-1 • j  Jl I ^  L w  ^ jJ I  t- lIJ ^  L*J 4_j j ^ o u a J  I 4 J  j J l J  I 1 V K7i 4—*£ j j J  I 4  ( iA <■>,) I u l  L <.*,«,> J I
^ J j I ^ 1  ^ j Lj I ^ J l j  j - s 'i l l  ^-LL ^ J l  ^j^duhSjL) *J*-J u-S ^ mi 4jl ^_S^X_J
j  j j  Li <J_«_ftjL.x—*.U I ■ ~^ ■ *■ 1^  “ -k I 4 l~i ^ 1^ 3 ^L-3 jU iJ  I^ _«j^« 4^  In «11 J.^ j» j ^1 J  In ?Ij
^J— ^  ..<,* nJ I j _j  ^  T 11 ^J^L>>j  ^1  ^  i^ J~i 7««« i «J1«J>^ J  I i^JU J  4j I I <2r^9 * ^
p i -* Lj J  Li t I 3  * * ^J < V 'nt 11 JLtl j  ^  I 4_> L i  L c j  j^OJU ^  I .*■? j  I j  ^ A j  ^-3 ^ 11 L ^ J  I I
j-» I ^ Jk  3 j_ ^ jJ I  d J-Jh j  < ^  j_ja_LC uff ~ ~>I ^ i o L  ^ J l  ^^ *<3^ j  ^J^jcjLs . 4j_wwlj^JI
.<3_UII 4 L x^ J I  ^ ■ y i J l  ^ 1
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Translator 3 Text 1
p^_JI J-«-9 4j L^p I vxU bX^ j La.*.w.< O ^  00-*~"~'*^*' J^j^ LLI ^blxl ^1 j
bLL>I o ^  uLs-i . bX« 11v$«?»< LkLous LU Yv iv*» I_)-** j^^ LLI i «»< o ^
p.U>J I I JJk lLi^ X .^ J  Jxa.aJ1 r^* i V •■ 11 <o [*~'~*4 |J L-U 4^ .1^ **
J U l d J j ^ j  L t j i j >—iji% <a_ « '_j 1 L^> bX>L* ^j^L*.. pi jx-ll J l
. p-Ls»J I <xJJ ^  J jta j  >.* I j Xj    4^ .1^ -xv ^  ^ Us I 4 < «A I -Jj.il ^ j J I  J^.jJI 6 I j
j-^-b I j  A X_» ■ ^  1^ * ? -fc ^  ijJLka I i V ^  j  .» « J  *\ «*.» Lfrj I—«Ja J  ‘La.lj-b* j^jblial 4 f~i I »,**. .l«-v bXJ j
4__j J  -v J J  4_b<baOb.«£»J I 4_X_) J—^. 4 • j-j I i V 11 J_*I_£JI A xl '.Vi.^ .x-.x I ^_P p b j ^LbJajI bl_£bXj(_« i \ <<...11 
^j-Sb^U O"* 4-Li J  k* II 1 X jL * >\ i «« 11 4-1 j«P  jjl-J J ^ -1-® xi-ftj . J ^ ! ^  Lb-ft-; J j l  >_>j XjxJ j  4x v i J  4-<-.x Lb.t«
J-£ oLJI ^ j J I  *■ • I i-» X j  4-j j-L« I -^^ Ll j  Lall «JLi LbJJaJli Lj bljk Li. J ^ j  4JL* b**i I * ■>■ bX3 £jj^> ^1
^Lij_JI ^jh Jj'iN 4 ju ^  bX-JL j^ . J J i  ^  JJ  j - ^ -a ‘-r-^  (J *4
j  <4_^ l^ _bv j^^LLI < l^ x.1 <4 III dxjk jJU. J -^ '  o~* p-* ^  ^ 04 *—I—b_l^ *y jS*JaJ\j
l^_jbi_jL« .X.   II LmX-j I j^rt % I 4_jt_jj_pj kj_SLi 4_*j L5 jJ j >^». \ ^x JI p  ^ »11
j^_oLbiaJI ^S_i^_s'yi *^1 t__t^ P>JI iXJL) ^ xLjjJI ^A_> j^VI b^/^ P>o^ SbJI a L^<_9 Llp clxfJL
xJ^—JI I  ^ L«j ^j_«aXaJI b_b«.i.,U 6^ l_XxII bXiLc L*p»JI j^ti <ij  ^j^l x^.-w oLLL-ixj pj^p>dlj
^-bJaI  -^ft-i ^ j_s"y I ^ 11 I bXjLS ^^ Jb_> ^1 ^ 4-> Lj L^jLs (^_> bX> L* X < ... 11 . J^jLbX
(_& bXjlS j  t < r ~b. 'i/ ‘u- ^ l  l*>^ o ' Cr* J i  o^L- !
2 . U <jb j A 46 J J  U b 4_bjLxJLxubi I L^ JaJa^ .^
(^-^j-ll I o^1 j - ^ j - ^ l  J  <»-Ja-lbXJI *xjIj Z j_dl J ^ J  £.^3j  j  Ja_5i bJJxj o ^ J
j ^ • I ijt3^  -^ I  cjULl^JI *joJJ Oj^ -t iI L*<m 1*4^  ^  ^JLJI
^  ^ J  ‘ * I | J  1 ■ b " I | O^btbJ 'il * J^ 1 ^  ■" " * I X T I | # ) ,4 |^j iX* L* »^| Lo
. ^a^^aOJI 4 .^  ^ J x  4_xJJ ^  11~» “*■ <AjL>JI <■ La>-i-JI «X>LcL«^ JI
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I I I I ^*3 I ^4 j^S»J LjLj 1^ bLi Jj L* I J^-4 I J^ dj
C ^ J  J -  htjuMnu j^_<_<-*_i ^1 >liLa» jLftiI 1 i 8 i si u jj i% t-> a *[ t-. l^ j « ,«
1  ^i ^  (_J“ 9 Lu 4_) » «JliL-t ^Lx« i V 9 C ^gjjj ui 11 ^j-* o jj t-lLI j j  4>i t**« 8 8~fc I 6 hlft 4jJ jldirf
I ^  i * % ^  J_L J ^  <;^jl^_laJI 3JL>J 4_> L^j ^( - > »  J  ^-jlL^JI ^-g_i ^ _a J l
L jj ^LiawmJI ^LjjJI ■» j  L^ -JI
.jd—ll ^Ij -aJI y^s J -^ -i <^*-^ ^
L. i \ >C bLwJ I |»l >i.>.iL>« U «Jn^ J I ^jlj Jl ^ijjso j  <11 |*^~<-^ (_i~^ '^ "- '-^-> L« iA.j.wJI Lj j
J J U I I  4_*v L>.»J  I t—J Lj  ^ J lA) 4—» 11 i* '«  Ls I i  I J I  4_i—a j J  I 6 ijjb ^_j -^ J  t >■»->« I I 4—* Li—— JI <y* J*
a_j ^  I p l > 11 t * LJ jJ  O-*-*  ^ J  J i  ^ *,“—^ f ^  Lss-uv J j J j L* j..<.«,«J I j-M L_> ^  . LJ Ia
4 2nJ L-a-llI J  d ^  J «^« 711 Li_8_i j-sl <—»^   > »A t_ily&. I ^-8-' ^1 y* jJaA -illlA C j ^  ^ _^J
J l _J-k L» Li-8—» -^31 t—l j  »*v ^  k i i J j jL  ^1 4_I^ J ^^4  i L j - . t-» e 4j L>
. ^ j l j  Ae j j  d U» 1 JJ ^lb L« J-*J ^  I J I a  I i-JJ i  ^  iA^y« ^
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Translator 4 Text 1
^L Ju* L> iv-fc L.-a-j j-sl l-ij .'i~v q^>—II or* AjL* j^ j —_L-i ^ I j —« j^j^ LLJ o>^
* 0 r ? ~ ~ - ^  ( J  f* -61 Y v  ^  ^ J J - * -  O r* ^ L ?  (*J-d p 2 ^  Or*
O j-^ J j  .  I Jhj I 8 > “  j  I j  J a .  4 j  (j 4-<-*a H I .3j JLaJI J ^ J j J I  j J L c  I I j  J a .  4 a .  I j - < j  bU » ^ U j
a j  L a i I O r*  d L L ^  ^  j J  I J a j L ^ J I  O r*  ^Li J j L* r  1 p l j j d ^ l l  I j ^ i A
4—t_L_aJI L L J L l*  I I j  « I II ^ j j  . . . l i t  6 g I j  % j  4—ft 1 1V «1 I j  *C A  j  1 j L a .  j  L.*.a_! j - >  I <—i j  ■«'>»
t  b ij  i v *— >L -i(5J $ j-JL ll  j^«».<-i« I a I p <« >**■ I>» b L  kXjL ^ j . ~ J - j  ^ I j —» l^isI * l~>^I ^ j j  
J^_)C2h_) ^  I VjL>w* I i V » < I ^ j _ J J I j  4—j  I • J I  J  . L «I ^(_| Jj(_*  \ j  **■ “ -*  ^ ‘ * ' 1 '“- 3 4 L*J
•  o  L c  I  < a  i  j j  I u j  j  *  j  j  < u > i «  A  ( _ J ~ ^  I O r *  ^  1 <<* L f a w J  I < j  j a J  I j h A i  j  i v  • >  t  c u a s i w m i J  I <  ?  j  j a
j _ L  O r ^  _ }  < j  j j * a j « J  I > J 1 > 1  > I J - i  ? ( I {^ »  A J j « j  I j J i  ^ J _ i j J a J I  ^ L >  J j L *  J ^ j l  J j L t J I  O r *  * K J
lULA j j  O  > « ~fcj—» ^ ^ j L i > , . ,X  lI i i V A> ? -v I I 4_bl^JI L~>J I a J sU ir f  j j  4j j_L«/1 j
• * * I I t
i U j  ^  ^ U l  J L j l J j J  J-JJ-G ^  L j ^ j  0 1  b L ; J J U  0 L £  ^ J l  J j M l  L * U  ^ J , \ S
L J j j J I  (J  J  «* J - ^ l  O r * J  O r ? ^ ^  Or-* » J ^ = J  J - ^  Or-*
^  j j  k  J l j_ * i-^ sJI ^ - e j - j J U I  u _ » j^ JI j-^ -» - j <3^-11 O/^-i"^ ( J j  • o / ^  »> v 3 «» » ^ j J l j
« ^ ^ a J u J I  3 - ^ j J I  L<-^ hLo I^a-I I ^ L j u ^ I
^ x j ^ V I  ( ^ i s j J I  J ^ _ ^ l  v > * -  | * - i ^ j  ( ^ - i  c)  c k  ^ J ^ * - *  J ^ J
< J  O r *  |*~ “  '  ^   ^ - "  * -   ^ <— »j  ~ >  1 1  J ^ a - < - i  I j -t_i O  I A jjJa ^ n  I < _ i  I A  J b f  l _ 9  ^ _ C
■ V * . V t ft J  ^ ■ 1^  I j  8 A ■ A a . -s. . t l j  — I p - 1 l_9 J_M« J  1 * J  ^ I I p ‘ r- J j l  ‘ J
<J L IU . ^ j j  4—4-*w-*jjJI 4 - J U I  j J I  p U aJ  Lj <J (_5 *—1 j  11 Q^j ^  ■ ■-j
j* * I j j j  « 4-a—*^—4^jJI iijLc L .^ J I  p ■ * Lj 3 *^* ^J>^ <^11 6j —«-*Jll ujU  Lcw JI j  ^ •.11 L
<_*£■ j - J  Lj 1 ,<-a. I L j j  u - i  j.atJ I L5 j jL lJ I  Or* ( _ i ^ j . U  L^U bLj A j L* 0 /j-<-«-Lj j J a j  <^-v j
.jJL L U  ^ ^ 1  ^ J ^ V I  ^*jL>Jil < j j j i i  L o  U
O r *  l(- ^ J J ^ -  c j ^ " 9  —i J J   L ^ ” < ^ “ - J~ ' J J l  £ — *  - i s J J — I j f l j u  .  1  I d j _ <  I ^  ^ - J  j jL »  ^j U j
O r - *  l j i - 8  ^ . .>,8 7 . . . .  «  cTj U j  j l — a l l  U j i _ j  j _ s l  <— i j  *»% ^ J  i X » I L a >  I ^ i J  I j  *n  ««»11
0 r ^  jJ l l  o ;]■* vlLI j j  l > j j j  j  ^J-wuULj ‘ “ - *< l« J j U l l  A >XJb ^ j\  i V i > . 4—i j  jJL*« j j  I ■*•■! U I -.. 11 
4_J L J  4_> L^j ^  U _I j ^  ^ . v « J  I ^  J ^  I j  L  j  j  j^o j_« I j-^Jaj 4_i • ^  ~ 11 >71) Li ^  L J  I
i—9 j  <« ^ a J I  ^  j A.rf L i— JI  ^L w J  I ^  I j —k ^j^LLJ ^JJ 4_9Lo V L j  L<_a_ > j_91 <—> j  >% ^  pgjlj KJI 
I L_a_J j J  I i—>j > j  4-« J  ^>~fc ^a—> ^jJ I  I.T..J jJI L<_—JI e. L.tv I J j J j j  J^^LU*
. ^ .L -J I ^ L a J l  0 ^  ^ t J s j J I  j ^ J j j l l  ^ j > * j
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-^Lw-xJI J^J I ^  I ^ a ^L jjL  La^^SL ^xJI 3.i,^ -v_jJI <^>w>JI ^J
■ * -^ - “ * l ^ j 1^- 4-tirflUtJI 6 Jjfc j^j_J ~^* 8 * 4-l-Xrf L-wJ I CjL ^UJI  ^ OlJL* pj L* tJJLC
* -^S-j ^ j—s'i/l I -^*j ^1I »_)jj^. _^« j^o^La*JJ <!—*->« L I  u _ i l ^ I L-g-. I t _ > <_• j  ^
. L& jL>jJ .^x-i-x/ <a^ 1I & jjb  ^ -^* Lg-Xw I L*xJI <>~>i L J  L^. Xj L»
VJ_^o <_=JL^II j  ^  ^ ^ J |  4 ^ L d l J_LUI l i l A .  jJaiJI J ljh ;L
xJI 'yi pi—Xj>JI . La Lxjlc V <_$_>!_£ J^J ^ '^3_r? <—3_^—~v LJLj s I
d Jjb J  4 »*> t I U jj-g« - e j  4_l^ _* ^  4-Lfcfl j  JxU I t 9 i ^ _9 I *■ ' j  *"«- ^  iLi. V «
- *-5lj ^  ^
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I I y i I Ct
j b L L I  J  *JJ |*J-d J t 5 ^  ^ L ^ L .  J ^ = *  O* f ^ - > ^  t h
_^J-*-® ^ j - *  L j X «  i i j  J j J I I ijjb  j*- ®^ * » ‘T*1* II l j x . L  _^^ *4  ^ I {j-+  4JLaa Y V  3 u u  4& .lj-t«
a j . - 4 ,  A La a . _^J-^ -s La«A  I I j  4j  I Jfrg.Xj b b  J j  La J  * ~x 11 J-4-g.xJ jS - J L J I j  a J - j J x  XjJLaJ ^ o t u J I
4_j j J  i* .> » r >  I j J  I J j _ J ^  X V * I J  j  J j  j J  a I j  £ La j j  l . a ..» I I j  L J  I L*-g—I j j  I *—J  J  »*^
. 4a. I j_j4 bLL V 4aSL>J I j  4»f-t 9II
j_j_w_I I (_J—*-* La^  . a j._ » ix ~> 11 jl>Li LSI* "JL  Ij_4-^  Ijjj*j£i L^i j^ jL* ^ ljx< L^LI ‘*J L  1 ■ •*. I»■ j_jj 
i «-> I 4-La Lw 4- i - x< L j-x< 4_j j - J i .  ^ J J  4 i . n > . »  II <-X_j j . ^ .  ^  a kXjjU ^ y j l  a*> 1L  l e t  . L  *« I ^L» J j L a
a> 1 * ILx (Lj J^Lolj I <ajl* jJ5 4J j£- (_Jj-L <jl -LaJitl j j j  . bJLijiI «_>
4-Xj hL< ^  4-1L*.tt.X.»» 'J  * U .  J - ^ S  bJx<!»j»J  <JL) L x. I j - L t £ J  a j  ' ft 1«% <> L  U w  ^  4j j J j j  I ^ jS * J j  a ^ > a  ULI
4 La Lcj j  ^j—SLaJI >-"■.,*■» I J-S ^ j b  >, . X
JjLL^JJ I a Jjb jl *>»j al •> » p-^ajlj—ff >**. I~i «~fc I____ £j—* <-^_LJ I >' I. ,< ) jl j_j jJLi ~^> ,-^ La 4 afl a j
j  L» <..! I O j  I g JI a i \  a  ^  ^Lj  J j L  i V * **• 11 ^  J u 3 ^  • a j ^ L   ^ <L_c [ ^ .J s  ^  j -J I ^  * - * * l  I j
( j —g I J J-Cj Lj-) L i. J J 1*1 •>!. I jJLj VI LuLj j j l  LJJI % i—ij^J ^ . a- t j j  *JI J^l J4J J*jj 4j j L j l J I
iv i,.x «J I J L 5 j  . j j i i L *  —)^L < x L ^ x « j  >n >< 11 j^ - j - j .* x JI ^ J u * j  ^ x L * j  ^ j x J I « .L.xa_<-JI <ji»LpL*~>.)I
a j j  U  im I ( j —«-l ( J - c  ^ . I j j J ' i / l  ^ x L j J I  j - ^ 5  j i l  ^  j -6~*-* ^ j - 2^  c P  ^ L » ^ L *
j « x w  I j J - f  c ^ L a X w J I  (^x  <j I a i« j  La J j L  j L x ^ * J  I j « j  j j  ^^ L111 ^ l3  j X j j «  j ^ )j  <„...r> ^
< « l i ‘>« I) ^ i<-Ia  I <jJ I ^J«>.x» ^ I j  0 -9  <—» j J kj  > 9 9 ^  J ^  'Jl ^J*V  I .J L a g  La J»jg j  < <* ■ L | j j  j j _> X
Cj I j  i^  ) I i X 9 J • a J-jI j J  I lIiL 1 .I »^~> 11 p 4 a Lj J  * a  J^ - ^  d j-JLl I I  ^* ( *m I ■  ^— "V f j ^ a  j
X.4 ,■.<»J I ^ JLa.i j  ^ j A x J ^ / l  ^ a.X?>>lI J - I - L U j _ J L a  J - *  I J - *  J j< a -Lc  J - ^  ^ -a .X-> .a  aL>»J II
L a j_>  I ( j j" ^  1  ^ ‘ ^ - * J  I J » j  j j L J  I I J . - J  ^LL I - i) j-< - l^  ^  j » <  *» j J  I a  i VL j->  ^ j l  bL  hJj L
aJ j U L I  d _ b  ^ i J j .  o J L l ^ J L I  4- j j j J L w j J I  < .k l ___I L  J _ k x 3  ^ J l  ^ L i a U t l  O J - J k j J l  v j - ^ 1
4 a J~> >11 < .  ~h < X <v xJ  I j  <_a L a  ^  j - ^ .  I 4 - j  i V 4 ^ a  t X i L  j l  > a  U ^ i l  J ^ j  J ^ J L  O . L
4—L^.w-a j  ^ L  x i j  j^ _ j  > ,v . 111 <j _ 4  j -j4 L x — 11 aL*swx<JI ^ I j _ 4 j  M—L I j  ^ ^ g j l j  L J I  4 I L_=>J 4_> L^j L a j_ > I
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A - I  j  Lj ^  • ^ -Lw t I l$J L a j  £j £- I <*Ja_cll <*• j ^ i >  11 » . I U» T ... LtJLu . pJk A_> A th.»
<-*-*« L - w l  I «_il_^j'yi 4_* j  ^  11 U U . I ^ l-«- p “ * A_9 I t  J A  v^,I * Aj  L*
_^J—• 4j  Ls ^_<_« *}/l j _)Lj  ^ j (_«wJI <u L^u« bLj A j L  A_<_wJI I A_> L» AA£ ^  . I ^ I
.aK a
(_<_&_>sI l j j j a  O -4  ^ rH  j _ < ^ j  < a < a a i! I  L*dJI ^v,l j j b  j  < ^  t*>**>- J L a  Jl_3_*
L . n^> l^j—*1 < 4 _ ljjJ I  A .l-b  <^ 5^ ? -> j L» ^ 1  ^ i v <j  ^ J l ^  ... *v I o  j L ^  (_J-^ <-L*.a-«
. I A> L* A i ... 11 ^  l^-x< bUs I Aj( i*i •> I ^ -8-0  _J ^-* “ ^  J  ^3"4-?
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^£S_*j I - «I j  ; J  » . *) La  *y 1 1—ft L g-L. 4 _ J j k l ^ U l j  p-UaJLa 4-e^wJull 4 -L  L t l  1a **. > .r> I
_^"H (.jl I i j  ^_<_L>JI J_*3_Oj ,S j J  » . » 4-^-L. aJlal l~i I ... 11 J-J-*  *yi
L^« J jL )  Jb J  ^ jL ^ u W  I ‘ a « - A i ^ 1  l^ )L w  Cj~* S i  ^ I a  I 4 A u f l J  "ill j j k  L t ^L1 J L > J I
. ^ j X .  I < Jj.a  ^  I J  J  Jj*J I <L*ljl p j S’ 2X *a > 4 ' «1 ^  j  J  ■ 11 <L* j S L J I  
j l  » ^  j l  ^■“ 'v I p—a j J I  <i . . . ; U ^ I  <^ j£- < u L u  J*^~ iV 7 II Ll3 La^Sw* >~- i I (_• XJS- ^ > y J \  J _ ^ m J I  ^ -L _ j
jJLs J  > . c j J I (iLsJ'y L k jl^  (( j \ \  (^ « V I )) ^2L*J^ ^  I j  ^_wL>JI i J  p J  • *^*
J u  ^yS«.i j~*  I ^ -S-  ^ L« i V >c ^ V \  I *J-& p ^ I j J I  ^  ■ . * I L . ^  . 11 a L a aJ I
t >  U  j j X j  aJLtJLdJ ^ j J I  u j l  * < ? *^11 |*L« I ^  4 %^ j d  1 X j L d * £  X a  ^  J  ^ * iih  i l l j t #
,^ —*jl_j-9 J-^  ! \ _^i_*Jl_) <oL J(_5 ^X aX j s  1^ i.v.<.» . <J^ Lc _j-^£ <-z>L-L..<J I a jjfc jLjitJ 4 ■«L *
I J^_* I p J  1 **~ ** _J 4_i_S t__a^C^_* -? »<n-J *—«J U  bU L 4 , « , . L II < Jljj* JI
^_> j J I  J~>«« 1j>JI i 'i 1^-»JI >•*.>> I > » i^  _ ^ j k  J^l C w jb  ^ x J \  JI^_*»«Jlj . La
i v ^>3~* ^ -  ^ ' * u ^ t j - « j  ■ e -  ^ ■ I <^_A J u A  <_• J  L o  AZaLlj-^-J 4_J I  h  j  «J I ‘ ** *1 t-» I ... 11 >Jla i V •>" I
* j  ^  I p « dU^ ^  ....'. i p ~ ■ < J ^ I  p  I—>0-9 *y I L*jl ^  ^  <j L J^SLi«j ^ . L k L J I
^ 1  j  -> i L J U .  pJh ^  ^ - L j  <j^ _a j J I  (j^-JlaJLaiiI ^jrk-nt ^J.»A»j  <-LU i  ^ J l O L a  J . ^ * ^ 1
O - * * <jj ~ ""* ^  p ^ 7 0,« X-3 JL L L I ^J—w-uw 4-J ^  ^L tJL S lfl La LmO_9 ^_L*j
• j - L i J I  J l  j l ^ ^ l  (J  p ^ L ^ I  ^ J J i  < 3 ^ ^  LJx < J j i  p j j - l  j X j
<JlaL I^^> j J  ^L^. I j  ^ p ~ 1 <a I i^ j m^ J ^ L i o  <J ^ o I ^ o a . k  j L a^ j A « J o  4_*j Lk-» J pJk I ^ 1  ^1
J - o ^ U :  J - e  ^bL L 'ill J - ^ j  ^ i y U J I  J . J ^ . d l O* ^  . < J ^ L
<_*_< ft «__9^_9 J - 4 L»ri 0.11 p L .1  ^ ? 11 t 0 0 j  < ^ . IJ  ^  £j £- LmS j S^  j  p  ^ a 11 < ,^ 'v ^ ll  p  ^ zJ I
U j j u  4 i l~t I j J  I j j  j j  J l  I Lft j j  J j  ^  l i t  i ^ . "  J1^ j j j  j j L a  ^ o L m i I 4_> ^Li 4j ^ <C( I
>...«->« Ll » ^ L s ^  ^1 X £  I j . a X j u  ^  4_o j j  15 A iJX Lv>_« p ^  < 11 < ^a.^jll p^  7 11 4 « • ■ L  ■ ^  > 11
LgJL. Lfcg>-g.a A >J_i 11 ***« "V j  ^  I I i V ~w 4jLft I i_ )L w  "il p ^ ■ 4 <_»JL-^J.I J L lZ C  I p j  4al ^*/-i-o J j tJ
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j _ s  a ■«1 U  j  j  . 11 <ji<( t-i I . . .  II ^ 1  L j »  j Jl s \ j  . ^ > 1 1  1 ^ i 1c  (_5J te  I   p i c j L l L  { j - *  <*513
< _ * p j  J - ^  (_J***-* •« p L - g - U  1~ > J ~ > j  l j _ > U  p ^ . . ^ 4 _ « j l A J  L ^ . j j L -
^  M j-g-i j  < _ il j  > 7  I «JL>(_JL«£ J _ 9  < >t> * ~>t I c Z j i. ,^ '>  11 ^ » ^*j| * 8 J  < - i L j  ^  . . . .  -4. p |  i \  *r*
J L g J u C  I i V 8 ^ J  J  ^  <0*11 J - ^  J - £  “A* * X ">-» |J  J J  j  L L ^  ^1  1^ i V «j  .  <-iJ>l ^
^  j J  c—i^  l i i t  I ^r> > ■» II <UjLp p_«v I ^ . . - 8,1 J .« jh i^ 4jI ^1 < t ^ A j  "i! ^ - o  L v I < j blj a j  ^ j l j X  A
a ^ L j l w J I  ^  j _I  J _ * £  I ( ^ ~ >  ^ l^-«Jj>  i V n g J n ^ L s L s  4_l •> A  ^  •* ** ^  . - . I  U I ... II
J J  j j  lj -J -<_. |i p  ^« I J j  > . .—o^ O  I JJb  ^y«. 4 I . JJL* jJLlA J-*"® >**XjJ p~* O  J^JJt-JI
* <( ( £ ~  " y j j  J ^ 8-*-^   ^ _} IJ ALc J  aJ I - ‘ 11- J ^l.aJa
j i l  p  ^ ~ 11 i^ .  >11 L ^ l i a ^ l j j  p  ~ J  < a j ^ L  4a j L a J  «JL >lal_^ J J l  jL g J L s 'y i I I J jk  ^*JUL*w-«^
p—UaJI “ ■ — o l  J l  ■5_jL«o VLj ^ —o I ^ a J I  J  <_».IaI p  j_ c  j_ I j_ »  ^ 1  < jL A  i^j—* > « *»La*JI J l  
j J j  ^ _ x J I  j j I a  j V I  ^ L - L . J  j-J> L J I  k r J j J I  J  <^ o j _ c  j j J l  2 j u > J I  < J .L U  ^ 1  l_J . JL>jLl«JI
j ^ i  ( j - *  p_jL<^ j  J ^ L c  p U a j  L» iJ-».C J U J I  4_ J I  J _ j 3 ~’ J *  4_ o  J * y i  I ^  l~* * J
<_15> ^ -^1 J l - * ^  ^1 j j -=* * ■ > i» 3 ^ -*—. J _ l  ^  J ^  < I*1 **■ 11 t j  . l i > l  I L  l.i^> g 11
J L ^ e ^ l  a ^  p  J —J « J l j  *^ 1 a j j h  . g . I^ i**. p J j s  J l  14^ .  O '*  ^1 * 3 - ^ ^  (J^
J  ^  7 ~v ^  ) U a .  L J I . .  ^I I ^  ^Lo I <j^_4_o LL_j I S L a-aJI p wXC <J J  J ^ j  p I
i-«-4_i->^ <j Lj  ( Lwj  VI a *h <_j Lc <_4j^jj”^ l <^ _sLaj'yi V^|^ .^.7H.g.t_) J j  p^jlj J^LsJI a Ja
. L J U  ^ 1  p U J I  ^ L L ^ j J I  ^ I j j j J I  J ^
<—4-t  p J b  J . '  ^  j J I  .**. ’I ^ J \  L o L k j  J j  ^ - u « - U l l l  ^ - j J >y i  g -h  ^ j£ -  J j t J u V  ^ 1  L>-I-Lc L L X a .  j
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U  LLj  I <U I tijiJ I ^  I
jJ j Ua jJJI LsUJ o L kL J I J -L * : ^ d l s ljU J I pj^_, pJJ^ JI 0 I
^ J k  J  A j  ^  J  ^ L ^  I J  (_£ 4 «4» I j J  I J J U  J  • ^T _ l.L > J I U J  J m I  ill .«.» 4  ■ 1^- ■ ** - I
J  J  j J  I I ■ 1 » 11 4 j l  4 jj-*u J -^  4_o Lin J _}-<J I 4-« j  11 J-*-® (^ r~* • il»> (^1 to » o  JJjLj La-J I
. t— I J  ^ La. \ j  . V * 11 j  1^  j  ~v T -w I ^_j J_UI ol_<J J~^~ i V 7 JI LbA^l^ w* t**«Mn JtA ^
tjlA uJil j^bw tlOo jJ  pA IjJLmi ‘ . .IUj J.ll 61 wn 8 I) jjdl ^•'ill AjL(
j_L(j  . \<\v vl pLe L^au'lll 4_<_«3_9 J —<-»—v ^ Jk -^5x-i *lll J I £-®.J AJLS 1 ilao JJ
O-^Lh*  ^ ^jjJJI (j S J j  jj^LL'yi J_e J_e 1^ J_e 4_*£oil ciJLalj
^w-Sh-t-w—1 ^  p^ j I «**_}-• p^l l^ 2L*J I jJJI (tLjjJI <J ^  J  J.» J V^,! j 4 < ,», t > Jn J I <JI 1V1 II
.p* aLul |*jc_j 1^
kill >1 • >  1 I >1 111 I ^  A « < J n  <«« I 8 1 1 >**. » i I > 8 X  J l j _ * w  ^ L i k  ^ ' y i  J l  J  . i L k - t - i  L l J k  j
4 _ J L L j  J _ J I  Cl»l in I I I  kH iJ^I j j U  . S p_gj Lc -^^ -4 pA kl*43 V ^ j J 1 ^ L L L J I
A  *  J _ « a _ a _ >  i.* .!—! .3  J - ^  6 _} M -C  ^  O - ^  k H i L *  ■ ^ 4 _ i  b l_ j  ^ 1  b L i  ^ 1  ^  * *y  J - 1 - ! k lb J I  L g j  b L c  L j
j O j J U  L - .  p i  1V un 1 V .A  J iS  p^C- L) ^  4_J p ik  L  Im\_4 ^ -5 -0  ^V(l I^-^*1 ~
J-® Jl O-^*^ ( ^ 1-  ^ ( ^ jJLi • ^ I ^ J  *^-^1-- 1^1 j-iaiJJ J lj-J l  J  f-kjL-Sl
4_C j  « a > «  J - *^ 1 ^ ^  ^i~> I JbJk (J/-*  ^  _J • p ^  >l«g» _ j i  I p ^ “  11 4_I_91J  Lftj ^  4 _ o  La «J1i U .  U ?  -v I
S; lj-21 O J " ^  !5-J^I■j-H *jl j j  p - A j j j - j  ^ _ .  UJI ^^LDI J U k -  ^  JUb^JI ^
J _ C ^ J .   lj i y l w .4  < ■ <K (_L* ^1-®  1^ *y La .  4_*_>^J La 4 Jb£  Lww« ^ 1  A j  J  p ik  iX>0 _jil j - f l“  11^
l^ -bal I I •> ? -V I JbJ pJk jl ->“-V I pj (^ r_l J_UI j^oL^ W VI jOJU 1^ I iAAA JL»- (^5!
.
kH) Lft.l.« Cj~* 4 L«-bM *y I 4 ^ jL a  < . ~»I <«i p_i jJLiJI I jjk 4Jki^aJI 4 ijjk 4_kA _J-^ -*-• 3JI tTiA^J I
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Ij *Lu  Lb j  I J  L*X ^ j J a ia d i j  I ^ -> p  ^ ■ * ^«JL«Lt I ^  I i kZ j  I L I ... I1 ■ **■ ■ I J  . <«j J j
< t_ «  b l C  » l J L . * f t  <■" > i L £  J _ 9  ^  .  . i L i J L e  ' i l l  1 1V f t  j  ^ 1  » ■ . a  *< 7  I1 ^  « _ i l  ^  • > ?  <« *y  L j  4_> L i  ^  . . . .  -v. p i . V »r>
^ j \ S  1 <^^1 ^ . <jL > I  < j ^Lj t t i j  j U j l J  p ? j  I Juft " ilu ijj . ^ _ J I  ^LiJ j  L . . . . .
8 : ^LLS < 7  ~r> 3 ^_a»T j o d w i  (3_J A-j ^  ,*.a. ^  (<Uf ^  ^ p—* "if IgjLL*
1^ I Ja.j I l^«_L*_> <AJL« J*»j«JI ilJJ .2 ^ 1 4-i3^ j«-wJI AjLa^ wJI ^  J^C I l_j->-L
^  ^ . * s x j i  JI ^ L i  t^ JLJ jJ . (( ^  7 •% J L Ltx  I p j - c  I j j j j  L a  j \ j  L i v *£■ j  «IL  j
. p -L L JJ  AI j l w U p  Jt£ ^ Ofcw j  (_ ^  >XC Lw-J b_4 <Uj^jl_9 4-4-L.C ^
I . i j  * L  j j J I  I ^  ^  p ^ _ a _ >  I ,_.Lft j 'y i  j  L .* . .1  L ^ i  J ^ J  L L I  J J I
'ill ji> L  j a .  ^ 'i l  < ^ L J I  Lj La-tJI_j S ^ j_ Ja J jl L L a jU I  <^-*j c«jlU p j L o ^  J ^ L c  pLLj Ll> j J  
s i  .a  » Jl p »■ |j L J  . L^J <_«—4—*>"if ^_jL_7j ^  L « . L I  <^  I ^  I ^ L ft a - *  j L j i c ' i l  p L u 'i l
0 I c- ^ j j  < J L J I  p L L J I  J j j j J I  <sli p lk J I  u - ^ LL* - * JI
. L f tU j  Aj ^_i_LJI <_»^=w I.<^_ij L jU a -J^ J  ^  ^ J ^-^-g-l ^_l j J J I  J  ^ |  ^ J . t A  ^ w j i j 'i l
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l_bj U u  ^  ^  <iJ I Jj J  l j  Urti LiVI
> . » L ^ .  I < _ L «  L * ^  4__*_Lik ' i / I  i*  j —c  ^  p  11~» 11 • •  <j ■ *« I t-> j  ^  - I I  .•*■ ! U I . . .  I I  ^  ^  i
J _ e  J j - _ J  L j p  J _ e  ( J L J I  £ - ^ > j J I  ^ J j  . g - J - J I  V - ) - ^
^ j J I  j —» ^ l t \  j - ~ J l  ^J-e <_J j l  ^ J j  4 _ Jj} L k t 4^*-£*aJl 
. ^  J  JjJI 4_* L5 J p A£
j l  pJb^l *> > *fc I pJJ ^_» jJ I  <j L j  ^*^11 ^  <~o Ii-> J j j J I p ^ L i l  uLS
a L ^ .bJI L j L ^  L«^ -w o^-^  ( £ - * o - * ^  a ~>~><» g_<-Li>JI i__>^^. »iLij I p ^I - ^ *»
t_ijLx_*J L* J—l£ LlLlW* 0 \ S  p_£jL9_^ _« ^  I . 4-**timJI O'* p-& ^1 < ~v ^jJLJU j ■ ■«1 t-» t ^  > 11
i at *» * 7 .* 1^ L.SL.« <JL.:dp I * ^ • \ \ y s\  p i f  ^ ^ ^ j ♦ jkM9 2JjL« 1 j-t ^A du^JI
4  . ■• i  ^ t-s 11 |  J j J  |  1^9 ^  I <2 -^JLLj i2 « ^ j ^ J J  I ^  < L> L u  J  ^ U  l £  ^J j ^ j J  I I
> < ^ j.* ij L J  L j  p  ^4 ^  c j j^  j #  I I jJLt-i I jJ  I *i*i L. VI J  L  L& j^uJu  p r ^  r j
t-7j > V I LI I Q_^  < > < In ««« I 911^  0-^”4-*l_)JJI * “ ‘»1 I * * <^  _jA O^^ <-~»-9j j^ Oj JLj ^  jJI JIj~~JI j  
cjLLLJI a> I i \ a 1 S p ^  < a *-c p i pjb 11 -A *. 1^^. J * . *. I U . ^ . 11 .-.I UI... II
. >-7j  I L~>.1 I _}-j—«J»J p “ J |i^ ~* 4-L"ill j  ^  <j I J ^ J L J U e  ^J,.^««.»  ^ ■ ■ 1 U ■ J  .11
( I L L  < L * ( _ i J I  <o ^ . w J L  ' y u  J a L » j >  ^ I  (^ _ j I  j l  X A *  ^ p u L i  I j j k  (J x  S j ^ L c
a ® ^ !  ^  C n r ^  | * l a - a J  ^ - * 1 1  o j ^  J ^ *  J x  o - 4
. bjJ:J jJ  jJa iJ  jl>«JI ^
. <—i_>^_> L J  I L  I  ^• -■ » ~>. < 11 1 « l^-» I m-i .i <i j j  I^_m< <J I |»_j J ji3 p ~ ■ L  <AJLC <U I ^  J
Or0 ^  ^  ^ - : * 7J o '  ^ r ^ J J
^  < j 1^ .11 < tift o**4____^_> pL-* ft ? 11 ^  f^~> <jJL)^  o~* ^ 4-jl l^J «|*  ^J  j
^ j i j  ^  < -^ j l l  j ^ J L  |^ J  j - i j j  S j L L ^ L  ^ _ .j jU I
1^ *1 aJ j _^JI uiiL ^ jJI «**,.«^ I  ^  3AcLm»*
< (^_9 |»^_JI OI-i^ waJI A JhA ij  . <_)L_w "ill OLi ^ !*• ~* * jLxia.1 o l  .^^rt » I J jJ
jjL L L JI >“.»L  ^ ^J_j . <—<->t !•*>j_^-JI ^1 j j L JL  4_^ _«UJI *_i^_i jbll L«.L ■ L
p i  J _ o  I O -"* * L  < _ u ( _ A ^ J  ^ JL «X  Lj  p L - L U  L  L **■ j  I j j L ^  p  ^  ^ ^  I i W * » *
^  I Jjk  0~* < <Jt_w I t Z j L t —«JL2xJ ^  u l> L I  J^yuV L  p ^-9-1 ^  I ^ O ^ J h J t i l  O - * Q  > •»* •*>■
^ ^ j j L  I <J  <_9 l^ j_J«J I >X I JL lZ^  I pj ((-JJi • o ■ H ^ J j  . lL» j
^ L 5 l — S ^  T ^ L » - > —«J < * - * ^ . 1 1  u _ i I L 1 1  A  11 <L- l j l _ e  p ■-j I » <Lj  I
JlJLt-c I ^ juu L j I  Jn j  ^  Ll& I ^  bLaJa Ll* jJ  <jl \ j j [ £
jb^o <J.3'i/l c jLoJ L^j ^ * j  ^ j J  I <_o^j(_aJI j j ^ —LJI |*l i v ■>? m I p ^ i  ^Jj J^->o-»
^JL *e "ill ^J_91 <^l—■• ^  L o t  l a j j~ >  ^  x * r " ^  . , ^ —j  <-t-ljk I |* jl -c-^  p il-) <_..*»U .  'ifI
^ l.V LJI u j —«-<-•-£. U |*jL-o pLJaj L^j j J  j - i  I-*-* <t *-> *^ 1 f j - a~d <_*j(jkj'ifl
I ^ I -  c 4 i» < » It» ^J—<-L-»JL» <t_« _yJ-* * . «I k» j  ^  . 11 u j I ^ j L>1I *■• _J 2 ^ - J a * J I
a L^ > »JI |i I i j  I J ■ v --^ *1 *jf < ~v “if I j^ £x m  4_aj|j #Ua^L I *^ fj
jJ L ^ ijl I j j  > ? ■> j  < l^ ^ l j  I I i j  < j —s «■ I ^_J ^ ..“ ~>. ) I—Jl «■ I ts> 11 & -^ .11 «- ^ j  , * I U j  j_J I
i L s o  I ■ ■ «I l-» ■ J I  O  |_9 ( ^ L w o V I {J  j  B ~± 4 _ * j j j 'i / l  4_*_9 Lsj "if I
j i j a Z  V J ^  ( ^  - J ^ *  f 1- ^ 1 ;-d  f j ^ 11
jJ I i_lJLlJ j l  ijjJU*. I . ■ 1 !■» ■ j « 'if ^  I i .~>j 4jl^cl^j j j J I  4_<X LLaJ I
• J  *
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LLj  j . J I
c j L L L J I  J_J ^  L i L k j j ,  J  ^  J - k f  < ^ 1  b l l l j  ^ 1  0 I
4 _ J S ' J - a . l  < ^ > < - * . ^ » J >  4 _ J k J  I I 9 j ^ j - k J I  < U  L a .  j m m  3 J  .  t - L s J  I t _ j ^ } - a .  J  L j  T  ^J-+ 4 - A - *  L £  4 ^ _ * J L 1 ^  ^ J  I
4-« L S 1  i* iX C  L w j  *  ■ 1 1 U  ■ ^  .1 1  4 - * j ^ k J I  L g a  J u l j  J - 9  A  4 —.  I 6  j J  L a - .  I J L u  L ^ j I L *  ^ j j l ' J j
. ^ I L J I  I J  J a J I
j*_j L J  I * - * L a . 'i f l  ^j-C - 4-j I—<-> (_J— 4 _ o  [ J i  .  _J—J I  j* -£ L > ll  <**. ■A 4 j  i V ft 9 . f I ..I 3  6 J  ^Lf j
J - }  ' J  ■ ■ « LJa-> J —J  I A 1 ir f l  8  I I I •  4  < > L i J  I ■< l~Ni I I L J j . i ’V  ^  ^  . I p t A .  J - J  J I  >  <■» I  I j j  j* _ &  j  1 > “  %  I
. L a j j  J - J  I L ^ j I j —*-> Lj 4-aw<-Xj ^ j J L j u  j ~j ^ £ j  L j (( ^_* j D I  L.*aJ  I ® ft j  L -»J  I ft L k  |*$*  La I d j j ^  3
 ^ i j.<LL» j - »  *ifI ^ ^ -u L a w a J I  Aa.1 J_ui L> L  i.i.>.c |* L  ^ j j j L k j j - J I  ft ( .A a  II *— a ^_ y *  ^ -A J L j j
L J L L j  J J  <j“*   ' La. *il I ^ jT i  < i < ~w ^ -J  4 - . - A J I 1—L j 4 _ J  j  j J I  J  I 4  - J j k
J .  a .  I < j  I i.V.,.*j  U b L k l  J - ^  ^ L - a  ^ - j  4 j  Lj  J _ « a .  j j J I  I L k  iZj  IJ  ^ I j j J I  4 a 5 v a J l  I « J L i J - j  I
4 —1 L * .  1 ^ 1 .  ■ ^ «*■ .  - j  ~  < 4 _ j  j —I i l l  4J I  j - * J  I j - e  l j _ s  ( j  b L L S  ^  . , i  1. , . .  11 ( j j J  j j — i l
O J -^ ^ - ’ J  1 * 4 ^  f * 5^
l j _ a . j —a 4 _ J L L j  J - J I  cXj! 1~i I . ..  11 |* ^  *.C ul» JbA o  I ^J-J U I  ^  * j ir\ ... 11 11 j  (j_*_*_sl j^ < J I  ^ L a .  i j  > a ^ ^ 9
- J ^ l  0 L  a i L -  4—*j I—k j  j - J  I »**»! L I ... 11 j L j _ .  j  .  ^  ■> < u - t j ^ j - a  J_ ^C  p  ^ . ..  a . I I j  j  ^ l~> I j* ^ . Lj  Ij Ij J
( j L j  L L ) 3  (_£-£ ♦ 4—o  L .^» J  I k H iL j^ a J I  4 t . . .  J-> j - J  I ^ j j J j  L j I  ^  u-» LaJ -U l ^ a » X  ^ jL a - i *J
!*• ~** ( j^ - * \1/~J l-A e . j  t ^ l  j l  I j  •>?*>.< A *  p  ft> ^  ..V, C ^ J L J I  *ifl ^  i i  a l l  (J _ «  ( j - J  j —a J la J l  I ^ jA  »>
L ^ j l c  (j b L c ' J I  < J L a .  ^ j j  a  p i  j - o  ^ j I j j J I  ■ < * j J I  ( j j ^ J L * j  | * - ^ l  * t  •»-»«j  ^ j - * -  ^* jk  L  L a _*>
. j - L a J J  j I ^ I  J  j ^ O ^ I  ( j A j-*j
4 _ k —« I j j  L k  j L l a l  j j k  a . > j  ^ i J b J I  iX .  "w j - J I  p  ^1 1 j —« ' i l l  ( j L j  l j _ u .  4 J ^ ' i l l  | * j  J j U  p —> I 3 1  4 - . I  iX < .
|*-ft j  j  . A  • > .  I j l '  ^  “  J ( j l  { j  - i * ^ r * J J  > . .a. J  > j  4 _ j  I 4 _ j _ L c  f a -9  j  L * - L l  I (J _ *  J  . 4 —* —v l—L a  4 _ o  j —i ( - 9  k H i k l j ^ a l
4—. b L  ( j - 4  <J - J - a . L > w« 4  iti IJ  j  ~ A  - y  p  ^  i  (_9 L U  3  L o  J ^  J  j * J k  J - o  4_a . X 8 11 4 - lJ  j j  L f t J  I ^  j l k w J  I
4_» I I j -*-L«—i ^ j l  j^ j  y ij «I L  j  j  .11 4 _ J j * l j J I  j - J  j  j  a Jo  i. .,.-9 L*j J  L  I j_ «  t-9 (j _ j  L I I ( j ^ j j O  ^ o L k L I
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UaaA~-a ' Li I jJI ajI a I * v * ~ <« I a U aJj  . 4-o jjLs ajLp L—* < j j^ j  Ijj
I J a  4.8 a «A> p^j J  i-T"““ I (J-; j a J L a l f  ^ y \ «I j i a J L a . 1  j*j  4 j I  ^ * < a l j J I  j»a ' i l l  ^ja 4ili < J k -  4_» I j
( j —* j_ * ± £ J l  41 a «* I (_J-^ ^J—a-^ -L —I ^0   |*l { J - j j  7*1 ** '*>'l I ^ -* L ia  Cj~* 4_*jLj t . » y  «« *^_» 4 j I 3J
j jJ x k a j  p & ‘ * *1J  ^ 11 J^-J j  *> V •>! I (jLj i \  a 7 a t 4_o I fi j j-«-l I »^;l f*i I««« 11 >r<j L^  I 31 j  . j  *> 7 •>! I
uliki.t.'Xi »**.l t-> I ... 11 ft AA ^jl ^Aj^jJlil ^Ja 4jjj < ... "a pI i X..<a j a  Ij'if I JbfatLl 4_ajIa j I JL*C I
p_j A j ‘ * * J  **• J l j  lj Lt-dLftyJ I ft AJk J  ^ Ij j_a'ill 4_» I Aj Q*ri 3 ?*“  ^  ^'iljJk 4_lj -^..a-g-Tj ‘fc ‘J  ~^ ‘j
• ‘ r i j ®  C r O  C r *  ^  3 L * j I
^j-AAaJLl I <j—*-> Lk ^J_*J j  1  ^i 9 I j -* J  I JL g -7-C I |*Jj 4-g. <-*—£> j^.. .a I 4-<Ai-a 4j_j j C j^£a—a_S Aa. j j
4_j "il ^  ■ «1 •' I 4-J L^j ft AJl (J-lj-sI j -jcII A--y I j a a  j  ^JLftAC I p-j 4j I >*< . -a ^jrt .r» a JI ft. I (JLka
^jl ^_jIk ^ j ^ a . ' i l l  4_-j,.aJ 1 j  ♦ 4 - J  L.8 7 C  I ^Jl A jI l-i I ... II J  J - L T  (j <a _ a » j a  4_Ll*J> p  .a I .ftj ^J—aCa.j
J j j  4 - j  . i  j -< -w J  I f t j  L a— J I  ^  J j a j  4 j L  i ^ » a  L k  ^ i l j C  ^ J a j  ^ J ( j l £ C  I A j i J j l  4 - l j  1 J~> j  j * J  I A j I  l~i I . . .  11 
^  . I a U  ^ J _ a . j _ J I  I ■ V ^  I O ^ - * *—jl—k L —ll f t . V (h  c—9 j  % i | i j  i 7 « «a ( j —* 4 8  t f~> J —II ft A_A »iJj_j A_S 4_i I
• 4 ia j j  I p AC Ij j j J |*ft j  Ij La Alfc J a J  j i  I j jjj ILj jj
A-o 4_l ^ 'ill j -j  A.a.j p  1 ^7 l-> .a I j->  ^yJcJ I j  L o  ( t i  j  j -j ^  4_a—v LaI I 4_o j_ j  (_aJ I d>l t. I j ^ . ' i l l  {j* Z >  ^ 1
^ j _ o l j _ a J I  ^ j l  .  f t L j j j ' i l l  > . .1 La- 'i l  I I ^  ^ J A j  a a I U  » 4_^a. ' i l  j  -  I ^  ' i l l  j J k  L  • vj La. *il I
^ j l  > » y  j _ t _ i ^  j J I  ^ J_ 3 L w J  L j . j  l a .  'i l l  * ^ * 1  j_ >  ^ j J  I 4 a j l i k j ' i l l  ^ JL a C  'i l l  A  J~> 4 j j . r >  a > 1 . . - .—J  L * j I1 ~ ij  j j
. < a ^ - J l j  l^La U k U l uAlal^'ill jaa-; ^1 ftj j  i. V a a,» |*jLa J  ^JaLc pUaj L_> aJ l i j  <OJi .
^jUlJ j  Juftj LjLiA I L^jjj Lk 1 VAiaj I J^LaC'ill j k j J I  ^  ^ J^a 7*i 'il (^ a'ill AjLa Aa. ^1 L-.A —J j
4_j jjl^
ftAlj'ill |*_^ jLa_o |j jJ  y  7%j ) |*_UaJI I A^ J a 7^ L^^  ® iLa j  j Lk_» j_JI ftL^a.aJI J j lau ^  I J^j
( 4 _ A j j j j 'i l l  4_j_sLftj'ill 1 Ic i * . i / i ‘i ^ jL —j ~ill J j ? %  aJL^jI 4_ka. ^La I ]n  7 « « at  4 j l j  iAU 3  ^ J ju d
. j i  UJI JLaJI pLkJI J^A ad I jJLaJt_> 0 I vja_oLkj^JI ^Ijj^JI J c  ^ a > u  4jL
J j_ Ia  (y—L j  J - aUkL ^1 j^ A*: "il ^ I j -jJI ^IjA-JI jr-a lA-j j^ J l j -j j ^skJ  g-JaJI ui
* ^  Lkj JJ ( J  ^ j L aj 3JI J^-J-a-9 I J-fcl I
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Appendix 10
The Translations of Arabic Argumentative Texts
Translator 1 _ Text 3
The Only Way to Peace
It is natural that the diplomatic move over the American Soviet Summit 
which is due to be held on Sunday in Helsinki will devest (sic) away. It will 
be undoubtedly, over the Gulf crisis even if the two presidents discuss other 
issues in the world arena. Moreover, it is normal that some mediators or 
those who love implying that they deserve this character are passionately
looking forward to visiting Moscow hoping that it will help them to 
com plete their endeavours.
Since the Helsinki Summit may form a turnning (sic) point in the course of
the new international system which is dealing with clear violation it has
never been subjected to, the Iraqi Foreign M inister Tariq Aziz was sent
immediately by the Iraqi government to Moscow.
Iraq will certainly take advantages from Moscow which she considers as a 
“way out” to her crisis in order to stop the summit, which holding it on its 
own gives the confirmation of the two countries in condeming (sic) the
Iraqi invasion, from producing any strict reslusion (sic) against her.
The weeks which followed the invasion, have certainly proved what
Baghdad was trying to cover up; its fruitless efforts to scatter the
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formidable forces which were on her borders and to make these forces lose 
c o n f id e n c e .
These weeks have ,moreover, proved the K rem lin’s desire to make his 
attitude in line with the international legimacy and therefore, Tariq Aziz 
had no option other than trying to stop the meeting of the two presidents 
over the International Security C ouncil’s procedures.
The K rem lin has determ ined his attitude in the light of the “new 
contem plation” prevailing in Moscow and the mutual interest and its need 
to strengthen its relation with the West. However, this does not mean that 
Moscow does not have the right to have its own calculation and desire in a 
country not far from its borders. But even though one can not predict that 
A ziz ’s m ission w ill make any difference in the unity of the new 
international system and in Moscow’s attitude.
One thing could affect the course of the summit if Tariq Aziz lays down 
concessions not manoeuvers (sic). These concessions meant to be accepting 
the UN’s resolutions and to withdraw from Kuwait and thus this summit will 
be the door to peace and Soviet will be able to confirm  its role in 
consolidating the new international system. W ithout these concessions, on 
the other hand, Aziz’s visit will be fruitless.
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Translator 2 Text 3
The Unique Way to Peace
N aturally , the diplom atic movem ent focused on the A m erican-Soviet
Summit which due to be held on Monday in Helsinki would be a step to
achieve peace. Mainly, this summit will deal with the Gulf crisis which has
been broke out by the Iraqi occupation to Kuwait, even if the president of 
Am erica and Soviet discuss other matters. It is also natural that the 
mediators or those who love the spirit of suggestion would look forward to 
visit Moscow in order to get help from the Soviet Summit to continue the 
approach of communication and tours.
As Helsinki Summit may form a turning point in the new international 
system  in the way of dealing with an obvious violation, Iraq has
accelerated to send its minister of Foreign Affairs Mr Tariq Aziz to Moscow.
Obviously, Iraq would try to get benefit from the Soviet to avoid any strict
decision which might be taken in the Summit which forms an inevitable
condemnation from the two super powers to Iraq.
Undoubtedly, a few weeks after the Gulf broke out it became obvious to Iraq 
that it was impossible to play on the US or the Soviet in the time that the 
language of camps and the language of boards were no longer exist and 
this what Iraq tried not to admit. These weeks have made everything 
obvious that the Soviet government wish which hoped its attitude to the 
G ulf cris is  to be in accordance with the in tern a tio n al a ttitu d e .
Consequently, the last opportunity to Iraq was to spare no effort to make
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the American attitude and the Soviet attitude to go in different directions 
within the procedures of the security Council.
The Soviet Government has chosen its policy toward the Gulf crisis in the 
light of the prevailed “new thinking” in Moscow and in the light of the 
com plicated interests net in which the needs of co-operation relationships 
with the West are necessary to Soviet but this could not keep the Soviet to 
keep its desires and accounts in an eminent role in a regoin (sic) which is 
close to it. Even though, it is difficult to imagine that the Iraqi task could 
make a gap in the secured international system and in the Moscow position 
in the world unanimity.
The only thing which may affect on the Helsinki discussions is if Tariq Aziz 
has taken with him to Moscow some concessions not lies. We mean by 
concessions that Iraq has to accept the logical movement in order to mend 
the frightening situation by complying with the UN resolutions or in other 
words to withdraw from Kuwait. Thus the Soviet movement may open the 
peace door and the Soviet delegation in Helsinki may consolidate its 
partic ipa tion  in strengthening the new world system. W ithout these 
concessions, the Iraqi visit to Moscow would only be an abortive attempt 
and its results are known previously.
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Translator 3 Text 3
The Only Way to Peace
It is natural that diplomatic movement is the centre of the summit between 
USA and USSR in Helsinki. Even Gorbachev and Bush will discuss other 
issues the G ulf crisis will remain the axis of the summit. It is also 
unquestionable that mediators, or who like to be called so, are looking
forward to visit Moscow to expect the Soviets’ help in continuing the 
contacts and rounds approach. Therefore, Baghdad sent its m inister of 
foreign affairs urgently to Moscow because the summit could change the
technique of. dealing with the Gulf war.
Moreover, it is natural that Saddam Husain benefits from which he thinks a 
Soviet way to prevent a strict situation as a result of the summit which 
condemns the Iraqi occupation. There is no doubt that the weeks followed 
the occupation showed Iraqi government what it was trying to elude to 
admit, the impossibility of playing on both blocs.
The weeks followed the occupation also showed clearly the Soviet’s desire to 
confirm  its situation from the Gulf war with the international validity 
s itu a tio n .
D efinitely, Moscow has defined its situation in the light of the new 
consideration, its interests and the the need for cooperative relations with
the West. This does not mean that Moscow does not reserve its desire in a
distinguished role in the Middle East.
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Translator 1 Text 4
Most of the Arabs tend to lose. They are proud that they lose in the first 
round of every fight. From the beginning of the gulf war untill (sic) now 
nobody lost as the Arabs. They lost the Arab validity after K uw ait’s 
occupation. The public became happy, demonstrations were organized and 
some of the educated people benefited from the public as losses followed 
each other. When Saddam Husain released eight missiles on Israil and killed 
some of them and a Palestinian girl among them ,some of them danced.
On the other hand, Israilis should thank him because he compensated them
for what they lost as a result of the revolt and their crimes against 
Palestinians who are the only loser in this fight.
Correct, it is difficult to believe in the logic these days. As it was difficult 
when our dreams were stolen by the leaders who ruined us. But the most 
amazing is what is happening in our countries. The situation of those 
ignorants who bet on the loser and follow him till he destroys them.
Some of us w ill realize, as we did once, the painful results. The
disappointment, the shame and the sadness as we were runing (sic) after 
false dreams and a big lie of combating the new weapons with old ones.
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Translator 2 _ Text 4
Dead Loss
Failure and loss are the two indignation with which Arab are plagued. Most 
of Arab are seeking for their benefit and they are proud of being the loser
in the first round and the winer (sic) in the second. Repeatedly, they are
doing the same gross mistake and since the 2nd of August 1990 nobody lost 
as Arab. We lost the Arabic legality during the occupation of Iraq to Kuwait 
and since then losses came successively and all Arab audiance (sic) are 
clapping in delight and demonstrations have been carried out and some 
well-educated people are dancing in pools full of people’s blood.
Saddam Husain has launched eight missiles which killed a few of Israelis 
and a Palestinian girl and we saw some Arab clapped and danced happily 
and they felt that Sadam was the man who would liberate Palestine.
However, Israel has gained everything which it lost since 1973 and the 
world has forgotten what it did in Lebanon and with the Iraqi nuclear 
reactor and in Palestine. Israel claims that it is a small peaceful country
and aggression has been made against it and it is in a region where 
enemies are sourrounding (sic) it. The US has provided Israel with updated
missiles which are more effective than the Iraqi missiles “Scud” without 
Sadam’s realization that there is a small group of commandos in Palestine 
who are firing in limited abilities Katyusha missiles and hit some Israeli 
soldiers such as what these missiles did in Tel-Aviv.
Israel gained everything lost in the Palestin ian revolt and in the
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perm anent crim es over P alestin ians who are the losers in this 
unequivalent competition and Israel thanked Sadam for what he did when 
he launched the missiles because Israel gained an enormous sums of money 
as well as military equipment.
Admitedly (sic), logic in spasmodic and emotional reaction seems difficult 
these days. This logic was difficult in the days when our dreams and hopes 
were stolen by governments and theories which have put us in our present 
situation but that is not the matter and the essential and the surprising 
thing is the Arabic case.
Arab are led unconsciously to an ambiguous point and then they want to
bet on the loser and follow him to his death. They support and clap to the 
loser while he is suiciding and they can not realize that they are suiciding 
at the same time. They clap and support him (Sadam) when he lies that 
Palestine would be liberated then he goes to the south to occupy Kuwait
instead of Israel.
The clapping and the massacre continue and the World is watching closely 
the violations against an Arab to his brother. One day we realized and we 
are going to realize again to discover the deadly bitter result which is 
presenting in laziness, tragedies, disappointments and distructions because 
of our great error when we believed the false dreams.
The endless runing behind a huge lie, which is to fight the development by
a backward weapon is an ignorance in its absolute extent.
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The Translations of English Expository Texts
Translator 1 _ Text 5
v-JLL: j l ^ l  j  J ^ J I
* ■ till Jb( Lwui
i « J L L  c I  j j  < a % I « v « . . .  II j * a .  *ill V j- *”
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J L » s l  J = ^ _ a J l l  ^ c a —S j J I  ^ jl  < _ •  .v  ■ > ? . . .  1 1 a l _ . l l  ^ L c a  |» u i_ c  ^ J l  >.„..-fc«..JI ^ J L ^ _ * ' i l l
.  ^ < b l ^ - » ' i l l  O  I s  j J I
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uXjl* 4-u5IjjUI hj I jbC I o^3 ^* * i*-!—'1 O^* iL<_wJ I ujL i I j
Ji-o \ ^ A \ f*^ ** ^*‘ ^ ""*P ^  ^ ^  I^ j_j«J I SjbSJhll p_« ^ H 4-x-«o ^ _S ^ j J I  ^jL>jUI ^Ja^JI OI Jj
A 11 r > , z t I  j W t V I  j J  j  .  ^ ! U I  d ( r>»<I ^  I J j L «  jJ I  j L *  O  j ^ ^ l l  j J  a  * II ^ 1
• ^ I a Z !> " i I j  t i > l I  (^ r*  ^ I  * * ,Z .>« I p Z j  I j j f l j j J l l I ^ 1 * ^  ^I *—j I J i f  L w .1 1 Ij
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« i ( l  u * J L k j  ^ S I ^ * J I  V 4 J I
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.  ^ j L > v l l J  aLJL I 4-fcJaj b  A . J L > J  ^  l_ j- !a j  _}JII
   «... i j l  4I I I » ■>..■•» L .J 1 a s  d -*"^  O -* d ' ^ *« V J  a j  VL^. i aL«£. a ^ I p_> a j  < j  I
.  «t*_<_Ld<JI 4 < j k ^ . J  I ^ L j j l  ^  AC
L _ . _ j j  ^ J L w j L <J 1^-®-* I ^ w -j a » i ? j  ^ a JI VI  «_«_JL a J I j ^ a ^ a JI t _ J U s ^
b L j  j —1 ^  ^ L J I  J  I ^  j —i  I ^ j O ^ j l I j  ^ 1  ^ J _ b 3  a (_ < 1 I  4_L^Lw_«  ^ ***■ I L « I  All A —•*.« j  1 i n  L ^ .
^  < 9 j L \  6 A C  Lw Jl 4 < > »*v V I  ^ a J I  A>U o  ^  a  L*i» I j j l  ^  (■? *> j  A 3  J^jl j^tll I ^JL s^j » a z J I
L a L l j j j _ * j  j - j I j - c U l  O " *  < d ^  O r *  ‘Lt d 3  ^ J - *  o *  • A » L * j L - i J A d i l  ( J  j ^ - l l
. AI Aaj A» L -ftJb . -t.4dd-« l^ _> I Ac L>dd-« |»_> i la £.» a L  As ^  . L» ... I«^
4—b.dJaJ I Ail A-C Lwil {y^» cd3 d"^ d “*AA" k^~9 t « * «« 11 ^1 ^j^jAII j^A ^aJI jL i l j
(^ Jljl—♦ “A I i—sLi l^ j . pLc j^„ |-> ... C I j l  J^JI ^aLoAjVI j  la,s>JI i V >« 4 _ J |  Aill j
4_i_UaJ I A I ^ 1 1 f. (jlC  I  ^ C r *   ^ d  A^Kdll I V I j j M i  ^  I 4 ^ a .  .  A  L&. ^ a J L *  a )  Ll&
.  j l ^ ^ - l I I A Jk ^
.  4 _ J | J j j l  j L a V I  4s 15 ^  u _s I ^ _ m iJ  >**«•> i ^ L x J  I I A f t  A )  L* j .L* 4  i l « a  a j
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Translator 3 Text 5
JLl I tip L«t4 b* iiu  ^  J f ^ aJ I JAA V I J  I .^tAitA
I L_c «jl>I tip Lww« I^ J^ -^ll < ■ < . . * l_^ J c-JLL.
.  1^ ■ * a * i V««« I j^jJI Ojiixt < < > j
4_*o t_S^_»* 4^wo.i  ^A 1^ Juui £l_ILJI j^l^ jtJI L^$L« 1^ £^_)_J-*"II JI JLs J
l -^l I ^  e- LI I d ■» L«(_j ->, j ij^ JI jL. tiJI » i. i..»* i I  ^  I^J jiJLS^  4wcjLj^ j "if
ijii'y L_^. «« J  < ~> k« *» i v»JM Li>_> I JLs j  . «Ji>^_lU L^LLj L^»_t-‘«—i i .A ^ Jl I L^^  1^ >_s^ _^«.ll
(j^ _* < 4^LSjJI i^ i)Dj_a.syi ^  ^j'-'»• 1 J  ± ,j_LU (iLlI I ^  - * > . >... II ^ ■ jyj j^tJI Jl ^  ■“ *^1
( i j 4U J L I
.aJI 4 j <«~t ^ ~ a ~ *  «—«—ILL 4jI ^ j j j J I  - ~ ^ J  ,*I jJ I  J
I ^ _ = k * a J I  ^«g>I  ^1 J-*-* aL_LLI J-^Li>_« 4dJLal cjluX*-«  ^ ^r>x**»■.* ^s JL vjL
( J  O - i - ^ J - ^  S j _ p L w !  ( ^ j - ^ I  J j ^  ^  C r ~ ^ J - * - * J  J *  J  O - ^ 4*
' i^"‘ I j j I^jJ  I j  ^  'i 1^  L-i Ll> ^j * ^  ^ j j  ^1 oJ I dj Lm* "^1 j  j  * di> LjlwJLwa.1 I
4_iJtoJ I I ^ j ^ jJ  I jj.4 ^  jJ  I j  Luf 1^  « LJ U. >^l >a_^j ujLj lwJu*^  Ij j J  I  ^L*is> "^1 JbC Lwf»
I * O " * ^  o*ll j  I 4 4 »1? cJ  Jt£ ( «— 4^  ^ cH^tf-1, >
• j - l ^ J I  O r 4 O *  O r 4 4 5 * S ^ h x II  ^ ^ 1  J  J L s
« Cu) l^ jjj I I Lfci L«J j  I I I Jjh
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Translator 4 Text 5
iL i Ip til li <_»J Lkj ^ J  I ^ jJ  I ll I I
^■l««.Li ^  ~ iLi-Lc 4-i.>,tr>^  4_ejl ti-C tHil d  J^4 L ^ sI^jiJI ill «_JLL
i v < «<» 11 i  jJLs . L JL . ^  jJ I  .iLdl <ljji1/I ^  <_» jx ll l  j^ s l s u  ^Jx t.—U d  I j l j - J J
A el i elX aLj^IJ i j j u  \A ^ J U I  4_i_S l^_»J I <_j^ j^*^>JI ^LSLkm
^_> ix a> ^1 ( - j j j j J I  ^ « j  ^ j U i l  c tJ i i l j  tL ill l jL^ I ^  j JI  tL_ -^Ld I > «««»» iv i*j j d l j
el i t.l.nJI ^J—<-a^.w-i |A_i e lU  J e £  . O  jJ i l  6 Let I <Ja-w l ^ j  <Ij L& 4C ^ I ^ wJLLj  ^_e»o^tl
.  4_ * j 1L » 4_J L i  j  ^ _ 9 ^ _ i j» e lX  t « “ " . ' J  aLJLI > ■>■<« » *■* ^ d I  ^Jl^-en i l l  iH i llL k .
1 j  * ^ J L *<m j  L^J 1 ^ . ft ,1* 1^ <i» I j  >ii i V ’V ? I ^ j J I  ^  •%  1^1 t . I I i^i JI J t a - e d l  Jeu i L  h L 9 j
. I 4^ -ell *yi d-lJ^J ^1 (JJS dLlI 4.l£jL-« <J j  L: II e jl eL*-« j  ^ L e
f. L eL  I ^  I <** L* <^. U .  i d J  ^  u ii L o  J A 4  J  4 Leis I ^ 1  j J d J U  ^ I ^ j J I  ^  I i V i mi» II
^  ^  I L jL s  e j L a  I J  .  4_t_9 l j _ * J  I t i l  L e t J L . e e . 1 1  ^  ^j_*_L« L * J  I 6 ele£ L e i  < < i i %  I .1 O '*  I-—1 L o  _ y * - *  J
• t i l  L e t e e e M e l I L d  L^ > ^ U U  ^  ‘ L . .  I t j  L u b t J  j j a j  ^ J l l ^ j J  I C e t is
4__ej| elejU I tU ll d  . 1 » "it I {J~* O - 3^ t  * * ^J l L *- l  (_« t ** ■ » 1.7 .« I < i ■» A 11 l_J ILaL-9 I i.V I ... I I t . 0 C ^
^ J j l^ -a d l  ^ 1  l l j  ( t__>T) j^ .. In . . .  c l  ^J—^  A i l  7 11 ^ _ « l l l  4—t . e j  ^ _ 3  ^ _ d l  U -e. i l  , 1 t < < ■» tJ->ll  ^
< ,‘ ill>l ^ ^  ^  L»J>J   ^ ‘ * t-» I | tU ll i l l  i.l ^ 'i l l^  <_l e lX  *lll ^  tlaJ I 1 A  0 » * ** * I l ^ ^
4—» o ^ ^ —e l l  i H i L j J _ e j j I  4 - a 5 L 5  t,**. *> i ^ j  Jw L i "ll ( ( 4—e d a J I  1H 1 11 1 >J_•  *llI ^ 4 _ i ^ j l ' l l l  ^ j L j  A 11 " 11 p _ « ' il l
• j l j J I
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Translator 1 Text 6
•  < _ L to J I ■  ^ *■ i_i j  < _ c L « a  ^_8-Z-i i J 1 <_l.aj»J *-> II  !■* » “ I ■ ^ 1  .X %» \ *1 ISi I V
AS- ^ L u m i I j  4-Lj L« 4 I ( ^  i 1 p L a la J I  Ju> j J  ^ 4  6 ^ ■<.»5v uLiL-*-*^ ^ 1  4 * I A  I
uH j I ♦ u i j  < .A  11 ^_J—*-* * **1 ^  ( c j L l J  I J j _ c  ) t*> * 11 l~>- 4—1-1 1 1 v ^ L —x
J - 0 J  j L ^ J I  ^ -^ -j  I a - C r t r - ' ^  ^  u - j j ^ J
<^ r » I <£■ L U I ^ j Jl> J \ »» ^ J L l L ^ I I  ^ 3  J-l_> L*-—4-» 4. ..As j J I  4 _ J J a l l  pJb - l £  Ls_«
4J2j L •  3  L a J  I ^ J —1-3 <^r-* 1 ^  t  i •  I i p_> - L J  4_3 p i  * "^4. I—J 4_C ^  u~i 4—* ^ J 1 I  ^ s k l — J I  4 _ - ^ j L J I  4 » —» "4.
111 4 ^ j| -V U  <— J L ^ J I  j - j  ^ S U — J I  < ^ 4 j l j j  ^ J _ J J I  ^ J—^ 3 J ^ 1  JbAJ 4-1JLm I ^  J  .
p-TL .^ ^  1 ^ 1  ^^SLe-j *^/ 4jL-3 J  4- L—..ZjI j^")} «4_*Lt*yL
l j ^  I j  ?  m  I J - 9  ( I » »1-4 ^  | j j  j ) 4_mi (_w—J I  p  ^  ■ 1e  j  i \  4 i j J  I j  I L^. ^ jJ  I 4*1*1 ^  I 4-ll-A I
(_«  I j  o .^ » 7  I 4_4_—j l = J I  j  L <_» j J  I 4  *%  L a «  t j J l b j  < j j l L w u  j _ 4 $    j  I**- p i  •>««»!
6 ^  ^  «t« i » L l £ J I  I ^  8 < l~> I L » i v i c  ^  _? 4-*.w -j>J  I j  4_* L — z .. *y I 4 8 j  j  tlr** 3 l  < -». L g j p  ^  < j - £ ^
—  ^  cS^l? l^ - L S  I J ^ O j  4 l i j  4 J U - - J j j a . j
. p ^ * *  I  ^ 4 i m  4 ii> ^ IsL w Jl*    4 _ JL c  4 J  4H 1 I i  p j J J I  vH81 j ->  j - m  ^ L —_> ^jS t> ^
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Translator 2 Text 6
(J <A L>j I t ■ >1 -^ IJ  J l j  I I _^i L  .,!■* < <j| L* l*j ix-»
c i > L ^  ^ 1  < - i i J iz -*  ^ j l i I ^  ^ ^ L w L c ' y i  L & l^ d w *  u i i L U ^ t l  > j i > I  ^J1  »?■>. *s/l < c L s
^ J J i  * L £ I  L * J £ l  ^  ^ j L lJ I  J > x  ^  . _ J x  j l  J _ * a J L  J ^ i l  p L J J I  L ^ i  L ~  ^ L J J I
|k ^ 3  J  *  ^ d  L c  1 ^ 4  ^  < C ^ ^ 4  I I J j j  I J b » J  * Jmm%j  t J h & i  l ^  ft 4 <44 L t J t A ^ ^
^ j J I  OJiJL < l J J J I  ^  ulX LS_4 J^x 1^ — lIjLc^ «X>w4 I^ *-4-5<3 ^ >gj I ^  0"*"* ^-*^1 4^ JLsJjl J
<l_ ^ j VI 6 J _ U J  I J _ £ l  J  J  L i t  "ill clL ^ j I J
pJb J ^ .  JJLC j* “  0 * _ jl '-^-U I j  I L o j ^  . **. U> -t. i  L  1^1 ^  L& a  . l a  r  JI I
I <_s^j_iJI <o ^ j JI ^ L l . j J !  |»^-a_< ^_-cv_U ^  cLwwlI tj iilc L *  l.X u  L« j ><x  <»l LI^j
j j  Jj  a j •> a ) I > * I < 1 j  I I ^  ■ * j^m.L-^iJ
U j J ^ h j  ^1  ^ j^LLi L , j  £-*I—dlj  f^ -**jj j
.o L tJI 4_j_«j-JI (J-*jJI kiiULu <JbU».
J ^  p4‘*«.t o>*-^ o-i ^  J W < ^ > a J  ^  L.L3 Ulj
< .4,*a ui_JI j»- -^» L .  1 “ >\ j  p  ^11 < ->■ 4—91 l~i • <_« L^j ^  I ^  ^ I — O - ^  y3 ‘ “c pi ~>««»»I
^ 1 ° >**. a >i~> (_• .I >c j*-^  ^j ^  j  >“. Ic I a L^.Lall S^jJaJLll^ j 5^ <x*JI <j^ j_iwJI p^**1 - ^ ^
(^W jj CnZJ^^-* J  ^jiJ l-i5 Ij*9jj ^ >-1>;
. ijJb I ^U   <J1>I ^  J jL j j  _
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Translator 3 Text 6
^  I j  i **. 7 -t*. t i—sL sJ^JI < S- ^1  ^  L. > ** ■ 4 ^  ^  >**. h  > 7 II A J A jj j a J I > * I <* j j L » - i
• . . u . I I  » ? - . v i  < a J L I i
"*• I j  1 i «~>i I (_• -s- * i—3 L a o  I   j»L*JaJI L«-« c b L b  a !_£  1 •> j  V
L * ^ Z — > I j J I  ^ c * w j  I ?  « 4  I | ^ l  J j    ^ S w m J I  » 3  ^ 4  ^ J j j A 4  ^ ^ 3  J 4
j  I ^  bLJ J I  j  ^  1^ i >“ ■ Ic ^ j J  I ^ _ t I p  1 < > I ^  i-**a3 j _ j  I £ d j  1 4 ^  ^  * rfi 4—a. j  ft 11
■ ...... 4^ a.^ _*JI p ^AJI JLaL^I ^  < ~fc > .ft J J L  4 * 1Jt>1 I J <M \ (_J*^ |*^ _5 ulfL^ A^Swe
l^ _»L^  < i—3^ _a.^ _« ^  ~w Ja 4_t—S*ll <—<w^JL^jLI 4_<-kO ^ djLj^ jjL>J I j  < > ^ «l I
. l!>! A i J I  _jl A . 1 ^ 1 1  j f i u u  j* ft ? ° * - J ^  o “ ~fc i- .-r» m-~» i
4_*Jfc^_« ^j_jL^>w—J l  4 -a^.lj 1 ^ ^  j- fc i  A j L-J ,3 I ... 7^1 £ I— _LI l_j—ta-> 4_> U > * I «*« 11 a J  ^Jl.~> * ^
A j I ■  ^ I p 6 > j  • »l I 4_>— ^11 > * I 1» ,2I ^  J  7 «v I j  i X.«.A,,.<.>« O  Is  < 4_u I ~>j I A e. I « j  I L^J U <JLS1) I
• 4<a <a JI 4_—« ^  a 11 d L u a J I
I AA *>- I j  >■ la .  ^  A3 (  l < i l ~ i  ^ I j j ^ l  C r i r ^ L ?  J W - ^  ^ 1  ^  a L S . 1 ' i l j
• 4 J % j j J  I a L o J I  4j |»Jk 114.t L  1^ i % I I j  <u» 7^1 V jJ L l—II p  1jv««.i VI
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Appendix 12
The Translations of Arabic Expository Texts
Translator 1 _ Text 7
The Crescent of Bahrain Organises Intensive First Aid 
Rounds in the Coming Months of August and September
The first aid organisation with the association of the Red Crescent of 
Bahrain, decided to organise intensive rounds in first aid during the 
months of August and September. The rounds are available for all social 
classes and the teaching is carried out in Arabic and English and it is also 
possible for local establishments, firms and organisations to nominate their 
employees for these rounds.
The President of the first aid panel declared this, in association with the 
Red Crescent . He said that the aid panel had produced a leaflet containing
all the information concerning the rounds which would be set up in the
field of first aid. This would include the principles of instruction in first
aid, the contents of the first aid box , the treatment of injuries and burns,
artificial respiration, choking and the recovery position, resuscitation of 
the cardiac and the lung, haemorrhaging (sic), shock treatment, fractures, 
aid needed for road accidents and how to transport casualties. During these 
rounds a theoretical and practical exam is given.
He also clarified that the round continued for 8 days, split into 3 days a 
week which are Saturday, Monday and Wednesday. The lectures will last 2 
hours and will take place on the 2nd floor of the headqurters (sic) of the
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association. The course will not cost more 10 Dinars. That includes the 
lectures, private manual, a badge and graduation certificate. He referred to 
the fact that the leaflets will be distributed to the public and that it is 
possible for all those who wish to attend the course to fill in a form and 
send it to the headquarters of the organisation to ask for a place on the 
course. The association is situated in the heart of the ‘B ayt-al-karim ’ 
m osque.
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Translator 2 Text 7
The Bahrain Crescent to Organise an Intensive Course in
First Aid in the Coming Months of August and September
The first aid branch of the Association of the Bahrain Red Crescent has 
decided to organise intensive courses in First Aid around August and 
S ep te m b er.
The courses will be open to all strata of society and will be in both Arabic 
and English. There will also be apportunities (sic) for establishments, firms 
and local organisations to nominate their employees to participate in these
co u rse s .
This announcement was made by Sayyid Zuhair Suliman Ad-Dalala, the 
chancellor of the First Aid organisation within the Red Crescent. He said 
“The first aid organisation has produced pam phlets containing all the 
necessary information on the courses that will be set up in the field of first 
aid including: information on the principles of first aid and facts about the 
contents of first aid box; injuries and their cure; Burns and their cure;
A rtificial respiration and chocking; The side recovery position; heart and 
lung resuscitation ; haemorrhage ; shock ; The First Aid of fractures; road 
accidents and the transportation of casualties.
At the end of the course, a practical as well as theoretical exam will be set.
The course will last days, spread out into 3 days a week namely Monday, 
Wednesday and Saturday. The duration of the lectures will be two hours and
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will take place on the second floor of the head quarters and will cost no 
more than 10 dinars for entry into the lessons, the special book, the exam 
and the certificate of graduation. Anyone interested should contact the 
organisation, and it will be necessary for those wishing to enrol to fill in 
an application form and send it to the head quarters of the organisation 
which is situated near the Quran house.
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Translator 3 Text 7
The Crescent of Bahrain Organise Intensive Courses 
in the Coming Months of August and September
The first aid organisation decided with the Red Crescent of Bahrain to
organise intensive courses in first aid during the months of August and 
September. The courses are available to all social classes. The lessons will be 
carried out in Arabic and English and it is possible for local establishments, 
firms and associations to nominate their employees for these courses.
The president of the first aid panel Mr Zuhair Sulman al-Dalal declared this 
in association with the red crescent.
He said that the panel had produced a first aid pamphlet containing all the 
information concerning the courses, which will be set up in the field of 
first aid. This would include basic instruction on first aid, the contents of
the first aid box, the treatment of burns and injuries, artificial respiration,
choking and the recovery position, resuscitation of the cardiac and the 
lung, haem orrhaging, shock treatm ents, fractures, aid needed for road
accidents and how to transport casualties. During these courses theoretical
and practical exams are given.
He also said that the courses should continue three days a week, Saturday,
Monday and Wednesday, the lectures will last for two hours and they will be
held at the headquarters on the second floor.
The course will not cost more than ten dinars and includes the lectures,
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first aid book, exam, badge and graduation certificate.
He indicated that the leaflets would be distributed among the people and 
those who want, to fill in the form and send it to the association 
headquarters and they can arrange for an interview at the mosque.
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Translator 1 Text 8
Higher Education Minister Meet Zimbabwian Delegate
for State Affairs and the Head of Ottowa University
Mr M undhir Ibrahim , M inister for H igher Education and Scien tific  
research met Mr Joseph kiyur Fawayl, National delegate for state affairs in 
the republic of Zimbabwe.
During the course of the meeting he affirmed the close relations between 
the two countries and he stressed their terms of friendship and co­
o p e ra tio n .
Then Mr M undhir Ibrahim , the M inister for H igher Education and 
Scientific research met Antoine Irid the head of Ottowa University in 
C anada.
During the course of the meeting he also affirmed the existing links 
between the Iraq U niversities and the Canadian university  and their 
continued  strength .
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Translator 2 _ Text 8
The Higher Education Minister Meets the Zimbabwian 
Minister of Affairs and Head of Ottowa University
Mr M undir (sic) Ibrahim, M inister for Higher Education and Scientific
Research met Mr Joseph Kiyur fuwail the National delegate of State Affairs 
in the Republic of Zimbabwe.
During the course of the meeting cooperation relations between the two 
friendly countries were assessed as a way of strengthening ties in the 
fields of science, education and culture.
Also Mr M undir Ibrahim M inister of Higher Education and Scientific
research met with Doctor Anton Iereid the head of Ottowa University in 
Canada .
D uring the course of the meeting the cooperation relations of culture
,science and Education were reviewed between the Iraqi University and the 
Canadian University by means of strengthening ties.
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Translator 3 Text 8
Minister of Higher Education Meets Zimbabwean 
Minister of state for Diplomatic Affairs and the 
Chancellor of Ottowa University
Sayyid M unthir Ibrahim, The m inister for higher education, met Joseph
Kayur Fuwil, The Zimabwean minister of state for diplomatic and state
affairs in the Republic of Zimbabwea (sic);
During the meeting they showed the cooperative relationship that existed
between the two countries and (discussed) means by which they could be 
strengthened in the fields of Education, science and Culture.
Sayyid Ibrahim, the m inister of higher Education and scientific research 
also met Dr Intwan Irid, the chancellor of the University of Ottowa in 
C anada.
During the course of the meeting the relationship of cultural cooperation
and Education existing between Iraqi and Canadian U niversities were 
displayed as well as methods of developing them.
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List of Sources of Text Samples
n.d = No date 
n.p = No place
cAbd al-Quddus, I. (1986) Fi Wadi al-Ghalaba. Cairo.
Abu Madl, I. , al-Mawrid (Fourteenth edition) (1980). Dar al-cIlm li-al- 
m alayin , Beirut.
al-Sharq al-Awsat Newspaper, published in London.
al-Thawrah Newspaper, published in Iraq.
A k h b a r al-Khalij Newspaper, published in Bahrain.
Brookner, A. (1986) Family and friends. Triad Grafton Books, London.
Draat, F.v. (1940) Reduplicatory Emphasis. In Englische Studien.vol. 74, 
pp. 156 - 167.
D uca’ Kumayl b. Ziyad al-NakhcI. n.d. Matbacat al-Hashiml, Bahrain. 
Gainsville Sun 2o.12.1978 , quoted in Beaugrande and Dressier (1981). 
Gibson Greetings Inc. (1991 cards), Ohio.
K h itab  al-malik Hussayn ila al-ummah (1986), Ministry of information, 
Jo rd a n .
Lauriston Place 77, Cleaning Tasks Leaflet - Scottish Council YWCA Housing 
Society Limited, 1991.
cUsmat, R. (1977) Ghabat al-Khanazlr al-Barriyah. Ittihad al-Kuttab al-cA rab . 
B e iru t.
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Philip, B. (1961) Secret of the Andes. Longman, London.
Spark, M. (1961) The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie. Penguin Books, London.
Spiegelberg, R. (1973) The City - Power Without Accountability. Quartet
limited, London.
Tennyson, A. (1930) Poetic Works. Collins, London.
The Holy Koran :
Surat al-Nas 
Surat al-Falaq 
Surat al-Tur 
Surat Maryam 
Surat al-Ancam 
Surat al-Sharh
The Independent Newspaper, published in London.
The International Herald Tribune, published in New York.
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